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Figure Workers at the

Lackawanna Iwn and Steel Corn

pary ftirnaces now site man

aged by the Pennsylvania Mstoii

cal and Museum Commission

To 19th century Americans their continent was land The natural cultural and recreational resources of the mense underground city created by fourteen levels of

of unlimited vision Vast beyond comprehension and Valley represent the development of anthracite coal mine tunnels from the anthracite mining Thousands

filled with resources the land provided both the chal- one of the continents great natural resources From of miles of track hundreds of industrial sites neighbor

lenge and the means to achieve growth development early in the 19th century northeastern Pennsylvania hoods main streets churches ethnic organizations

and progress The attitude that nature exists in the the source of more than 80% of the worlds anthracite and civic institutions remain to tell the story of anthra

service of progress remains strong in the American provided an extraordinary source of energy which fu- cite In the process of retrieving this gift of nature the

psyche today even as our natural resources are dwin- eled the growth of American cities and industry for al- Valley was transformed into an industrial landscape

dling after centuries of exploitation most one hundred and fifty years until oil and gas be- which far outlived anthracite

came principal sources of power At the center of the
As these resources are exhausted and we become

worlds most productive anthracite field the Lacka- Today the Valley documents this story in cultural

more dependent on others for economic survival our wanna Valley witnessed the inception spectacular
landscape of unusual integrity Its nch mix of ethnic

national identity becomes more difficult to define As
growth and eventual deterioration of great industry

people and cultures dense urban areas and isolated

nation what do we do when traditional industries de- settlements coal wastelands framed by verdant hill

dine As we become more dependent on the world The unprecedented scale and integration of anthracite sides and the vast remains of its coal extraction man-

market and different kinds of resources what happens mining manufacturing and rail transportation made ufacturirig and transportation infrastructure are mi
to the communities left behind The Lackawanna Val- the region crucible for innovations in technology in- crocosm of our legacy from the industrial era and

ley presents both the opportunity to understand these dustrial institutions labor and city form in 19th century symbol of the challenges now facing similar regions

questions and challenge to answer them America The surface patterns of community industri- from the industrial Midwest to eastern Europe
al development and natural landscape reflect the irn
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This report proposes the joint recognition by local

communities Lackawanna County the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and Federal Government of

the Lackawanna Heritage Valley new type of

regional conservation and development area created

by partnership among governments at all levels and

the private sector The mission of the Partnership will

be twofold first to capture the story of the Lackawan
na Valley for its residents and the nation by creating an

infrastructure for interpretation and education and

second to establish framework for stewardship

which will preserve significant historic features reclaim

abandoned or devastated landscapes create opportu
nities for economic development recreation and edu- --
cation and conserve and enhance features of the

nership depend primarily upon edsting resources

Valleys natural and cultural environment The Part-

and sources of funding in the implementation of the

proposed plan in addition to seeking and developing itiportancevariety of new funding sources

This plan will do more than develop the interpretive to the State Figure Generations c4immi-

grant thi kiren fowid work as

BreakerBoys sorting coal priorpotential of the region The Valley will become living

to shipmentlaboratory for dealing with the consequences of funda

mental economic and social change The Partnership and Nation
will develop new tools for reclaiming exploited envi

ronments And it will provide vehicle to learn from

the past by dealing with its consequences In doing so Although the great coal beds of the Americas were Over 80% of the worlds anthracite is found in three

it will help to shape new ecology and post-industrial
known to colonial settlers vast old stand forests fueled great fields in Northeastern Pennsylvania and more

landscape
Americas early mills and furnaces The tremendous than half of the billion tons of hard coal mined in the

changes which created modern industry and large ur- Commonwealth between 1830 and 1960 as illustrated

ban cities were precipitated by the exploitation and use in Figure 29 Chapter came from the Northern field

of Americas anthracite underlying the LackawannWWyoming Valley see Fig

ure The proximity of the lley to New York and
Between 1830 and 1860 anthracite an efficient high New England made it the primary supplier of fuel to
energy fuel provided reliable alternative to both

the northeastern United States in the 19th Century
charcoal and imported British and Nova Scotian soft

coal The availability of high quality inexpensive fuel Large scale extraction of the Valleys coal began in the

source east of the Alleghenies where transportation by 1820s with the opening of the first drift mine at Car-

water was possible allowed the development of larger bondale made accessible to New York City via canal

scale steam driven automated factories and the reloca- and gravity railroad Through the creative force of its

tion of small rural industry to urban areas These inno- business leadership the Valley evolved from remote

vations generated profound changes in the institutional farm settlements into major urban industrial center

structure of American industry the work force and the where anthracite mining iron and steel rails textiles

urban development of the United States and manufacturing were combined in diverse but in

terrelated system of industry The urbanization and in-
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FigureS Breakers and coal
tip-

Fiure Scrantons
earty

pies once dotted the Valleys hill- electric streetcar system here on

sides reinforcing landscape LockawannaAuenue contributed

tthith was formed extractiue to its reputation as the ectiic

indzstnes and the resources cni
thracite coal

dustrialization of the Valley mirrored the national Irans- mines under almost unbelievably difficult conditions throughout the U.S and the world Culm piles aban

formation of industry and city form brought about by Death and injury were commonplace and the mines doned strip mines and an extraordinary subterranean

the availability of anthracite provided no benefits for survivors Anthracite miners network of mining tunnels are clear physical evidence

created the nations first labor unions and participated of the Valleys robust past but also represent challeng
Ar the heart of this development Scranton emerged as

in some of the nations most violent strikes These irn- es which must be addressed in its post-industrial future

showplace The city was the focus of five major rail

migrants also established strong communities where
lines with direct connections to major cities of the east

ethnic ties were reinforced by churches and fraternal
The Valleys landscape clearly conveys this story

coast and Canada Outwaixi along those tracks flowed
societies that provided services and created sense of

Thousands of miles of track hundreds of industrial

the major source of energy for industry locomotion
community welfare and belonging noticeably absent in

sites ethnic neighborhoods main streets churches

and home heating in the northeast In return the city the harsh conditions of the mine The Valleys strong
fraternal organizations and civic institutions remain

attracted talent ideas and wealth Known as the Elec-
intact ethnic neighborhoods remain testament to this

matrix of sites representing major resource types are

tric City Scranton was the Houston of its day an ener-
pattern of urban growth once common in the industri-

preserved in addition Steamtown National Historic

gy capitol proud of its technology civic innovation and
alized United States but now disappearing

Site the Commonwealths Anthracite Heritage Muse

wealth urn and Scranton Iron Furnace Historic Site and the

Brought to an abrupt end by the Knox mining disaster Lackawanna County Coal Mine provide interpretation
But these achievements were not without human and

in 1959 which flooded the subsurface mine network of aspects of the industrial and heritage story The sur
environmental costs Thousands of immigrants at-

mining in the Valley has now virtually ceased Howev- face patterns of community industry and natural land
tracted by the jobs created by the burgeoning anthra-

er coal mining and its associated industries have left af- scape reflect the immense underground city created by
cite industrial complex came to the Valley British

tereffects familiar to residents of industrial areas anthracite mining These resources-- set within con-
Western and Eastern Europeans worked in deep
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tamed valley land form with discrete and highly visible

boundaries--convey unity and totality of setting esource
which encompasses not only the story of the past but ..-

also the future promise of reclamation and redemp- Inventories of the Valley were carried out to identify

non Chapter provides detailed account of the sig- historically significant resources and to understand

nificance the story and the resources of the Valley their importance central theme -- the Lacka
wanna Valley in the age of Anthracite -- and

The story of the discovery development and eventual
three major subthemes were found to characterize the

decline of the anthracite coal industry is of particular
Valley and its evolution-

relevanceintodaysworld Itneedstobetoldinaway
which is not only engaging but also educative to The Land has been the fundamental determi-

young and old resident and visitor alike to encourage nant of the valleys evolution dictating the form

greater understanding of where our wealth and liveli- and qualities of both the natural environment and

hood comes from and the fragile natural balance upon the man-made landscape The land is diverse re-

which it is based These lessons are often overlooked source including natural and settled areas

in education about the industrial revolution mainly The Industry -- The development of the an-
cause we are only now coming to understand them

thracite coat/transportation complex had major
They are also not well represented and interpreted

impact upon the growth and development of the ---

our National Park System or in the Commonwealth
United States This interrelated complex included

system of parks and museums Because of the signifi- coal mining transportation textile irorilsteel and
cance of the anthracite story not only to the Nation diverse manufacturing
but to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania the Lacka- ...

wannalleycanplayamajorroleinproposedPenn- ThePeople-- Culturalandethnographicpat- 1J
sylvania Hentage Parks System The Lackawanna terns of the Valley reflect the life and history of the

lleys cultural historical and natural resources pro-
thousands of immigrants who came to the Valley

vide an excellent opportunity to tell the anthracite tu-
These groups have shaped the cultural and physi-

ry while encouraging process of reclamation and re-
cal landscape of the Valley through neighborhood ..

newal which can have lasting benefit on the Valley patterns and cultural institutions which survive and

environment and be an ecological and economic
thnve to this day

model for other urbanized areas converting from an The resource inventones were distnbuted to all project 1t

extracuve industrial base economy to more contem- participants and had direct influence on the shape of

porary industries and technologies the Plan list of these studies as well as excerpts from

key documents are provided in the Appendices Dis- ..

cussion of the specific resources which relate to each

of the key subthemes is presented in Chapter The

accompanying maps represent several of the Valley-

wide assessments that documented the closely inter-

twined effects of geology human settlement and in-

dustnal exploitation ___________
Figure Geology c4the Lkawaiina Volley

Anthracite coal in Pennsylvanias Northern
field indwing the Lacka

uxinna Valley
lies is level seams relativeLy

accessible to the surface

The contained fonii of the Valley with the Lackauxinna River defining

the center makes ito contained and self-sufficient environment eo.sity

perceived and closely related to patterns of settlement
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Figure Ethnogrc die Valley Figure Current and Future Devel opment Figure 10 Coal Spoil Lands

Settlements cjdozens of ethnic grotps marked by thurthes dubs Marry development projects are proposed throughout the Valley it is The Valley industrial lexy indudes culm piles abandunedsthp

and spedal sence organizations still ckt the Volley in matricf set- inortanr to harness these productive investments to reinfbrce
the his- minesjunkyards and other etAdence of the generations of cdroclive

ilement that dares to the Volleys heiqy ac magnet for immigrant toric
fabric cthe Valley communities and to redaim lands damaged and industrial activities These lands acoin centers cf Volley commu

uxwkers through generations certracrive industries nines cur4 if redaimed c4feran ant orportunity for rdxilcng

and reirorang the heart cf the Volley
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Figure 11 McDade Path is

reclaimed coal mine UIÜdI offers

mine toui dramatic vieu across

the ualle id shares its site uAth

the adjacent PeninsyluaniaAnthra

cite Heiitage Museum

The importance of the Lackawanna Valley to the hen- park to the rest of the regions historic resources As be formed to create strong and specific vision for

tage of Pennsylvania and the nation has been recog- result of this public interest the Steamtown Compre- what the Lackawanna lley could be--a vision that

nized many times over the last two decades In 1972 hensive Management Plan CMP recommended that would outlast the planning process and be guiding

the National Park Service NPS conducted the New heritage park be developed to integrate historic pres- force for future development of the regions historic

Area Study-Master Plan for Proposed Cultural Coal ervation education recreation tourism and econom- cultural recreational economic and educational re

Park The study noted the national significance of an- ic development.. and suggested that the project be sources Locally directed and jointly funded by the

thracite and recommended that the project be cen- pursued as partnership between the city county City of Scranton Lackawanna County the Greater

tered in and around the anthracite industry of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the NPS The Scranton Chamber of Commerce MetroAction Inc
Lackawanna Valley and associated sites In 1984 the CMP recommended that the entity be state initiative the Commonwealths Department of Community

Commonwealth recognized the potential of the Valley with planning assistance from NPS The CMP also sug- Affairs Pennsylvania Heritage Parks Program the

for inclusion in proposed state Heritage Park concept gested other actions to be undertaken by NPS includ- Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission and

being studied After local citizens led successful effort ing developing rail links to the Anthracite Heritage Mu- the National Park Service the Steering Committee de
to persuade Steamtown to move its famous collection seum the Lackawanna County Coal Mine and the veloped work plan agreed to complete pieces of the

of steam locomotives to the Valley Congress designat- Scranton Iron Furnace Historic Site that portion of study and hired consultant team to guide the work
ed the Delaware Lackawanna and Western rail yard in the electric trolley line be reconstructed that river The Steering Committee has been assisted by the

Scranton as the Steamtown National Historic Site greenway plan for the Lackawanna River be complet- Lackawanna Heritage Valley Task Force of over 400

ed and that Rails to Trails studs for the county be community leaders chaired by Father Joseph Quinn
During the planning process for Steamtown communi-

prepared In 1989 Congressman Joseph McDade sug- representing major civic and cultural organizations in
ty participants gave priority to linking the new national

gested that an intergovernmental steering committee stitutions historic and ethnic associations businesses



Figure 12 Corgrsrnan
McDade with Father Joseph

Quinn Task Force chairperson

and members of the oject Team

local governments public agencies and interested ciii-
Develop preservation mechanisms to help dents and decision makers as possible Early meetings

zens Appendix provides detailed account of the Valley communities protect their histonc cultural helped define the concept and gained insight into resi

activities of the Task Force and the Community In
and folkhfe resources dents feelings regarding resources issues and goals for

1990 the Valley was designated as one of the first Interpret the resources and stories of the the Heritage Valley second set of meetings shared

Pennsylvania State Heritage Park Planning Area and Lackawanna Valley for residents visitors and stu- the results of the inventory process and introduced the

the Commonwealth created State Heritage Park In- dents of all ages and integrate the Valleys heritage three major elements which were used to form alterna

teragency Task Force to help this and other regions de- into local educational programs tives series of five Alternatives were presented in

velop heritage park corridors and areas
Integrate the Heritage Park into the lives of

third set of meetings and distributed to more than

2000 other Valley residents in newsletter format writ-

The Steenng Committee the Lackawanna Heritage the people who live in the Valley
ten and verbal comments were recorded and included

Valley Task Force the Pennsylvania Heritage Park Pro- Develop program for economic revital- in the alternatives Finally meetings were held to se
gram and others involved in the process developed ization that uses the Valleys heritage to promote lect the Preferred Alternative and to discuss the man-
goals for the proposed Lackawanna Heritage Valley increased tourism and other private reinvestment

agement and implementation options included in this

These goals served as the guiding principles in the de- in key buildings and districts document At each stage slide show maps and writ

velopment of the final plan and can be summarized as
Link major Valley resources physically and ten materials were presented to the public The Hen-

interpretively using cooperative strategies tage Valley concept and the Preferred Alternative re

Enhance cooperation between commu-
Community workshops and planning meetings were

ceived broad popular approval letters and resolutions

nitiesto develop recreational preservation and
held throughout the Valley to include as many resi-

of support are available in the project documentation

educational opportunities in the Valley
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Figure 13 Marry resources

within the vtlley hove been se

cured and are already biplace

the iron pours at the Scrantonfl Iron Flitnaces attract large

cf spectators

The Valleys founders were innovative entrepreneurs native which will lay the groundwork for the long term Penus ivania
who understood that complex projects required part- evolution of the Valley The Valley would be jointly rec

nerships and sense of cooperation between diverse ognized by local communities Lackawanna Countc eritage ar
interests Participants in this planning process recog- the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Federal

nized that the scale and scope of effort needed to ac- Government for its state and national significance and

complish even the simplest recommended action re- would become the focus of programs to preserve his- The Pennsylvania Heritage Parks Program was pro
quire cooperation between all levels of government torical and natural assets interpret their lessons to resi-

posed by Govenor Robert Casey in his 1989-90 Corn-
and the private sector as well as an entrepreneurial dents and visitors reclaim devastated areas and en- monwealth budget It is the intent of the program to
spirit not often found in government agencies The no- courage sensitive economic educational and tounsm

highlight particular regions of the state whose cultur
non of shared responsibility at all governmental and development and productive use of the valleys flaw-

al historic and recreational resources exemplify the in-

private levels of utilizing existing programs and finan- ral cultural and recreational resources dustrial traditions of the Commonwealth With inter
cial resources and of encouraging entrepreneurship

governmental cooperation and regional planning
and creative solutions to problems is at the core of the

strategies these resources will be developed to en
Lackawanna Heritage Valley Plan

hance regional economies through the attration of vis

iting tourists creation of new jobs and promotion of
Tie Plan

envisiois
the creation of new nje of re-

public and private partnerships for new investment opgional conservation and development area to be

known as the Lackawanna Heritage Valley portunities

The Plan illustrated in Figure 14 is the preferred alter-

10
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Figure The Recommended ________
Plan iitt

The Plan will create visitor and

interpretive infrastructure to ex- rtIO

plain the Valley and its heritage

to visitors and residents This
____

will be based on existing resourc- rr
es and attractions but will also

involve improving sites and set-

nngs for interpretive purposes Land
.ttk4

_______Of equal importance the Plan rec- \UU _______ommends creating Stewardship ______
programs to deal with the long .- _________
tenii legacy of the Volleys environ-

UUU

__________
ment and to encourage oppmpri- .-
ate arid supportive develpoment

iyphn

primary recommendation of the Plan for the Lacka-

wanna Heritage Valley is that the region should seek Ii /-

designation as the first State Heritage Park under the if ---V

PnnsylvaniaHeritateParksProgram This recom- K4/
mendation isbaseduponananalysisofthedocumen-

tation and information assembled in this report and .-
deterrninationthattheregioncanmeetthePennsylva-

nia Heritate Parks Program goals of economic devel- 1--
opement intergovernmental cooperation cultural

conservation education and recreation This recom-

mendation is also based upon determination that the
75

Valley has the inventory of resources public and pri-

vate support and local commitment and leadership to
--

the plan

the implementation recommendations of

.I1
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Jnterprede and Vintor Stewardship
intrutncture Infrastactore

________________ _____

_______.1 IiLLT ____ __
___

_______
___ __

Figure 15 The Lackcwonria Figure 16 Sreanitotanisc4-

Henraae Valley Concept- discrete ready substantial tsitor anrac

inteTprellve
and visitor sires will be iion tthith

interprets
the theme

linked by roil and other connec- trcortation ciitical aspect

lions stewardship programs will the Valleys evolution and growth

occur Valley-wide

The Partnership icy as the plan is implemented The Partnership ll lo- It will oversee long term stewardship pro-

The Plan recommends establishing the cicawanna
care and use existing programs and funding sources at grams to ensure that capability is developed to

Heritage Partnership The Partnership formaliz-
all levels to accomplish its capital development and manage reclamation preservation and conserva

ing the evolving structure of intergovernmental coop
conservation programs It will use public funds to en- don programs which can protect and enhance the

eratiori which has emerged in the Valley during the
hance opportunities for private redevelopment of his- Valleys natural and cultural setting while fadiitat

planning process The Partnership would be estab-
toric structures to reclaim abandoned industrial zones ing appropriate development

lished by Lackawanna County enabling local state
to encourage new commercial ventures and to incu

and federal governments to pool existing resources
bate new reclamation technologies In this way the

and expertise The composition of the Partnership
Partnership will contribute to economic revitalization The Concept

be geographically representational and oriented to key
of the region as it conserves and restores the cultural

actors and agencies making financial commitments It
landscape The Partnership will provide range of The recommended plan for the Lackawanna Heritage

will include members of the Lackawanna Heritage Val-
new interpretive and educational opportunities for stu- Valley is combination of an infrastructure for interpre

ley Task Force as well as representatives from federal
dents valley residents and visitors tation and education and stewardship programs as

state and local government and various community The Partnership will have two primaty tasls
shown in Figure 15 Chapter The Plan provides de
tailed description of the concept and features of the

groups and private citizens

It will facilitate the development of an infra- sites and programmatic elements which are recom

The Partnership will provide the vehicle for coordinat- structure for interpretation and educa- mended

ing the efforts of different agencies and developing pol- lion linking sites throughout the Valley

12
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link interpretive sites in Scranton and McDade Park

Self-guided and walking tours will be available origi

nating fim new Visitor Center in the New Jersey

-- Central Station historic stmcture convenient to

Steamtown the new freeway exit and downtown

Stewardslup Programs

Stewardship programs will be implemented by the

itUtii flPJ3P Partnership to address three aspects of the valleys en
vironment and culture which require long term man

ii JfL_e agement and leadership

___

Presealion Pr7rmrthe built and

oped to protect the historic and cultural legacy of

the Valley and to msure that the physical and sym

T- bolic fabric which provides the Valleys continuity

will be effectively used in its rebirth These pro

grams should enable preservation and reuse of his-

Figure 17 The Thin toric neighborhoods structures and settings rein-

tate reuse qporwriinforhiston- forcement of the linear Main Street which

threads throu the Valle 19 urban centers and

throughout the VoJIeySUth as creative mechanisms to encourage use of the
SauquoitMifl corrpl

Valley nch social and ethnic heritage In the vicin

ity of each major interpretive area surrounding

urban setting would be defined to encourage pres

Infrastructure for Interpretation and enable it to convey its part of the Valleys story in the
ervation and to target incentives which will lead to

Education
most powerful and compelling fashion Visitors will

reinvestment and community revitalization Col
have the opportunity to structure vanety of sequenc-

lectively these irreplaceable resources represent
Visitor use and education in the Valley would be es for visiting the interpretive sites in the Valley encour-

the everyday history of the Valley and its commu
focused on set of linked sites which collectively inter- aging repeat and overnight visitation Sites will support

pret the Valleys evolution as the anthracite center of curriculum based education programs targeted for stu

the United States These sites include the Steamtown dents using the Valleys natural cultural and museum Reclamation programs -- will be developed to

National Historic Site the Commonwealth of resources as laboratories for learning new Environ- address the environmental exploitation of the Val

Pennsylvanias Scranton Iron Furnaces and Anthracite mental Education Center partnership between ll ley by converting properties and waterways which

Heritage Museum and Lackawanna Countys McDade and state universities and the Commonwealths i- have been degraded by mining and related indus

Park Coal Mine Tour in order to take full advantage of partment of Environmental Resources will provide
trial development into productive use The resi

the substantial governmental preservation and inter- variety of environmental education opportunities
due of extractive industries can be seen in the

pretation commitments already made in the Valley Lackawanna Valley landscape symbolizing its

These sites plus others in Carbondale and Olyphant
The primary links between sites will include trolley growth and decline CuIm piles rise above towns

will serve as venues to tell the Valleys primary stories
buses self guided auto tours pedestrian paths rail

strip mining operations gouge the landscape

of Industry People and Land
trails and steam rail transportation Interpretive links junkyards line the riverbanks and abandoned in-

utilizing rail transportation where feasible will capital- dustrial complexes are left to deteriorate These

Each site would be augmented through additional in- ize on the unique resource offered by Steamtown and sites are visually detrimental to the environment

terpretation and/or site and facility improvements to the valleys rail network Trolley buses will be used to yet serve as vivid reminders of the prior economic

13



Chapter Executlve Summary

4Joi
Figure SectiorLsthe Figure 19 Wuhuiemenra
Lockawanna Thverthowa tian cthe Plan Main streets and

strange beauty the to their pollu- the cultural resources they contain

non from aad mine ourfalts Rec- could stçporr community events

larnazionprogroinsthould and
festivals

address this and other eruron

mental probi ems

lifeblood of the valley Ironically many of these century still presents challenge Oranges and of the llleys economy especially in the educational

sites well located close to urban centers up and blues mark the trail of pollution down the Lacka- community Ultimately these stewardship programs
down the Valley offer the potential for productive wanna and out into the Susquehanna River the will create an entirely new industry for the Valley cen
redevelopment and reuse sparing more environ- principal source of pollution in the Chesapeake wa- tering on research and delivery of leading-edge recla

mentally valuable hillside lands The Lackawanna tershed Protection of the River and hilltops as mation technologies

River Corridor Study offers specific opportunities for well as capitalization on the open space and envi-

river protection restoration and recreation and ronmental opportunities they represent will be the
The stewiiusiilp mission 01 uje Partnersiup ww tO

create an intergovernmental capacit for these three
will be supported by these reclamation programs object of the Partnership programs in this area

types of programs During its formative penod the
Conservation and Recreation programs -- The infrastructures for education and visitation and Partnership will through its coordinating mechanism
will be developed to realize the potential of this the stewardship strategies will embrace not only pres- expedite the implementation of demonstration pro-
green Valley to more fully benefit from the oppor- ervation and interpretation but also economic devel-

grams in each of its spheres of influence During its mi
tunities offered by its river and hilltops Despite the opment The primary beneficial impact of the

tial two years of operation the Partnership shall ad-

history of exploitation the contained form of the implementation of the plan will be stimulation of the e- vise the Secretary of the Interior the Governor of the

Valley and its linear river remain constants in the conomy at all levels of commerce in the Valley The in- Commonwealth and County Commissionersof the

landscape The verdant hilltops still define physi- terpretive infrastructure proposed will stimulate the
scope and nature of its demonstration stewardship

cally and culturally the edges of the Lackawanna tourism retail and service sectors of the Valleys econo- projects enabling designation of subareas within the

Valley environment The Lackawanna River once my generating jobs and commercial development in Valley which will be eligible for special assistance and
beautiful is now reemerging However the ecolo- various downtown locations The stewardship pro- review

gy of this Valley dramatically altered over the last grams proposed will stimulate the institutional sectors

14



Chapter ExecutIve Summary

Benefits and
Costs

The Partnership and its staff is seen as transitional a- which result in the wake of decline of traditional indus- The beneficial impact of the project will be sub

gency whose principal development functions would tries Education would occur on several levels as rec- stantial The estimated capital costs for the Lackawan

be completed by the year 2000 Once the visitor in- lamation experts help valley communities cope with na Heritage Valley project are approximately $37 mil

frastructure is complete and the stewardship capacity is their unique problems orchestrate national and inter- lion for the Infrastructure for Interpretation and

in place lodged at the appropriate governmental 1ev- national conferences and communicate the results of Education plus the initial stewardship capability These

el the Partnership will revert to an advisory role Man- successful reclamation policies and projects to wide costs are almost equally distributed across interpreta

agement of the construction process on individual audience tion development and use preservation reclamation

sites as well as the operation of the tourism infrastruc- and recreation and among the federal state local and
In order to accomplish these educational objectives

ture would remain the responsibility of current operat-
the Enviromnental Education Center EEC private partners Impacts were evaluated in reference

to the costs and benefits of the recommended Planing governments or agencies Management of the
will be established Development policy and for the potential ultimate scheme which theley stewardship programs would pass to existing
demonstrations will involve the coordination with mdi-

agencies and to newly created entities nurtured by the
vidual communities and other Federal State and

community would like to pursue after the initial plan is

implemented successfully For detailed description ofPartnership
cal agencies with the private sector to enable

the recommended and ultimate schemes refer to
To facilitate the above programs particularly those comprehensive programs for reclamation in the Valley

Chapter Visit to the Valley More detailed informa
dealing with reclamation the Plan recommends estab- as well as targeting specific projects for implementa-

tion on Benefits and Costs is provided in Chapter Im
lishing by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania the tion As an Incubator for new reclamation/recycling

plementation Agenda and in Appendix Cost Data
Environmental Reclamation Institute ER environmental recovery technologies EEl will transfer

EEl would be charged with creating and implementing innovative technologies to create new business and in- Natural Cultural and Social Impacts -- The

ways to reclaim the exploited face of the Valley prefer- dustrial opportunities in the Valley Depending on the implementation of the plan will have profound and

ably in affiliation with state and local universities It ultimate configuration and success of Em and on its lasting positive impacts on the natural man-made
would work with local and county governments to working relationship with the Partnership it is possible and cultural environment of the Valley Historic struc

craft land policy while actively participating in demon- that it may ultimately take over many of the tures and settings will be restored and revitalized

stration developments Partnerships stewardship functions through the infusion of new uses The natural environ

ment both in its degraded and pristine states will be
Using the Valley as laboratory the Institute would be

reclaimed and stabilized becoming significant re
national even international in scope center for inno-

source for the future economic and recreational life of
vation and research on the growing worldwide prob-

the Valley The Valley will become an important edu
lem of reclaiming industrial environments EEl could

cational resource on local and national level Im
play an important role in demonstrating new ap-

plementation of the plan will instill sense of pride for

proaches to reclamation which would be useful to
residents and visitors in the industrial and ethnic heri

communities in the valley to DER in addressing
tage of the region The stewardship programs will en-

Pennsylvanias other coal-mining regions and to the
sure an increased awareness and appreciation of the

EPA in addressing comparable problems of national
man-made and natural resources of the Valley pro

scope
ducing long-term commitments to the protection of

Ems sphere of activity should include scientific re- these environments In addition stewardship pro
search education/technology transfer and develop- grams are structured to insulate critical resources and

ment policy/demonstrations Scientific research would neighborhoods from the potential negative impacts of

deal with large scale regional environmental questions increased tourism and use

15



Chapter ExecutIve Summary

Summaryof
Actions

Economic Impacts The firm of Economics Re- over ten year period Permanent jobs would also be The first actions must be
search Associates ERA modeled the economic im- created for park operations and management EEl

pacts of the plan ERAs work indicates that the plan and retail and service jobs related to expansion of
adoption of the pian by local municipalities

and the County
will have particularly positive impact in the down- Scranton and other downtowns Construction-related

town and main street areas where it will add street- spending for the project will generate additional invest- creation of the Lackawanna Heritage

life enhance retail facilities and contribute over- ment in the region by creating multiplier effect to- Partnership by Lackawanna County

all to the attractiveness of the downtown as place to tal induced development in excess $79 million is antici-
designation of the Lackawanna Heritage

visit shop recreate and work The plan is expected to pated The project will generate sources of fiscal
Valiey by Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and

attract between 860000 and 1310000 visitors year revenue during its development and operating stages Congr
to the Lackawanna Valley Annual visitor spending is These revenues include state income local wage taxes

estimated at $12 million The project once imple- and state sales taxes Taxes generated during the de-
Once the partnership is in place each level of govern

mented will attract an addition of approximately velopment phases of the project through construction ment as well as the private sector will have specific re

150000 visitor nights to the area -- enough to fill thee- employment will generate approximately $250000 in sponsibilities in the implementation of the plan Figure

quivalent of 500 hotel rooms annual revenues Taxes generated by direct expendi-
20 gives breakdown of these actions Chapter Im

tures by visitors will be approximately $363000 and plementation Agenda provides detailed information re

The proposed project would create construction relat
taxes generated through long-term employment will gardingthe scope management program

ed employment and induced employment of 1430 to
be approximately soooo development and phasing of the plan

2650 jobs with an average annual direct and indirect

employment of between 180 and 330 full time jobs
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Figure 2 I: ''The Lackawanna Valley", a painting by the renowned 
landscape artist George Inness, 1855. 
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State and
ational Figure 22 Miners in coal

seam with mule-drawn coal cars

Siginficance
The Lackawanna Valley located in Figure 26 is co- plete copies of resource assesments and inventories The study concluded that several factors contributed to

herent cultural landscape which represents the growth are available from Lackawanna County the Valleys national importance
and development of industiy and urban ethnic com
munities during the height of the anthracite coal min

The Lackawanna Valley is coherent landscape which The Role of Anthracite Coal in the In-

ing era of the United States from 850 to 930 The represents the growth and development of industry dustrialization and Urbanization of the

Valleys history importance and remaining resources
and urban ethnic communities during the height of the U.S -- Between 830 and 860 anthracite provid

were documented in series of inventories and assess-
anthracite coal mining era of the Unitied States from ed reliable alternative to both charcoal and im

ments completed by cooperating agencies and the
1840 to 1930 The story of the development and ex- ported British and Nova Scotian soft coal The a-

consultant team for the Lackawanna Valley Heritage
traction of anthracite coal is nationally important and vailability of high quality inexpensive fuel source

Valley Study an Environmental and Ethnographic As played crucial role in the industrialization and urban- east of the Alleghenies where transportation by

sessment an Industrial Sites Survey for L.ackawanna
ization of the United States The Lackawanna Valley water was possible allowed the development of

County and an Urban Design Assessment of Scranton
was the only part of the anthracite region which corn- larger scale factories and the relocation of small ru

In addition previous studies including 1979 Historic
bined extraction processing and delivery of coal with ral industry to urban areas These innovations in

Sites Survey of the City of Scranton and 1983 partial
the development of very diverse integrated industrial turn generated profound changes in the institution-

survey of residential and commercial resources were
complex in an urban setting The Lackwanna Valley al structure of American Industry the work force

provided by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and
contains significant national regional and local re- and the urban development of the United States

Lackawanna County and updated where possible
sources which can be used to tell the story of anthra- The Story of the Valley and its Role as

during the study phase This chapter reviews the find-
cite and its impact upon industrialization and Amen-

the Center of Anthracite Coal Mining in

Ings Appendix lists the individual documents com-
can city orm

the United States -- Over 80% of the worlds
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anthracite is found in Northeastern Pennsylvania

and more than half of the billion tons of hard

coal mined in the Commonwealth between 1830

and 1960 came from the Northern field underly

ing the Lackawann/Wyoming Valley The prox-

irnity of the Valley to New York and New England

made it the financial and urban center of the an- $11k 411

thracite region Scranton emerged as show- IPUa1iJ11L JIIIiQIIIII41i$R
place the Houston of its day an energy capital

proud of its technology civic innovation and

wealth Figure Marvin Figure 25 immigrant

The Development of an Integrated
--

Breaker and calm pie women and small children

CoalfFransportation/Manufacturing kedonfars
u-i the Valley

Complex in the Valley -- Through the creative HtfflgClri an @rotab
force of its business leadership the Valley evolved Galician workers in 1920

from remote farm settlements into major urban
--

industrial center where anthracite mining steel ___

rails textiles and manufacturing were combined in

diverse vertically integrated industrial complex __i

The change in the Valley mirrored larger trends as igure 23 Miners returning
the second industrial revolunon transformed the on coal trthn

industry and city form of the nation The legacy of

the Valleys industrial past is clearly visible in the

landscape today hundreds of industrial structures

ranging from roundhouses to silk mills show the

diversity and pervasive influence of manufacturing The Exploitation and Deterioration of

in the Valley communities the Natural Enviromnent as the Result gionally and locally significant sites representing

The evolution of the Valleys close-knit Au 1CitI.J ELCt10fl Brought to an a- major resource types are preserved in addition

Ethnic Communities -- British Western and brupt end by the Knox Mine Disaster in 1959 Steamtown National Historic Site the Common-

Eastern Europeans were attracted to the Valley by
mining in the Valley has now virtually ceased wealth of Pennsylvanias Anthracite Heritage Muse-

the jobs generated by the anthracite industrial However coal mining and its associated industries um and Lackawanna Iron and Coal Furnaces and

complex These immigrants established strong
has left after-affects familiar to residents of industri- the Lackawanna County Coal Mine provide inter-

communities where ethnic ties were reinforced areas throughout the U.S and the world Culm pretation of aspects of the industrial and heritage

churches fraternal societies the nations first labor piles abandoned strip mines and an extraordinary story The surface patterns of community industry

unions and neighborhoods from home provided serv-
subterranean network of mining tunnels are clear and natural landscape reflect the immense under-

ices creating sense of community welfare and physical evidence of the Valleys robust past but ground city created by anthracite mining These

belonging noticeably absent in the harsh condi- also represent challenges which must be addressed resources-- set within contained valley land form

tions of the mine The Valleys strong intact ethnic in its post-industrial future with discrete and highly visible boundaries--convey

communities remain testament to this pattern of The Clarity with which the Landscape
unity and totality of setting which can encompass

urban growth once common in the industrialized Conveys the Story of Anthracite -- Thou-
not only this past story but also the future promise

United States but now disappearing sands of miles of track industrial sites ethnic
of reclamation and redemption offering powerful

neighborhoods main streets churches fraternal
lessons for other similarly transitional regions

organizations and civic institutions remain to tell

the story of hard coal matrix of nationally re

20



Chapter The Lackawanna Valley

The history of the Valleys most important resource-

kn/ anthracite coal--begins over 300 million years ago dur

ing the Carboniferous Period This era ushered in an

age of warm humid climates converting the region

IL II

into tropicai zone Fossil records show that this pen

od was characterized by tropical forests fea

tunngpnminvetreesinexcessofloofeethigh the

first reptiles and insects including dragonflies with

three foot wing spans Over millions of years the

organic muck created by these hugh swampy forests

was compressed folded and protected from erosion

beneath the earth eventually leaving anthracite coal

Anthracite is the highest quality coal at least 92% car

bon with surface that is smooth hard and lustrous

deserving of the name black diamond Three fields

in Northeastern Pennsylvania the Southern Eastern

Figure 26 Anthracite Fields

and Western Middle and Northern contain more than

Mop
80% of the worlds supply of hard coal the majority of

the balance is found in Wales The Southern and Mid
dle fields are characterized by intensely folded vertical

seams of coal that are small in extent and remote from

population centers However coal in the Northern

The Lackawanna Valley hes in finger of the ridge and field is found in relatively level-lying easy to mine

The discovery development and eventual decline of valley province of the Appalachian range surrounded continuous seams of carbon dense anthracite ranging

the anthracite coal industry is story of particular rele- by the Pocono plateau of Northeastern Pennsylvania in thickness from few inches to more than fourteen

vance in todays world It needs to be told in way
Connected to the major urban centers of New York feet as shown in Figure 27 below

which is not only engaging but educative to young
and Philadelphia by turnpike and interstate the Valley

and old alike to encourage greater understanding of is easily accessible In addition to the Steamtown Na- Although the great coal beds of the Americas were

where our wealth and livelihood comes from and the tional Historic Site and the Commonwealths Anthra- known during the colonial era vast old-stand forests

fragile natural balance upon which it is based Th cite Heritage Museum the Valley is closely related to provided the majority of Americas fuel during the 18th

lessons are often overlooked in education about the in-
other federal and state parks including the Upper Del-

and early 19th century Soft coal when needed to

dustrial revolution mainly because we are only now aware Scenic and Recreational River the Delaware meet home fuel and industrial needs was imported

coming to understand them They are also not well Water Gap National Recreation Area the Delaware
from England However once the technology to bum

represented or interpreted in our National Park Sys-
and Lehigh Navigation Canal National Heritage Corn-

it was perfected anthracite proved to be dependable

tern or in the Commonwealths system of parks and dor and the Lackawanna State Forest The Lacka- alternative both to charcoal and to British and Nova

museums Because of the significance of the anthra- wanna River runs the length of the Valley and is trib-
Scotian soft coal The development of high quality

cite story not only to the nation but to the Common- utary of the Susquehanna River which defines the inexpensive fuel source east of the Alleghenies where

wealth the Lackawanna Valley will play major role
southern limit of the area transportation by water was possible was critical to the

in Pennsylvanias Heritage Parks Program potential-

development of the second industrial revolution in the

ly being the first officially designated Heritage

United States between 1820 and 1860

Park in the System
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Chapter The Lackawanna Valley

/1 777

/HonesdaIe

Archbald

1/ Hawley

ind

Early Settlements Extent of Settlement

Early Industry Industry

KeyRoutes MineHead

Secondary Routes Gravity Railroad

Canals

Prior to 1800 The Valley 1800-1850 Harnessing the Resource

Glaciers sculpted the natural features of the Valley The first extractions of anthracite in Carbondale by the

Indians tribes were the first inhabitants followed by Wurtz brothers initiated the era of anthracite in the

European settlers These settlers adopted the fields Valley The topography of the Valley facilitated the de
roads and community sites of the Indians creating velopment of gravity rail line which linked Carbon-

farming settlements and rudimentary industries along dale first to the DH Canal system and later to corn-

the Lackawanna River Early communities included munities throughout the Valley Scranton known at

Providence Slocum Hollow and Old Forge the time as the small community of Slocum Hollow

began to grow when the Scranton brothers purchased

small iron furnace on Roaring Brook At the same

time the first wave of immigrants from England

Wales Ireland and Germany settled in the region

Figure 27 Development 1-Tistory
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Chapter The Lackawanna Valley

7/

Legend Legend
Legend

Extent of Settlement Extent of Settlement
Extent of Settlement

Industry Regional Railroads Regional Highways

Mine Head Laurel Line Regenerating Landscape

Regional Railroads Major Rail Yards Cultural Landscape

Strip Mining/Refuse

1850-1880 The Entrepreneurs 1880-1930 The Electric City 1930-1990 Decline and Renewal

Secure anthracite markets enabled investments which Rails linking the mines and manufacturing centers pro- The economic success and entrepreneurial spirit which

evolved into business conglomerates which dominated liferated throughout the Valley Freight as well as pas- typified the Valley waned The depression coupled

the ownership of the mines and the rails The Valleys senger lines such as the Laurel Line were highly ac- with the development of alternative fuel sources

rural appearance was transformed during this period tive Scranton emerged as showplace becoming the forced most of the traditional larger companies to

to reveal clear physical structure whose tie to the an- banking and commercial center of the Valley Be- cease operations The period is dramatically charac

thracite industry was readily apparent The Valleys tween 1880 and 1920 the city constructed the bulk of terized by the Knox Mine Disaster of 1959 which effec

central axis was anchored at either end by Carbondale its commercial and cultural fabric and installed the first tively ended sub-surface mining in the Valley In re

and Scranton and network of rail lines connected Electric Streetcar system in the nation earning it the cent years the communities of the Valley have

every community and mine Mining activity was cen- nickname The Electric City engaged in the long process of cultivating new leader

tered on small towns along the Valley floor where shaft ship and developing vision for the Valleys economic

mines provided access to layers of anthracite Towns and environmental future

of predominately English Welsh Irish and Cerman im
migrants sprouted around the coal breakers which

towered four to five stories above the Valley floor
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Chapter The Lackawanna Valley

Cheap anthracite made large steam powered factories

possible and encouraged the urbanization of the

United States Small mills and furnace sites moved
from remote locations to cities and the availability of

cheap fuel transformed the glass textile and iron indus- 4i
tries Inexpensive power made inexpensive iron and

other industries like metalworking machine tool in-

dustries steam engine factories and manufacturers ex-

panded rapidly The separation of mining and manu-

ttullThe
________________

New York and New England made it the primary sup

pher of anthracite to the Northeastern United States

More than 4.4 billion tons half of all of the billion Figure HGrauuy Figure 29 The Growth c4

tons of anthracite mined in Pennsylvania came from Railroad Ywd and Shops Anthracite Poducäon between

the Northern field which so dominated the anthracite Carbondole 1850 and 1940

industry that other areas were considered to be of only

minor significance Atlas of Pennsylvania Coal 1965

The following sections amplify key events associated

with each period in the Valleys historical evolution Harnessing the Resource 1800-1850 east Later the Pennsylvania Gravity Railroad was ex
and the pattern of urban settlement tended down the Valley to other mining sites and corn-

Prior to 1800 The VaUr
Other Pennsylvania regions including Wilkes-Barre munities as far south as Pittston Population growth ac
and the Lehigh Valley were first to extract anthracite

companied industrial progress and by 1840

The Valleys U-shaped form was determined by Pleis- moving it to market via extensive canal systems not Carboridale was the largest urban community in the

ticene glaciations which left ecologically significant
connected to the Valley The Valley coal was not NoiThern Fields

plant communities and unusual surface features in- ploited until the Wurtz brothers of Philadelphia

cluding the Archbald Potholes the largest glacial pot- prompted by energy shortages during the War of 1812 The development of the Lower Valley and Scranton

holes in the Americas and Nay Aug Gorge National purchased large tracts of Carbondale coal land in took different route Slocum Hollow remained

Natural Landmark Since the end of the glaciations
1814 The brothers organized the Delaware Hudson small settlement until the Scranton brothers purchased

the Lackawanna Valley has been inhabited first by
Canal Company in 1823 to oversee mining and im- small iron furnaces on Roaring Brook After several

Indians including the Delaware and the Monsee and prove the transportation of anthracite beginning re- failed attempts to find viable product Scrantons and

later by European settlers Early European settlements lationship between anthracite mining and rail compa- Platt later the Lackawanna Iron and Coal Company

adopted the fields roads and community sites of flies that shaped the industrial future of the Valley successfully manufactured the first commercial T-rail

made in the United States for the New York and Erie
nutan reskients anu creat sma Larming settie- The topography of the Valley aided the early develop- Railroad Their successful comnletion of the order

ments iron furnaces and water powered mills along .iimeni 01 uie graviiv rati sines wliicii connecteu remote
enueu ule ontisri uomination 01 me raii marKet anule rivers 1-lowever it was not until me aiscoverv 01 ruonuaie mines anu collienes to we ueiaware an
createu me rounuation ror me luture growui or rilean raci an su sequen exp oitation at a- Hudson Canal system and to markets across the north-

ley landscape began to change rapidly city
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V\ VV VJVV Ve V1W fl1GVflJ kLVL town of650 residents in 1840 Scranton gre to
burning ofanthracite translated into an increased dc

lhc rrm jV 4467 by 1850 as immigrants came to take jobs in the mand for more coal New mining techniques were do
Vj ma fl thc VV T.flI anthracite indus HigIi1 skilled Enish and Welsh

veloped to accommodate the demands of an expand-VV yV VV1
settlers often experienced in coal mining came in the

ing market The rapid industrialization of the ValleyV1fl VVtt
1820s and 1830s followed by Germans and Irish immiV

including not only tron pioduction but also manufac

gan in the ISiOs and 15Os fliese tee-s formed
ture of en ies rail cars machin ry and related prod

Baptist Methodist Fpiscopalnn nd athoi1c congr uc brought profound chancs to the phicaI struc

gations organized schools and educaLnal institutions
ture and cutural landscape of the reon

built churches and cic organizations especially in

West Scranton Carbondale Blakely and Dunmore Th national demand for anthracite made mining

major irdutry in Pennsylvania during the middle of

The Entrepreneurs 1850 to 1880 the 19th certurv employing thousands Although the

iTlajor use for anthracite shifted from industry to homehe next three decades were times great olortuni
hearing after the opening of bituminous coal fields in

ty \ken men reeager to capitalize on the explod-
Southwestern Pennsylvania the industry continued to

int anthracite markets and the comilex of related in-

row exponentially After 1870 the Northern anthra
dustries needed to support the successfui exploitation

cite iieia produceª more coal than any other field andof coal in the Valley living the foundations br CO1O5V

tier 1885 more than all other fields combined
Sdl industrial complex he establishment of secure an
1hricite markets and inreed technolupy 1or the



Figure 33 1866 uew of the

wooden trestle over the Lacka

wo.nna Rwer in Scranton look-

log westfrom LackawanriaAve

nue

Figure 34 7al uxrkers

housn4 CcL 1910-1920

By the 1880s the rail industry had emerged as pow- The Valleys urban form B5 further influenced by two op and were often related to specific coal company
erful force in the Valley in its own right no longer de- factors First unlike most other parts of the anthracite or shaft Breakers towered over neighborhoods which

pendent on anthracite transportation An 1868 Penn- region where outside investors owned industry local were often surrounding by growing mountains of slate

sylvania law allowed for consolidation and merger of industries were founded and owned by Valley and waste coal called cuim piles in the Lackawanna

coal companies and permitted the railroads to expand residents--the Scranton family friends and recruited Valley These towns typically included one or more
their landholdings Between 1869 and 1874 the an- entrepreneurs The local ownership of these major in- major industrial facility including rail transportation

thracite carriers gained control of the greater propor- dustries created foundation of wealth in the Valley coal extraction and processing complexes silk throw-

lion of coal lands in the region creating massive con- that could not be matched by areas whose investors ing and textile mills associated industries sh as pow-

glomerates that dominated the rails and mines for were from Philadelphia or New York That foundation der making steam engine manufacturing sawmilling

nearly century These industrial powers were ce- of wealth is well represented in the architecture and and machine shops Neighborhoods included mine-

mented by 1880 and are embodied in the Delaware urban development of the city The second factor that and railroad-worker owned housing typically with

Lackawanna and Western DLW and its extensive influenced city form was that the relatively level-lying specific ethnic orientation ethnic churches social

railyards in Scranton and the Delaware and Hudson coal seams of the northern fields permitted the devel- clubs neighborhood bars and restaurants and corn

DH railroad companies By 1871 rail transporta- opment of permanent settlements unlike the middle munity organizations small commercial main streets

tion in the Valley expanded to include passenger oper- and southern fields where small remote seams neces- housing and neighborhoods associated with mine

ations and the first official street railway in Scranton sitated company owned patch towns managers and owners and owners of related business

was incorporated in 1886 providing transportation complexes
Throughout the Valley stable English Welsh Insh

services to all parts of the city and German ethnic communities continued to devel
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Figure 38 Weaving class Figure 39 Mthradte Mine

at the Scranton Tethnical jyjjj Strike Commission ca 1902

Ca 1909

em and the Pennsylvania Railroad controlled 75% of Pennsylvania Historic and Museum Commission Rooseuelt demanded that owners submit to arbitra
the tonnage mined and 90% of the unmined anthracite tion The victories were the most important gainsThe industrial expansion of the Valley was not vathout
reserves Coal Research Board 1967 that the American Federation ofLabor accomplishedhuman and environmental cost Harsh treatment of

Passenger trains also enjoyed continued popularity and workers and unsafe working conditions created labor
before World War I..

intracity transit flourished The construction of the unrest major strikes national attention and violence PHMC 198936
Laurel Line the first inter-urban passenger rail system for the region Mines were dangerous between 1874

connecting Wilkes-Barre and Scranton occurred dur- and 1962 there were 15558 deaths and between
The Lackawanna Valley escaped the intense bloody

ing the period as did the rise of the electric street car 1930 and 1962 1493431 injuries To combat these
conflictS between labor and management which were

The first commercially successful electric street car sys- problems the first unions in the United States were tYPical of the Southern and Middle fields The Valley

tern in the nation was put into service in 1886 earning formed in 1849 in eastern Pennsylvania eventually cul-
did suffer several devastating strikes of the DL

Scranton the nickname The Electric City minating in the creation of Workers Benevolent Associ-
and the in 1869 of the DL and the Penn-

ations Later sylvania Coal Company in 1870 by the Lackawanna
Textile industries developed in the valley using labor Iron and Coal Company the DL and the
force drawn from the wives and daughters of miners ...the United Mine Workers were much more suc- in 1877 violent strike in which several strikers were
The silk industry was associated with the anthracite cessful in organizing miners and winning concessions killed and the 1902 United Mine Workers Strike guid
fields and by 1919 the silk textile industry ranked first from owners. After an intense organizing campaign ed by John Mitchell which crippled the anthracite in-

in the nation in value and product and number of em- in the anthracite fields the United Mine Workers dustry During this period however the eight hour

ployees The silk throwing industries of the Lackawan- struck anthracite mines in 902...winning wage hikes day and Child Labor Laws were also enacted
na Valley are considered nationally significant by the and other concessions after President Theodore
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Figure 40 or uwjrk Figure 41 Russian funeral

picking slate in coal Breaker procession St Basils Orthoax

Qiurth Ca 1935

Figure 42 Qüldren around

the ThraopMernonol Fountthn

atNcryAug Path

During this period newcomer groups from Eastern Eu- By 1930 the tumultuous success of the anthracite in- ganization in the country These cultural advance-

rope and the near east including Ruthenians Lithuani- dustry had left scars of environmental degradation ments were reflected in the rebuilding of town centers

ans Poles Russians Slovaks Slovenians Ukrainians Strip mining led to widespread destruction of the natu- and quality residential developments and large por
Italians Poles Hungarians and Lebanese flooded into ral landscape natural habitats and wetlands had been- tion of the Valleys architectural legacy dates from the

the Valley Social stratification intensified as English replaced by smoldering culm piles toxic smoke hung 1890-1930 period
Welsh German and Irish men became miners manag- in the Valleys atmosphere once lush forests were de
ers and sometimes owners while newer immigrants pleted leaving barren hillsides and raw sewage and 30 to 1990 Decline and Renewal
worked as laborers and helpers Valley towns were toxic runoff polluted the river The industrial success that the Valley has sustained for

defined by ethnic boundaries and as immigrants pro-
In ironic contrast to this degradation of the landscape eighty years ended in the 1930s as anthracite began to

tected their new neighborhoods from outsiders OXi
the period was also characterized by extensive philan-

lose its dominance in the home heating fuel markets

sionally with violence For example Jermyn was Ru-
thropic endeavors which created libraries museums

The Valleys economic decline can be attributed to

thenian and the small neighborhood included St
Nay Aug and other parks recreational complexes and

confluence of events precipitated as early as 1902
Michaels Russian Orthodox Church and the earliest

facilities orphanages and hospitals The period
when the Lackawanna Iron and Steel Company

Benevolent Society created in the United States St
also enhanced by an increased standard of living the

moved to Lackawanna New York While the loss of

Michaels Brotherhood In South Scranton disputes
creation of comprehensive educational svctem which

the steel industry was painful it did not bring econom
between Polish Catholics lead to the creation of the ic recession to the Valley It was the combination of

015 ationa ic urc new re igion Opt-
II

the international depression extended labor disputesentertainment suc as auuevuie uieaters cuLturaL an
eu uY roles in uie ua ann iinaua Inc mouier

arts organizations and the first community concerts or-
the aggressive development of bituminous coal and

church is still in South Scranton
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coke new technologies that facilitated the widespread Valley However when this water from acid mine

use of electricity oil and gas for powering industry and pools is exposed to oxygen bright orange iron oxide is

homes that gradually eliminated the market for anthra- deposited in large amounts tinting nver banks disturb-

cite The entrepreneurial spirit which characterized ing natural habitats of aquatic species and producing

the Valleys development was beginning to wane and the largest single source of pollution to the Chesapeake
the industry never found new markets and applications Bay Disturbance of the Valleys natural resources as

for coal result of the disaster also debased their social and rec

reational value for those who reside in the Valley
This gradual slide into depression on top of decades of

Although significant reserves of anthracite remain the
the coal industrys hiring practices and the traditional

technology to reclaim it is expensive Small amounts
lack of health benefits support for widows and of oth-

of anthracite are still strip mined in the Northern Mid
er basic needs reinforced the role of strong ethnic or-

die and Southern fields in some areas small amounts
ganizations and neighborhoods as social bulwarks and

of anthracite are being reclaimed experimentally from
sources of support for workers and their families

19th century slag heaps and being used to produce en-
Many of the stable ethnic communities which remain

ergy
in the Lackawanna Valley today are the product of this

combination of immigration depression and lack of After the Knox Mine Disaster the influence of the coal

economic growth rail companies ended An economic and leadership

vacuum was created and the Valley had to begin the
By the late 1950s anthracite mining was less than 15%

long process of developing leaders vision for its eco
of its pre-1930 levels In 1959 the Knox Mine disaster

nomic and environmental future and mechanisms to Figure 43 One the more
struck the industry effectively ending all subsurface

accomplish them Beginning with the Scranton Plan than 400 rail cars used in the
futile

mining in the Lackawanna Valley Ignoring safety and
goal oriented re-industrialization plan the communi- attempt to plug the Knar Mine hole

regulatory procedures miners at the Knox Mine at-

ty initiated string of intra-agency efforts which creat-
in the Susquehanria Thier 1959

tempted to excavate the formerly forbidden coal un-
ed new opportunities in the area This period has

derlying the Susquehanna riverbed punctunng huge been characterized by the growth and involvement of
hole in the river Hundreds of millions of gallons of

the Chamber of Commerce County and State in the
water rushed through the opening flooding the mine

revitalization of the region New leaders from these
killing 33 miners and creating vortex on the surface

and other community organizations have come to re
of the river To try to plug the hole the tracks of the

place the traditional coal kings as the custodians of the
Lehigh Valley Railroad were diverted and 30 railroad

cultural and economic life of the Valley
gondola cars and 400 mine cars were dumped into the

river but nothing could halt the whirlpool until the

Corps of Engineers finally diverted the Susquehanna

and filled the riverbed with concrete The rivers calm

surface belies the tragedy below which terminated all

hopes of subsurface mining in the Lackawanna and

Wyoming valleys

The Knox Mine disaster flooded the thousands of miles

of interconnected underground mine tunnels on all

levels creating huge acid mine pools under the Valley

Three pools extend from the Susquehanna to Carbon-

dale The great pressure of billions of tons of water is

relieved at Corps of Engineers bore holes and at natu

ral outfalls in the lower reaches of the Lackawanna
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Figure 44 Aerial

photograph ofthe Valfry

The Resource
For decades the Valleys urban industrial and natural Scrantons Historic Landmark Registiy At least potential NNLs including the Archbald

resources remained unsurveyed and undocumented
The Lackawanna Avenue Commercial National the largest glacial potholes in the Amen-

considered unimportant dunng an era adjusting to
Re ster Dstri

cas and the Anthracite Coal fields

changes in Americas urban industrial base The first

onc

systematic surveys and assessments of the region were In addition to these designated resource these inven- 24 industrial sites and industrial districts consid

produced by this study in the Industrial Sites Survey
ton5 have suggested and PHMC has concurred that

erecl potentially eligible by PHMC for the National

and the Urban Design Assesment However even many additional sites deserve consideration Those Resister

these preliminary surveys indicate that broad range
5tS With pOtential include Two downtown commericial historic districts

of nationallyregionally and locally significant resourc- At lst 10 potential NHLs including the Intema-
Scranton and Carbondaleand at least 17 residen

es remain to illustrate the Valleys history including tional Correspondence School Raymond Hoods
tial histonc distncts containing over 1000 contrib

The Steamtown National Historic Site MaSOnic Temple the Laurel Line Tunnel the longest
Wing structures dating from the period of signifi

electric rail tunnel ever built Sauquoit Industries
cance

The Terrence Powderly Nauonal Histonc Land-

mark THL Scranton Button Company and Scranton Lace Compa- These findings are summarized in Appendix Devel

fly St Stanislaus Polish National Catholic Church the oping contexts and systematic surveying and nomina

Nay Aug Gorge National Natural Landmark birthplace and mother church of the Polish National tion of these potential resources is recommended by

NNL Catholic Church the Car Shops and the this study however the assessments found that this

130 individual structures listed on the National and Gravity RR ROW already on the National matrix of linked resurces represents an opportunity to

Register of Historic Places or PHMCs or the City of Register interpret the nationally significant story of anthracite

coal
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/nmadeLandscae
Rhe People

Ethnic Heritage

Urban
Settlem1

Coat Mining

poeat
ion

Iron and Silk

Figure 4S Thematic

Organization

diverse manufacturing ed diverse cultural landscape that reflects the centu

Themes of the The People Cultural and ethnographic pat-
des of interaction between natural environment and

terns of the Valley reflect the life and history of the
human occupation The story of the land involves

VaIIey thousands of immigrants who came to the Valley
both the natural environment and the man-made land-

These groups have shaped the cultural and physi-
scape as influenced by the geological formation of val

Within this central theme -- the Lackawanna Valley in cal landscape of the Valley through neighborhood
ley the exploitation of the natural resource and the

the age of Anthracite -- Figure 45 shows three patterns and cultural institutions which survive and
reclamation of the degraded landscape The existing

subthemes which describe the resources of the Valley thrive to this day
resources of the land are vast unrecognized and unde

The Land which is the fundamental determi-
veloped and can play an important role in the future of

nant of the valleys evolution dictating the form
the Valley Figure 46 illustrates the location of resourc

es throughout the Valley which represent the theme of

and qualities of both the natural environment and The Land the Land
the man-made landscape The land is diverse re

source including natural and settled areas The Land is the formative element of the Valleys evo- The natural environment features the primary

The Industry -- The development of the an- lution as the presence of the anthracite and the self-
natural resource of the Valley -- Anthracite Coal

thracite coal/transportation complex had major
contained form of the valley have given the valley its Fields formed during the Carboniferous Period

impact upon the growth and development of the
form and character The natural landscape its re-

The valley has other important geological resources

United States This interrelated complex included
sources and its modification by human use especially

The resulting changes in the landscape from glaciation

coal mining transportation textile iron/steel and
the anthracite coal/transportation complex have creat- have left visible and significant remnants Important
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Figure 46 The Land
--

SelectedRmourceslnclude

GeenHiltdea

L.ackawanna River

Settled Areas

-o
KeyNaturalAreas

NayAugParkand Gorge

ArchbaldPotboleStatePark

McDadeCourtyPark

Medi-Sarnoelci Park

LakaScranton

Montage Ski/Summer
Recreation Area

William Schmidt Memorial \t

Park

Pennsylvania State Game
Lands

Aylnsworth Park
.--

StillwaterDam Recreation

Area i__

CampbellsLedge

uakely1OlhantRJvemide
-_

Parka .j

Key

National Natural Landmark

Potential National Natural

Landmark

remaining glacial sites include Nay Aug Park

Gorge National Natural Landmark Archbald

Pothole State Park and CampbellsLedge /-
Unusual species and plant communities in some cases --
connected with the Valleys glacial period are recog-

nized by the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory

including one species that is Critically Imperiled Glob- i-
ally the Northern Bulrush Scirpus ancisirochaetus -. -jJ
and one community that is Imperiled Globally because Tr
of rarity or vulnerability to extinction Pitch Pine Scrub

44

Oak Ridgetop Dwarf tree forest The Northern Bul-

rush is also federal and Pennsylvania endangered _-3 .-

species Four other communities 17 plant species and

sbirdspeciesarelistedasThreatenedandRarebythe
-/-

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Kv

Oreeat-iillsidm

Lackawanna River

ettiereas

.\
KeyNaturat Areas
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rW

Figure 47 The Archbald Figure 48 Exrracrive

Pothole dwarfs the men inside industries with their residue of

pollution and culm piles have

left long term imprint on the

valley landscape

The spine of the Valley is the Lackawanna River coal in the Valley Large county owned parks like Figure 10 Chapter illustrates the extent of the dis

Originally the river was the site of Indian farming corn- McDade Park and Merli-Sarnoski Park and state turbed lands in the Valley
munities and early water-powered mills but the owned hunting lands utility-owned lakes and pre
valleys various industries used the river as dumping serves protect large portions of the hillsides from intru

ground and an open sewer practices which unfortu- sive development ri
nately continue today The stoiy of the river is one of

hidden gem of great natural beauty awaiting rediscov-
The Man-made Landscape made by human set-

The resources related to the theme of the Industry fo
tiernent in the Lackawanna Valley has dramatically

ery Recently the nver is emerging as key resource cus on the nchly represented architectural legacy of
to link the valley resources The Pennsylvania Depart-

changed the natural landscape especially through the
the Coal Mining Rail Iron/Steel and Textile industries

development of industry which created an artificial
ment of Enwonmental Resources considers as out- as well as the diverse mix of other manufacturing in the

standing assets the emerging trout fisheries of the up-
landscaie on the surface of the land andvast networks

Valley Inextricably related to these industries is the

per Lackawanna River and its tributaries and its many
of multi-level subsurface mines beneath inhabited are-

transportation network which linked them to their
as The coal industry success and the intensity with

scenic waterfalls and nifies markets Figure 47 indicates the numerous siteswhich it operated is revealed by the unusually large a-
throughout the Valley which present the theme of In-The Valley is bounded visually by its green undevel- mounts of disturbed soils and culm found in the valley
dus

oped Hillsides forming the upper frame of the Valley Massive soil disturbance and huge conical culm piles

landscape This green boundary begins where the oc- dominate the landscape CuIm banks results of the ex
currence of the anthracite coal ends continually re- traction process remain throughout the Valley and

minding Valley residents of the extent of anthracite can be as high as 100 feet and cover acres of land
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Figure 49 The Industry Coal
L.aekawanna Valley Coal

Mirrelour

Moffat Breaker

MarvineColliery

Storra Colliery

Belleview/RakerColliery

DicksonBreaker/Shaft

Blue Coal Breaker U\\
Pyne Breaker

Underwood Breaker

Von Storch Breaker

Transportation

D.LWRailYards
Steamtowst ROW

1sU
Central RRof NJ Freight

centralRRofNi
Roundhouse/Turntable

GravityRRRight-of-Way

Gravity RE Tunnel

DH BR Right of Way

D.L2WCarShops tis

NY Ontano Western BR

Shops

DLW Paenger Depot

DH Repair Shops

Laurel Une Tunnel

CatbondaleRoundhoune
Powerhouse

Keyser Valley CarShops

DHGravItyRRROW

Coal Textile

-I--I- Scranton Lace
.-

Between 1840 and 1930 the dominant industry in the Sauquoit

Lackawanna Valley was the mining of anthracite coal
Scranton Silk Bliss

Scranton Button CU

While most of the coal extraction process occurred un- osThng Mill

derground large processing plants were constructed a- CodarThroring Mill

bove the TMworkings to clean and sort the coal Mining -f- Gentex

Petethu
companies built equipment repair shops Although

massive coal breakers dominated the sky in virtually /5

every community in the Valley by the turn of the cen- Iron/Steel Key

tury not one breaker remains completely intact Ruins Scranton Iron Furnaces

and archaeological remains of the Undervod Mary- Dickson Manufacturing Potential National Htstonc

me and Moffat collienes and late 1970 although ff1 Industrial Dtstricls PotenualMultipleSite .l

complete crusher at Simpson are the only evidence
Register

which remain However many sites such as the Von Scranton Downtown District

Storch Dickson and Belleview/Baker breakers still xD-
Green Rdge NatiorralHistoricSite Coat

South Scranton National Register Site Transportation

sess onginal support structures such as fan housings Potential National Register Sire Tertite

and shifting shanties and the only washiery in the An- U-X Iron/Steel

thracite region remains at the Countys Reclamation -$ // Industrial Distncts
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rant of thece fatories are still in operation toda In
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he Peo le developed around cross roads mine entries and the habit large and stately homes in hillside areas such as

railways These settled areas remain largely intact to Scrantons Hill Sections and Green Ridge In smaller

Current cultural and ethnographic patterns of the Val day vivid representation of the development of the communities Main Street provided showcase for the

Icy reflect the life and history of the thousands of immi Valley residences of wealthier citizens New immigrants oc

grants who came to the Valley in search of lobs and cupied areas on the Valley floor an enclaves of worker

homes Their odgns coupled with the traditions live
The close-knit settlement patterns of ethnic groups a-

housing like East Jermyn or South Scranton

lihoods and customs that they brought with them have
cross the valley represent three penodic waves of im

adjacent to churches and social clubs which helped to

shaped the cultural landscape of the Valley Immi- miranon beginning in the mid 1800 and ending in
develop cohesive communities In addition ethnic

grants to the Valley came from diverse ethnic back
the 19205 Many ofthese older neighborhood sr

groups tended to settle together rather than become

grounds and developed unique legacy offolk tradi-
main and have their owo unique charactensucs which disthroughout the Valley

dons and institutions such as churches schools and
can be attnbuted directly to the ethnic ongins of irs in

colleges Figure 63 shows the sites throughout the Val-
habitants The most obvious clues are the architecture By 1930 the cultural composition of the valley com

Icy which illustrate the theme of the People
of neighborhood churches which were designed in the munities had solidified into comprehensive cultural

styles of those in the mother countries landscape that distinguishes the valley as unique cx

Neighborhoods of Historic Continuity pression of the countrys ethnic and industrial heritage
Neighborhoods also suongly illustrate histonc associa-

Economic troubles in the valley throughout the 20th
Settlement patterns in the valley evolved around the tions with particular social class be it cluster of

century have meant that declining and aging popula
natural resources Initial settlements were on the mine and railroad workers housing or areas of larger

non has been charged with maintaining the physical
banks of the Lackawanna River Later urban centers homes and mansions constructed by company owners

and cultural neighborhood linkages Howevcr the
and managers In the cities the wealthy tended to in-
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Chapter The Lackawnna Valley

Figure 63 The People Neighborhoods with Historic

Continuity

Vandling

Simpson

Carbondale -t
Maylield

Jermvn

EasiJermyn

Blakely

Olyphant

Dickson City

Scranton

25j
Green Ridge

Hill Section

Hyde Park

Uncoln Heights

Marvine

Providence

South Side r-
Taylor

Old Forge

Moosic

Pittston

West Pittston

iz
National Register Commercial -\

District

Lackawanra Avenue
--

Other CuIaral Resources __

strong comunityfabnc has withstood these problems MthraciteHeritageMeseum -p_

As conditions deteriorated communities strengthened MarywoodCollege

family ties preserved their ethnic hentage and the Universityof Scranton

Valleys cultural landscape which still supports variety

of ethnic and workplace traditions Stanidaus Polish National

Catholic Church

Valley neighborhoods are characterized by their histor-
rtrslvaniaStateOral

ic continuity ethnic composition and the remaining

ethnic American cultural imprints that have been left --j
on the built environment This imprint is evidenced to- Key .-

day in residential neighborhoods in the Valley which -i.--
National Histonc I.andmark

_\
ill

still possess these unique charactenstics Scranton Hill
POtential Hist Landmark

Section and Green Ridge English Jessup and Old
National Register

Forge Italian Simpson RussiarilSlovak Minooka Potential NB SitesDistncts Kny

Irish Hyde Park Welsh The location of these ethnic
Neighborhoodswilh

groups is indicated in Figures and 63 Communities
HistoricContinuity

possessing multiple distinct ethnic neighborhoods are -. tiomtlist

Providence Olyphant Blakely Scranton Southside
OtherCulturat

and Jermyn Homes churches streets and local land //----
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Chapter The Lackaw Vafley

The Planning
Process

ar

In 1972 before the notion of cultural or historic land- La ka

scapes were formally developed the NPS conducted ciatedDelawareLackawa
Company Works the asso- pared in 1988 recommended that heritage park be

the New Area Study Master Plan for Proposed Cultur- Nay Aug Park Brooks Mi th Rail yards developed to a.. integrate historic preservation educa

al Coal Park The study identified group of diverse

ne an er reiona1 sites tion recreation tourism and economic deve1op

resources that together exemplified the era of anthra
the Commonwealth of Penns4vania suested

ment and
suested that heritage park could cre

cite coal mining The study surveyed matrix of local-
that statewide heritage park system be developed in

ate partnership between the city county

ly regionally and nationally significant sites that were
study entitled Pennsyhxinia Heritage Parks Concept

Commonwealth of Penns4vania and NPS The CM

part of larger coal story that is nationally signiff-

with Applications and identified the Lackawanna Val rotimendd that the entity be state initiative with

cant The finding supported the notion of identiting
ley as potential corridor because of its role as the

and technical assistance from NPS The

regional landscape rather than isolated sites to repre-
of the anthracite coal industry and the financial

CM als susted that NPS develop rail links to the

sent the significance of anthracite coal mining The re
industrial and cultural center of Northeastern Pennsyl

Anthracite Heritage Museum the Lackawanna County

port recommended the formation of national cultur
vania In 1986 after local citizens had brought large

Coal Mine and the Lackawanna Iron and Coal Fur

al coal park vthich would be joint venture of private
collection of steam era engines and rolling stock to the

nace Site that jortion of the electric trolley line be

enterprise and government at all levels with com Valley Congress designated the Delaware Lackawan
reconstructed that greenway plan for the Lackawan

bined interpretive program for all units The report
na and Western Rail Yard in Scranton as the

na River be completed and rails to trails study for the

further recommended that Phase of the project be
Steamtown National Historic Site During NPS plan

County be prepared

centered in and around the anthracite industry of the ning process community participants gave priority to In 1989 Congressman Joseph McDade suggested that

Lackawanna Valley and associated sites and include linking the site with other area historic resources The an intergovernmental steering committee be formed to

the Lackawanna County Coal Mine the remains of the
Steamtown Comprehensive Management Plan pre- create strong and specific vision for what the Lacka
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.. if we can keep some of that heritage and use it it

will be unique in the countiy as remembrarce of

what Arneric did and what America is and what the

people are in it

Governor William Scranton II

The other thing you see right now is pride in the

heritage of the Valley which is resulting in lot of

restoration Where before people would just tear it

down and No that of the past Leds build

something newJ Now they hone both the money
and the inclination to go ahead arid capitalize on not

only their heritage but thier pride in their ancesny

and their pride in what went before

Austn Burke President Greater Scranton Cham
ber of Commerce

Figure 70 Task Force

Meeting

wanna Valley could be--a vision that would outlast the During the planning phase many additional organiza- 400 members composed of representatives from all

planning process and be guiding force for future de- tions agencies and individuals participated as active major civic cultural and arts organizations as well as

velopment of the regions historic cultural recreation- members of the studys project team These organiza- professional business and historical organizationsedu

economic and educational resources Locally di- tions included the Lackawanna River Corridor cational institutions local government agencies and

rected and jointly funded effort by the City of Scranton Association LRCA the Lackawanna County Rail Au- other interested local citizens took an active role in de
Lackawanna County the Greater Scranton Chamber thority the Lackawanna Historical Society the Historic veloping the goals and direction of the study in devel

of Commerce MetroAction Inc the Sites Forum the Everhart Museum the Masonic Tern- oping an understanding of the resource in creating al

Commonwealths Department of Community Affairs ple the Architectural Heritage Association the Univer- ternatives and in determination of preferred

Pennsylvania Heritage Park Program the Pennsylva- sity of Scranton Marywood College the Cities of Car- alternative Father Joseph Quinn of the Catholic Dio

nia Historic and Museum Commission and the Nation- bondale and Olyphant and many local and borough cese of Scranton was elected as Chairman to coordi

al Park Service the Steering Committee developed officials nate activities and provide Citizens Task Force leader-

work plan provided financial and technical assistance ship To help guide and develop project proposals

to the project agreed to complete pieces of the study
To give direction to the study and to assure that the

and to undertake early action projects Task Force
nal plan for the Lackawanna Hentage Valley would

and hired The Lackawanna Valley Team joint yen- Subcommittees were organized around themes related

wre of Lane Frenchman Associates of Boston and represent the concerns cpinions and needs of the
to Education and Advocacy Environment and Recrea

Leung Hemmler Camayd of Scranton to do the plan
people of the area Lackawanna Hentage Valley Task

tion Economic Development and Culture and Histo
Force was created and the ask Force Chairperson

was designated member of the Steering Committee

The Task Force which eventually included more than
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Process

.SteertngConmittee

Task Force

Inventory
laitint Whal ltveoloy

Briefing Do You Briefing

nod Thiok
FrameworW loitiol

Cycle

lodividual

Reports
lO7

Fiodiogs
Synthesis

Alternatives
AItraalive Alternatives

Concepts Chorette Alternatives Preferred

.SC Our Ideas Report Alternative

Workshop
Feedback

Plan

Final Plan

Report

Figure 71 The Work Plan

In 1990 the Valley was designated as one of the first assessments generation of the five alternatives and the sented in third set of meetings and distributed to

Pennsylvania State Heritage Park Planning Areas and development of preferred alternative and implemen- more than 2000 other Valley residents in newsletter

the Commonwealth created State Heritage Park In- tation plan format written and verbal comments were recorded

teragency Task Force to help this and other regions and included in the alternatives Finally meetings

develop heritage corridors The Commonwealth has Community workshops and planning meetings held
were held to select the preferred alternative and to

provided extensive technical assistance and support to
throughout the Valley were held to include as many discuss the management and implementation optionsresidents and decision makers in the process as possi-this planning effort which it hopes will be model for included in this document At each stage shde
ble Early meetings helped define the concept and

other heritage parks in the state show maps and written materials were presented to

gained insight into residents feelings regarding re

tit
the public The Heritage Valley concept and the pre

ses sources issues and goals for the Hentage Valley The

Steering Committee Project Team Lackawanna Heri-
ferred alternative received broad popular support let-

ro ters and resolutions documenting that support were re
tage Valley Task Force Pennsylvania Heritage Park

ceived from broad cross-section of agencies
Program and others involved in the process developed

The Lackawanna Heritage Valley study was interactive
goals for the proposed Lackawanna Heritage Valley

individuals and communities across the Valley

involving the entire community Members of the
serve as the guiding principles in the develop-

Steering Committee the Citizens Task Force the Pro-
ment of the final plan second set of meetings

ject Team and the community at large worked togeth- shared the results of the inventory process and intro
er as team throughout all phases of the project in-

duced the three major elements which were used to

cluding goals setting issue identification resource form alternatives series of five alternatives were pre
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mv ntory and Assessment Phase

As the first work phase of the project the Proj ct Te

and consultants conducted several inventories and

sessments to understand th gion sourc mor

fully Studies completed in lud Envronm ntal

and Cultural Assessment an Industn Survey an

Urban Design In ntory and an assessment of Eco

nomic and Business Conditions rh inventories

dating from 1979 and 1983 provided da se for

commercial and residential buildin ailable infor

mation for the study phases of the project was collect

ed with the active participation and input of number

of area institutions associations and agencies includ

ing the Greater Scranton Chamber of Commerce and

the Downtown Scranton Business Association the

Lackawanna Historical Society the Pennsylvania An
thracite Heritage Museum and the Architectural Hen

tage Association area churches and social organiza

dons Marywood College and the University of

Scranton the Lackawanna River Corridor Association

as well as great many individuals who had collected

historical data about the region The results of some

of these inventories are excerpted in the Appendices

and the full reports are available in the proje docu
mentation



Alternative Core Scheme

Additional Reclamation Yaflev and
cultural capability and Hilltop Open
Subccnters 1eelopment Spaces

Demonstrations

Alternative Alternative Alternative

Alternative

Combined Approach

Figure 72 Structure of

Alternatives

Alternatives Phase terpretation and programs to address the natural The economic potential of each alternative potential

cultural built and yet-to-be-reclaimed Valley envi- economic benefits and comparative environmental
The next phase of work for the Project Team was the

ronments Alternatives through built on the assessment were prepared and are included in Appert
development of alternatives for the Heritage Park The

core adding elements to emphasize particular dix
five alternatives compnsed of series of elements asrt of the Valle
which included both project and related programs to After extensive review of the alternatives by the Steer-

achieve various Valley goals Additionally prelimi-
Alternative -- added series of cultural sub- ing Committee the Task Force the Project Team and

nary assessment of the impact and cost of each alterna- centers to the core and increases the visitor infra- the public at large the community decided to choose
tive was developed and presented To facilitate the se-

structure in the Valley the Core Scheme with few additions as its Preferred

lection of Preferred Alternative the alternatives were Alternative -- added several demonstration Alternative The public also requested that Alternative

arrayed to facilitate making decisions between proj- projects to reclaim and develop resources to the the Composite Scheme be included to provide

ects emphasis and priorities The five alternatives core long term vision and point of departure for future

which are illustrated and discussed in more detail in planning efforts after the successful implementation of

Appendix included
Alternative -- added valley wide network of

the Preferred Alternative
parks for local recreation to the core

Alternative -- the core scheme included ele-
Alternative -- was composite which includ

ments critical to the initial success of the Lacka-
ed projects and programs from the preceding al

wanna Heritage Valley Each element of the core tematives
was structured to enable the initiation of both in-
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Implementation Phase

The implementation phase of the plan involved prepa
ration of detailed proposals for improvements and in

stitutional mechanisms which are presented in Chap
ters and of the Plan These include formation of the

Lackawanna Valley Partnership as well as specific

funding mechanisms technical assistance and services

from local state and federal agencies as well as pri

vate sources

The Need for
Action
The Lackawanna Valley possesses rich legacy of in

dustrial cultural and historic character The planning

process ascertained that the resources and associations

which remain an important part of the Valleys life war
rant preservation interpretation and celebration Fur

ther they require long term vision and the institution

framework that the Lackawanna Heritage Valley

Plan can bring Without the development and pro-

grams that the Plan embodies the future seems uncer

tam And without the economic and philosophical

support that the Plan promotes significant resources of

the Valley could be left without advocacy and at risk

Importnnt historicculmral structures and sites may be

fated to deterioration and or demolition The natural

resources of the Valley are also at risk leaving the hill

tops unprotected and the degraded landscape without

assistance

Figure 73 Without the Plan

increasing numbers of hi storic

structures and resources will be

injeopardy
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The Plan

The Heritage
Figure 75 The Valleyisa

contrast between man made

and natural environment

Concept
piece of nature into the city

The diversity and breadth of the resources which corn- recognizing that the development of the interpre- Programs and projects in the Valley will be coordinat
prise the cultural landscape of the Lackawanna Valley tive infrastructure and management of stewardship ed and managed by new intergovernmental agency
as well as the broad goals which have been articulated efforts will be beyond the capabilities of any single to be called the Lackawanna Valley Partner-
for the project require multipurpose plan agency of level of government ship To be established by Lackawanna County the

It must develop link and manage key sites which Accordingly this Plan recommends the creation of Partnership will operate as an authority under state

convey the compelling history of the Valley serv- new type of regional conservation and development
law supported by joint state federal local and pnvate

ing as an infrastructure for visitation and for educa- mechanism to be known as the Lackawanna funding At basic level the Partnership will serve as

don tage Valley illustrated in figure 76. The Valley will an umbrella facilitating cooperation among many
be jointly recognized by local governments Lackawan- public and private initiatives to achieve set of mutual

It must incorporate capacity to guide long term
na County the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and objectives This aim is to maximizethe use and effec

stewardship and sensitive development of the Val-
Congress for its significance to the state and nation tiveness of existing resources and programs Beyond

ley environment in order to preserve the cultural
This area will become the focus of programs to pre-

this the Partnership will undertake its own initiatives to
and natural landscapes promote economic

serve historical cultural recreational and natural as-
meet the particular needs and extraordinary opportu

growth and enhance the quality of life

sets interpret their significance to residents and visi-
nities of the Lackawanna Valley These initiatives will

It must be sufficiently adaptable to allow evolution tors reclaim devastated areas and encourage sensitive
create

of the Plan in response to future circumstances development and productive use of the Valleys re

It must facilitate cooperative implementation ap-
sources

proach involving the public and private sectors
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Figure 76 Lackawanna

Interpretive and Visitor Stewardship
Heritage Valley Concept Dia

Infrastructure Infrastructure gr

athondale

0lphant

Li Strantun

An Infrastructure For Interpretation and
II Education -- in the heart of the Valley linked

network of histonc sites will be developed to pre

serve key resources attract visitors and residents

and interpret the story of the Valley These projects

Key Key

have been individually conceived to provide local

Steamtown Valley Cultural Landscape
catalysts for economic development Collectively

State and/or County Sites to
areas of Critical Concern to

they will form the basis for new regional industry

be Improved or Expanded
be identified by the Partuershil

in cultural tourism

New Sites developed as part of
J1 Environmental Institute

The infrastructure will integrate existing interpre

Lackawanna tieritage Valley Project Demonstration projects

tive attractions such as Steamtown with newly de

Urban settings for LHV ira Open Space Network
veloped sites which together illustrate the key

Vitstor Sites

themes and sub-themes of the Valley story includ

Open Spaces

Olyphant Folklife Center ing the Land the People and the Industry The

Rail Linkages

Main Street and Neighborhood aim will be not only to enlighten the visitor but to

not to scale

Conservation Program educate the residents of the Valley its families and

schoolchildren about the importance of their cul

ture and its place in the American experience
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Mi Institutional Capacity for Steward- Ykitor Services

ship -- through programs and new agencies

which will protect and enhance the cultural land-
Services will be for residents as well as visitors onent

scape of the Valley as resource for economic de ing them to the region its towns themes historical

velopment Programs ll be designed to respond
StS and attractions and providing assistance with ac

to problems and opportunities inherent in each of commodations dining and emergencies The net-

the three faces of the Valley discovered in the In-
work of Valley services will be focused in new Vlsi-

ventory Preservation Programs will be de-
tor Center to be located in Scranton with satellite

signed to protect the Historic Valley and its na-
mnfaprovided at Steamtown and other key in-

tionally significant collection of buildings districts terprenve sites The Center would house exhibits and

and engineering works This man-made environ- starting point for Valley tours preferred site for

ment is central to the unique image of the Valley
the facility is the former Central New Jersey Railroad

and to marketing it as an experience for visitors Freight Station however alternate sites in downtown

and location for investment Reclamation Scranton could be pursued Redevelopment of the

Programs will be essential to overcome the legacy
station is proposed as part of public/private joint yen-

of the Exploited Vailey and to convert the ture

lands and waterways which have been degraded Promofion and marketing of the Valley will be

by mining and industiy into productive uses ich crucial to success of the Visitor service effort and will

will benefit their communitites Lastly Conser- be key role of the Partnership in cooperation with lo

vation and Recreation Programs will fulfill the cal tourism promotion agencies Joint promotion of

promise ofthe Green Valley by restoring the
existing historical and natural sites cultural attractions

Figure 77 The active train

natural beauty of the Lackawanna River and pro- and events under the umbrella of the Lackawanna naocset0 Na-

tecting the unspoiled hilltops which frame the en- Heritage Valley is an immediate goal As the infra

tirety of the Valley setting structure is put in place the strategy will target individ

ual markets related to each of the Valley themes such

as recreation and outdoor enthusiasts interested in

ii Infrst1tiijr The Land bus tours and history buffs interested in The Other important routes and modes of transportation

Industry and families to participate in cultural events will bind together all of the proposed anractions with

or Interpretation celebrating The People existing sites in the cities and towns of the Valley The

and Educate es
aim is to bring most of the rich historical and cultural

fabric of the county into the framework of the Lacka

The infrastructure recommended by the Plan includes The most compelling means of linkage will be by rail wanna Heritage Valley concept This will be achieved

several key elements excursions of various types originating from the Visitor by linkages which range from recreational trails along

Center and from Steamtown The presence of the River to self-guided motor tours and bus shuttles

Visitor Services -- for those who live in the Val- Steamtown is of particular advantage in this regard with on-board interpretation

ley as well as for tounsts because of its central location collection of historic

Linkages -- to facilitate movement through the rolling stock and the expertise of NPS personnel in op-
Interpretive Sites

Valley and interpretation of its story erating rail excursions Beyond the existing NPS excur- Along with rail tours the set of new and existing inter-

Interpretive sites -- to tell the story of the Va-
sion to the Nicholson Viaduct rail link is now being pretive sites will be the principal attraction to the Val

ley in the historic settings where it unfolded
planned between Steamtown and the nearby Scranton ley Sites are planned to include exhibits and educa

Iron Furnaces The Plan envisions additional rail con- tional experiences which explain its role and

nections to Carbondale to McDade Park and eventu- importance as well as programmed events and activi

ally by trolley to Montage via the historic Laurel Line ties to involve the visitor with the resources of the Val

ley
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Interpretive sites are also seen as resource to local

school systems expanding both facilities and programs
for learning at all levels in variety of topical areas At

least one interpretive site has been identified as the fo-
.1

cusforeachofthesub-themesdefinedin5ectjon2 In

general sub-themes related to Industry are located
I1

in Scranton the People story is represented through-

out the Valley although it is focused in Olyphant the
11i

LandisinterpretedatsitesinCarbondale Keysites ____
associated with each theme include

Thelndustry--willincludesiteswhichinterpret Jj jj fl

__ ___
tion interpreting the story of rail and the transpor-

fl
tation theme The Steamtown interpretive _____ ______________
program has now been expanded to incorporate

exhibits explaining the importance of railroads to Figure 78 Poposul reuse of

the development of the Lackawanna Valley Near- the Scranton Iron Furnaces in-

by the Scranton Iron Furnaces site would be cluding additional exhibits

substantially upgraded to incorporate full scale

multimedia presentation of early iron making and

industrial development in the Valley To the west
the Lackawanna County Coal Mine Tour at

McDade Park will be upgraded to handle addition- the social and ethnic heritage of the region In 0- The Land -- story encompasses both the man-

visitor to its outstanding presentation of of the lyphant new institution the Ethnic Folklife made landscape and the natural environment

mining process and industry Center will support grassroots cultural develop- While there are many sites of importance to this

ment throughout the Valley The Center will also theme key concepts and experiences will be
Scranton includes many additional resources illus-

provide focus for the performing and visual arts brought together for visitors scholars and school
trating the diverse manufacturing heritage of the

ethnic crafts cultural education and apprentice- children at the Environmental Education
area ranging from silk mills to engineering works

ship programs in the Valley In the process the Center Developed at the site of an abandoned
At some of these locations such as the former

Center should become supportive element in the breaker in Simpson the Center will be the public
Lackawanna Station special purpose exhibits sufi

Olyphant community drawing patrons to local outreach and educational arm of new institution
be developed to focus on piece of the story

businesses providing place for cultural events proposed to grapple with the issues of environ-
downtown Scranton Walking Tour will tie to-

and catalyst for preservation of the historic scene mental reclamation The Center will also serve as
gether all interpretive sites and attractions with lo-

The Center will be sensitively conceived to re- the gateway to an associated campground and
cal shops and restaurants to give an ovemew of

spond to the needs of the community developing other recreational opportunities in the nearby hills

past and present in the Electric City
programs and facilities only after careful assess- short distance away Carbondale Center of

The People -- theme can be seen and felt ments and sampling of cultural heritage and living fers living example of the close relationship be-

throughout the Valley but its interpretation will be cultural traditions tween the man-made and the natural landscapes
focused at two key locations At the Anthracite
Heritage Museum in McDade Park exhibits

and programs will relate the coal mining story to
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Figure 79 The natural and

man-made landscape of the

Valley communicate subtle mes

sages about its uniqueness and

of its people

The settlement pattern of Carbondale on the Stewardsh Designation of the Lackawanna Heritage

Lackawanna River near to coal seams and in the Valley by the Commonwealth and the

shadow of surrounding hills depicts the close inter- To preserve and sensitively develop the Lackawanna federal government -- as cultural landscape

relationships among these factors in the early histo- Heritage Valley the Plan proposes new institutional of state and national significance and of planning

ry of the Valley Restoration of the town square and programmatic framework to encourage responsi- concern will provide needed recognition as well

and nearby riverbanks will enhance the sense of ble long term stewardship of the Valleys natural and as foundation for public actions required to im

living history for residents and visitors cultural resources The framework will be Valley-wide plement the stewardship program The jurisdiction

Other places in the Valley provide long term op-
bringing together many local initiatives to achieve re- of the Partnership would potentially include the

portunities for on-site interpretation of specific phe-
gional objectives related to preservation reclamation entire Valley from ridgetop to ridgetop however

nomena related to the Land theme In Duryea for
and conservation Coordination of stewardship efforts its sphere of action would be limited to sites and

example conservation education area could be
will be principal function of the Lackawanna Valley areas which are to be the focus of visitor use and

developed at the site of naturally occurring acid Partnership and will require cooperation among agen- economic development and specially designated

mine outfall Here the interplay between industry
cies at all levels of government and the private sector zones where historic preservation reclamation

and the ecology of the valley is evident at site of
In addition to the Partnership two key mechanisms are and/or natural area conservation are priority In

stark beauty All sites interpreting the Land would proposed to establish the framework for stewardship these areas targeted for special demonstration

be accessible by river and hillside trail
projects special incentives would be offered sub

tern
ject to local concurrence with the goals of the

verall project Although many areas might be can
didates for such demonstrations priority areas to
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be designated by the Partnership for attention will tory of the Valley but also central to its economic de- ticeship programs to support for ethnic institutions

incorporate tiny amount of the overall land in velopment Historic buildings and places are part of and events to assistance with celebrations of

the Valley the Valleys unique and powerful image which can be dance crafts and the visual arts The Ethnic

Creation of the Enviromnental Reclama- marketed to potential visitors and investors and which Folklife Center will provide the vehicle to develop

tion Institute ER -- to research develop
if lost could never be replaced by new construction these programs for implementation throughout the

and implement ways of reclaiming the exploited
Beyond the built environment is need to preserve the Valley

face of the Valley Affiliated with university
cultural heritage of the Valley which brings these set- RecIalmL The Exploited Valley

tern EEl will work with local and county govern-
tings to life The principal aim of cultural conservation

ments to craft land policy while actively participat-
efforts is to benefit the people of the Valley and to assist Returning vast areas of mine waste to productive uses

ing in demonstration developments Using the Val-
them in maintaining their ethnic roots in the face of removing junkyards along the the Lackawanna River

ley as laboratory for research the Institute could rapidly changing world Key preservation programs and restoring water quality in the Valley are projects

be national or international in scope center for
proposed in the Plan include beyond the scope of any single agency or level of gov

innovation and experience with the growing prob- Preservation Incentive Program -- will es-
emment While these features are visually detrimental

lem of reclaiming industrial environments At the tablish pool of $5 million for low interest loans di-
to the environment they serve as vivid reminders of

same time the Institute will become an important rectly to property owners seeking to redevelop his-
the prior economic lifeblood of the Valley Further-

new tool of economic development in the Valley toric buildings or to locally managed revolving
more many of the sites are well located close to towns

pioneering ways to bring devastated areas back loan programs Priority will be given to the tradi-
and urban centers offering the potential for produc

into productive use while helping to incubate new tional fabric of town centers along the Valley floor
tive redevelopment and reuse for wide variety of pur

private companies to apply the technologies and which constitute valley-long Main Street Dem- poses from innovative methods of flood control to de

techniques which are developed The lessons onstration efforts might be targeted to one or
velopment of new housing commerce or industry

Use of wastelands to absorb new growth could help to
learned will be interpreted to to the public taught communities illustrating how preservation can

tohigh school and college students and communi- serve as catalyst for reuse and reinvestment in
spare more environmentally valuable hillside proper

cated to other agencies and governments through town centers special feature of the program will
ties

the Environmental Education Center the informa- facilitate the reuse of historic structures as incuba- The Plan proposes creation of the Environmental Eec
ton arm of the Institute

tor space for new businesses and affordable hous- lamation Institute EEl as an umbrella institution to

Although the scope and form of stewardship programs ing deal with these issues campus site will be provided

are to be defined by the Partnership and EEl the Local and National Register Historic Dis-
for EEl research and development activities reusing

broad purpose of these programs will be to address the tricts -- are to be established for all key areas of
the Dr Peter Mensk3l Vocational Technical School

needs for long term management and leadership historical significance Under state law local dis-
site in Mayfield which is currently vacant and availa

which are inherent in the three faces of the valley tricts require design review of all proposed renova-
ble satellite location in Simpson will focus on public

These include the need to preserve the Valleys historic tion and new construction within the district Na-
outreach interpretation and educational efforts

scene restore its exploited landscape and take advan- tional Register districts prevent the use of public
Among its in-house activities the Institute will engage

rage of its potentials for green and open spaces over funds in any way which would degrade the re-
in scientific research on topics such as the removal or

time source Although the definition of the districts will
isolation of toxic materials and acid mine waste Other

Preservation of the Historic Valley
require more detailed survey research the Plan re-

research would focus on land use and development

quires that such districts be established by local
policy issues seeking ways that governments can en-

Programs to preserve the built environment of the Val- governments before property within them can courage beneficial redevelopment of former industrial

ley will extend to integral neighborhoods structures receive incentive funds
sites and buildings key feature of the Institute con-

and settings Priorities for preservation will be resourc- Cultural Heritage Conservation would
cept is that this research would be applied in the com
munity to advance stewardship objectives Key ste

es that well illustrate historical themes or that provide aim to document interpret present and perpetu- wardship programs would include
setting for interpretive sites and programs that are part ate the cultural life of the Valley Aspects of local

of the Infrastructure for Visitation and Education It

cultural which are considered valuable by people Demonstration projects -- to test innovative

must be recognized that the historic character of these who live in the Valley will be targeted for conserva- methods of acquisition reclamation and redevel

settings is not only important to understanding the his-
tion efforts ranging from oral history and appren- opment Through funding and technical assis
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tance ER would provide catalyst for private re- _-jJ

development projects and entrepreneurship at se-

lected locations in the valley as models for subse- _____ _______

quent efforts
.1

.1

Cleanup junkyards and

The Plan proposes demonstration projects illustrat ._ create park with river access

ing mine waste reclamation building reuse and jlki

junkyard removal Although sample projects are

illustrated in the Plan final sites for demonstration

projects will be selected competitively in order to

getthemaximumcooperativeeffortfromthepar-
..

ticipantsandtotakebestadvantageofuniqUelo- -.j .j /S ..J
rr-t LiJJ

cal circumstances ri-3
..---

Business development -- efforts designed to

capitalize on the innovative techniques and tech

nologies being advanced by the Institute In the

short run the Institute v.ill rely on public support

and the growing national and global interest in the

environmental mitigation and reclamation issues as

sources for research funds Financial assistance

information resources and incubator space at the

Mayfield facility would be available for start-up in-

dustries dealing with environmental technologies
OW Trail

In the long run the Institute and the community ...-.

could benefit enormously from this investment in /\
what will become profit making enterprises .7

-.

/-7 -r
//

3j
Old OW RR depot Y/ 1Ii

.l
\\

Figure 80 In Providence

Squarearivetfront junkyard Historic Silkman House
______

nections between the historic
.S

town square railroad depot

and the river Projects such as

this could be facthtated the
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FIgure The Lackawcinna

River changes its characre as it

threads through the Valley wild

and scenic riverbanks give way
to urban uaterfronts

Conserving The Green Valley river as resource to enable public access to and Valley hilltops above the coal measures
along the river to enable creation of parks and have survived the industrial history of the ValleyConservation and recreation programs are proposed
open spaces along the river and to encourage lo with virtually no development Changes in land

to capitalize on the opportunities which are offered by
cal municipalities to take appropriate actions to ownership may now open the wooded slopes to

the Lackawanna River and the Valley hilltops The
conserve open land adjacent to the river which encroachment by suburban development Ste

verdant hilltops still define physically and culturally the
protect its watershed and are typically not appro- wardship will focus on developing land manage-

edges of the Valley environment The Lackawanna
priate for economic development demonstra- ment program for these and other sensitive openRiver once beautiful is now reemerging as industrial
tion project of the Partnership will include develop- space areas in need of conservation The pro-uses recede from its banks These features have always ment of river trail system in cooperation with the gram for example may provide incentives to mu-

served to temper the industrial character of the Valley Lackawanna Valley River Corridor Association by nicipalities to establish conservation easements that
sustaining health and good quality of life in the Val-

providing acquisition and improvement incentives protect these major viewsheds The Partnership is

ley Protection of the river and hilltops as wall as capi- to municipalities Over time as these stewardship allocated two years under the Plan to recommend
talization on the open space and environmental

programs are developed larger park creation and an approach to the conservation question
portunities they represent will be the object of the

improvement efforts should be encouraged in the
stewardship programs including

Roaring Brook and Nay Aug Park area and along

Lackawanna River Corridor -- efforts would portions of the Lackawanna River where available

aim to protect the quality of the river edge envi- land can be turned into public use

ronment to encourage more intensive use of the
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Figure 82 Recommended
Plan ___

__________

ciC

r//
OphI

Mclnderk

II

Visit to the //

Valley
This section describes the ckawanna Heritage Valley

as itwill be ten years after the Plan is adopted Itillus- çRoYceIIoftI
trates the consequences of fully developed interpretive

infrastructure and stewardship programs as recom-

mended by this Plan key map of the recommenda-

nons is presented in Figure 82 Descnptions of visitor

attractions in the following sections include the early

actions required for developing their sites and facilities

in order to interpret specific themes in the Valleys sto

ry Also described is the visitor experience including

specific proposed site improvements and the potential

long term effects of related programs This section is
______________

organized to depict the key features of the Infrastruc-

ture for Interpretation and Education visitor services

linkages and interpretive sites

Confluence
PSuIi P.m

LeO
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Figure 83 Visitor Center Plan

stay in the Valley the Center will provide point of ref

erence helping them to fully appreciate the rich histo

ry culture and landscape of the area

Lackawanna Heritage Valley Visitor Listed on the National Rester of Historic Places the

Center freight station was constructed in 1891 and served both

the Central Railroad of New Jersey and the New York
Visitors will be directed by signage or promotional ma- Ontario Western Railroad It complemented their

terial to the Heritage Park Visitor Center locat- shared passenger station that was located across
ed in the former New Jersey Central Railroad freight Lackawanna Avenue The pair of structures with their

station see Figure 85 near the entrance to
turrets and tower elements presented strong gateway

Steamtown and above the Lackawanna River The
to downtown Scranton from Hyde Park Unfortunately

Center will focus the Valley experience providing an the passenger depot was destroyed by fire in 1910 and
overview of the Lackawanna Valley story and an orien- was not rebuilt The freight station has been used for

tation to what there is to see and do Figure 83 and 84 many different purposes throughout the years
show the Plan and cross section of this important site

For native residents for transient tourists driving The freight station is strategically located at major en-

through the region enroute to separate destination try point to downtown Scranton overlooking the

and for Steamtown visitors who elect to extend their Lackawanna River and near the entry to Steamtown

These factors argue for restoration of the building as
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Figure Section at Visitor
Figure 85 The New Jersey

Center and River Gorge
Central Freight Statiori proposed

Visitor Center location

Visitor Center because it will provide the Park with Development of the Visitor Center site would offer the bridge still spans the rushing waters The main depot

highly visible cornerstone in the community The Cen- visitor compelling orientation to the Lackawanna for the new County Line Valley Excursion Train would

ter would occupy approximately one-third of the struc- Valleys story This larger orientation area would in- be located near the gasworks Parking for the Center

ture and the remainder would be jointly developed for dude access to the Lackawanna River corn- will be developed on site but supplemented by the

private use dor and recreational trail system continue under the parking lot at Steamtown An alternative scenario

arches of the Lackawanna Avenue bridge and encom- parking would be to designate central parking lot at

Within the facility interpretive exhibits will present the
pass the historic setting of the PGW gasworks Steamtown and provide jitney service to both the Hen-

national significance of the Lackawanna Valley outhn-
Visitors could walk or hike the trail along the river and tage Park Visitor Center and the County Line Valley Ex

ing the histoncal themes and the physical conse-
experience first hand the dramatic natural and historic cursion depot located at by the PGW gasworks

quences visible across the valley Explanations of
settin

people settled the Valley from the native Americans to

the Scranton family will be offered through audio visu- Within the gorge of the river in downtown Scranton

al exhibits and literature feature of the Center will off the entrance to Steamtown in the shadow of

include scale model of the Valley in the 1890s Bridge 60 visitors will find collection of small nine-

showing its topography underground mines and teenth century industrial buildings framed by stone re

model train layout indicating the enormous extent of taming walls and the former United Silk Mill which

its rail system verlooks the setting The site was one of the first

crossings over the Lackawanna River dating back to

1789 and where the remains of an early bow iron
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Figure 86 The United Silk Mill Figure 87 Key Plan locating
alternate Visitor Center site both alternate Visitor Center sites

in relationship to Steamtown and

downtown

Should public/private reuse urn Finally there is the potential to resurrect the his-
of the freight station prove not feasible an alternate

toric Laurel Line one of the nations first interurban
visitor center site has been identified at the United Silk Movement will be key feature of the Heritage Valley trolley lines which could provide service between
Mill shown in Figure 86 within the boundary of experience connecting sites and contributing to inter- Steamtown to Montage Park As first phase of this
Steamtown National Historic Site This location would pretation From the Visitor Center or from Steamtown service the Plan recommends improvement of the seg
be proximate to Steamtown and its visitors but would several modes of transportation will be possible ment between Steamtown and the Scranton Iron Fur-
not promote strong and independent identity for the naces trolley museum has been proposed for

Lackawanna Heritage Valley project
Train excursions already depart from Steamtown

nearby site The development of an extensive tourist
for sightseeing visits west to the Nicholson Viaduct

rail network on these and other routes would be anIf the alternative site is pursued it would be possible to Future visitors may embark from the Visitor Center on
to or an-in via tro ey tween eritage ar isitor n- excursions up Valley to interpretive attractions in

ize the visitors stay while encouraging more time to beter and the proposed Trolley Museum and Iron Fur- Olyphant and Carbondale Utilizing the Lackawan-
nt in the Vallenaces with trolley connection adding level of in- na County rail line upgraded to allow more con-

pe

terest to this site Figure 87 shows both sites and their venient service the excursion will include on-board in- Beyond rail the visitor will also find variety of more
relationships to downtown and Steamtown terpretation and be timed to allow stops at key sites conventional tranportation modes Within Scranton

along the route More difficult to develop but still continuously running bus shuttle will link the Heri

potential is rail loop to McDade Park where tage Park Visitor Center Steamtown and the Iron Fur-
bus shuttle would be required to complete the trip to nace site looping through the downtown area while
the Coal Mine Tour and the Anthracite Heritage Muse- interpreting significant sites in Scranton This trolley-
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Siantovii 10 McIidc I-ark Throughout thc Vd1ev

Self-guided motor tours v11 guk sito

through historic town centers ethnc neighborhoods
and to points with exceptional scenic vie Specially

scriI
tN1 tours will allow visitors to pursuo topics iiJ

themes in depth For exampk isitors could explore

ethnic groups and ncighborhoccis vuli their diversity

of churches social clubs shops and homes The tour

might include worke housing in areas like Thnston

Avenue iL South Scranton as weli as more upscale

neighborhoods like Green Ridge where managers and

oers built their honws

For walkers pedestrian/bicycle routes would be

marked corn ecting attractions in major urban visitor

centers in Scranton Carbondale and Olyphant In

Scranton pedestrian connections between

Steamtown the Iron Furndce and the Lackawanna

Station WoUld provide an atnacve link between major
visitor sites and u1d encourage visitors to explore be-

yond Steamtown and discover Scrantons multiple re

sources In Olvphanr and Carbondale walking tours

would be delineated in conjunction with other inter

prtation To accentuate the pivo al connecting role

of the river abandoned railroad right of ways along

the Lackawanna River would be conerted into pecles

trian and bicycle paths which would extend the length

of the Valley linking esting parks and enLou aging

development of new ones

The Industry
The consequences ofone ofthe nations greatest in-

dustrial infrastructures are visible across the Valley

landscape However telling the story of Industry its

development and contributions to the communities is

best accomplished at sites in and around Scranton

where the focus is on interpreting the Industrial themes Figure88 The scale and

of Coal Transportation Iron and Silk POW1 01 the grect steam

ocomotIues recads the earlier

heights ofthe Valley
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Figure 89 Figure 91 Steamtown Pian

Figure 89 Historic View

of Scranton and the

Delaware Lackawanna and

Western Yards current site of

Steamtown National Historic

Site .. ty railroads to the maturation of national rail system

Figure 90 Steamtowns Steamtown National Historic Site would be interpreted Visitors will learn of the gravity
collection of rolling stock and

The former Delaware Lackawanna and Western il railroad and system developed to ship anthracite from

ocornovesdsreast
to

road Yards located on the edge of downtown Scran-
Carbondale in the north to New York City and to the

thousands of visitors ton and developed as the Steazntown National South via the North Branch Canal along the

Figure 90 Historic Site once was the hub of transportation for Susquehanna River to Baltimore and western New

the region Steamtown will continue to be the primary
York State Steam engines enabled the transportation

visitor attraction to interpret the story of rail and the
links to be extended and intensified Scranton became

role of transportation in the development of the major hub with tracks converging in the city con

Lackawanna Valley Developed according to the necting the mines collienes and ironworks In 1900

plan Figures 91 and 92 the Steamtown site will focus some four major railroad companies were converging

on rail transportation highlighting the significant col-
in Scranton

lection of rolling stock and the artifacts within the for- As an interpretive historic resource Steamtown and its

mer yard including the remains of the roundhouse
railvard context display the collection of forty locomo

Visitors who enter the Heritage Park at Steamtown will
tives and over 100 pieces of rolling stock presenting

be presented with an array of information and experi-
comprehensive history of steam-era railroading to the

ences The evolution of the anthracittransportation
visitor theatre will offer vanety of audio-visual

partnership from the anthracite canals through gravi-
presentations ranging from slide shows to larger film
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Figure 92 Perspective of the design for new exhi bit space at

Steam town recalling the site of the former Roundhouse

formats integral to the visitors reception-orientation and the Anthracite Heritage Museum ride up the naces The evolution of industry in the Lackawanna

experience The rehabilitated historic Roundhouse will Valley along the river corridor with stops in Provi- Valley began with the construction of the iron works

contain exhibit spaces large enough to allow rolling dence Olyphant and Carbondale to link the stories on Founded by the Scranton brothers in 1840 the Scran

stock to be moved inside utilizing the turntable Dis- the People and the Land to that of Industry ton Iron Works grew as the Lackawanna Iron and

plays in these areas will focus on railroad technology Steel Company and eventually became the second

and engineering as well as the architecture and historic
Ssu1.t IrOn Furnaces

largest ironworks in the United States in the nineteenth

features of Steamtown steam rail link and Pedestrian Path will link visi- centuiy

An overview of the Heritage Park transportation net
tors to Steamtown between the China Wall and the

Development of the Scranton Iron Furnaces site in-

work would be provided along with descriptions of
Chamberlain Ammunitions plant formerly the Lacka-

cludes sensitively designed facility that accommo

what there is to see and do in the valley Steamtown
wanna Railroad Locomotive Works to the nearby dates exhibit space for new interpretive programs that

would once again become rail hub by serving as the
Scranton Iron Furnaces Historic Site located on focus on the evolution of iron and related industries

departure point for an expanded excursion train serv-
the north bank of Roaring Brook This site will be the

Figure 22 Sited at the base of the furnaces on the

ice visitor would embark on excursions from primary site where the story of Industry will be inter-
east end adjacent to Roaring Brook this facility would

Stearntown aboard historic steam trains travelling
preted Approaching the furnaces the surviving im- be integrated with the massive stone furnace structure

through the Valley to variety of locations On-board posing stone structure is dramatic image of the scale
Visitors would enter the facility on the lower level of

interpretation would focus on sections of the Valley
of facilities required to produce steel during the early the site and proceed into exhibit spaces where multi-

landscape through which the visitor is traveling
penod of industrialization The city of Scranton was media presentations interpret the story of steel making

tional excursions would include trip to McDade Park
built on the iron that flowed from her famous blast fur-

in the Valley Use of anthracite coal as primary fuel
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Figure 93 Figure 96

Figure 93 View of Iron

Furnaces and Roaring Brook

whichcontinuesuptowards

Way Aug Park

Figure View of Iron

Furnaces in full production
PJ

and the Scranton revolutionary development of the
near turn of the century process to bum it efficiently would be highlighted Ad-

Figure 95 Demonstration ditional exhibits developed within the furnaces Figure
iron pours are held atthe Iron IiILIIIIflfl 96 will illustrate the blast furnace process and depict
Furnaces and attract

Figure 94 1L \J
IL

workers involved with it Displays will be supplement-
substantial crowds

ed by periodic iron pour demonstrations At the west

Figure 96Viewof the end of the furnaces newvertical circulation system
proposed entry to the Iron will carry visitors up 39 feet to the top of the complex
Furnaces with expanded where displays could interpret early industries of therneye

mills At this level of the site visitors will have easy ac
cess to the nearby Trolley Museum and Royce Hotel

new sound and light show could be major night
Figure 95 Figure 97 Cross section time attraction which would light the night sky of

through Iron Furnace srrcutre Scranton as did the blast furnaces of the 19th century.
showing potential for new exhibit

and interpretive spaces
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Figure 98 Contemporary Figure 99 View of original

view ofWashington Avenue arid Lockawanna Station now

Court House Square in recycled to contemporarj use as

downtown Scranton the Rcce Hotel

Downtown Scranton which supported secondary industries as well that Trolley Museum is proposed to be developed at

made the Valley great manufacturing center These the site of the former Laurel Line passenger stanon lo
In downtown Scranton the story of Industry would be jnclud the production of engines and rail cars ma- cated between the Iron Furnaces and the Royce Hotel
further interpreted through individuals institutions sig- chinery silk and lace Mergers and acquisitions of this The site is significant for its role in the first inter-urban

nificant buildings as well as settings where related busi- created massive conglomerates that were to electric trolley service This museum would contain an
nesses and industries made significant contributions to dominate railroads and mining for nearly century extensive collection of electric trolley memorabilia and
the quality of life of Valley residents Figure 100 illus-

serve as terminus for an initial rail link between
trates the locations of these sites in and around down- The growth of Scranton can be interpreted as prod-

Steamtown and the iron Furnaces This rail service

town indicating designated historic districts walking uct of its concentration of diverse industries and the
would be extended to Montage requiring recondition-

tours and trolley routes OPPOrtUfl1t15 which they created Forexample some
ing of four miles of the former Laurel Line tracks and

began as miners and went on to establish themselves

North of the furnaces just across the China Wall and
in Scrantons history as entrepreneurs John Jermyn

itS mi tunne

multiple sets of tracks displays in the Royce Hotel at an immigrant from Scotland who worked as laborer To expand opportunities for visitors to explore beyond
Lackawanna Station will interpret the entrepre- ame mine owner changed the name of Gibson- the major Park sites and appreciate Scrantons diverse

neurial era of Scranton Coupled with the exhibits the
berg to Jermyn became business leader and built resources continuously running trolley/bus loop will

peiod interior will bring to life the vitality and
spirit

of
the Hotel Jermyn in Scranton which still survives take visitors around downtown Scranton with stops at

the era which brought industry and people to Scran-
the Visitor Center Steamtown Iron Furnaces Lacka

ton and the Valley Individual entrepreneurs not only wanna Station In addition map of historically and
extablished basic industries but also created markets

architecturally significant buildings and settings will
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J.i flI4F guidevisitorsonaWalkingTourthroughdown

town Scranton The tour will highlight other interpre

Li
uve sites as well as significant events which took place

Cbun.belnIn ___ For instance in front of the Lackawanna County
Courthouse it might tell of the great mine strikes and

the prominent role of John Mitchell in establishing the

United Mine Workers Union Other points of interest

Proposed Demolition

on the tour will include the University of Scranton the

____ Proposed New Development

Scranton family mansion the Gothic District notably

ew t.o
--

iilstonc Stnortore
the Masonic Temple and the Lackawanna Avenue

UfnDmn Si.iid .. Rails to Trails Program
Historic District encouraging visitors to shop in down
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Lackawanna County Coal Mine Tour Mine Tunnel

Sited at McDade Park adjacent to the Anthracite Hen

tage Museum the Lackawanna County Coal

Mine Tour will provide the visitor with an under

ground experience in real coal mine the Continental Expansion of visitor capacity at the Coal Mine Tour will portray the proposed organization and layout of the

190 Slope was opened in 1862 and operated until be accomplished by constructing second entry by el- site improvements to expand the interpretive power

1966 It was opened to the public in 1985 following evator to supplement the existing rail car access shaft and visitor appeal of the site Visitor access to the

government project undertaken in 1977 to restore the collection of full-size mining equipment is recom- County Coal Mine Tour would be greatly improved fol

mine as tourist attraction The Mine and the adjoin- mended to be assembled on the grounds of McDade lowing the development of regular transportation

ing Anthracite Heritage Museum will be the focus of Park between the supplementary entry point and the link between McDade Park and Steamtown initially

the coal industry story The Tour offers first hand Anthracite Heritage Museum As visitors walk among part of the buWtrolley loop through downtown1 later to

look at daily work conditions and hazards which faced these exhibits they will experience the power and scale be explored as rail link

the fathers and grandfathers of many area residents of anthracite mining operations Figures 101 and 102

300 feet beneath the earths surface
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Figure 104 Figure 08 rg quc re

Figure 03 Figure 05 Figure 07 VO1jflit ethric

festvaJ

The People
into the reior bringing with them

lhe sto ofthe People of the Valley equally isibe stiong tiaditions and rk ethics are explored in rh
on the Valley landscape thdt of the ridustriai legacy Museum Miners struggles and triurrLphs arc ought

Figure 106 Rich with diversity of ethnic heritage and conpe11ing to life Stors such as the acivancment of many
stories of woikers struggles the story Lan be read in Welsh immigrants into management posiuos at th
the patterns and tova-scapes of the urban settJements cOal mines when vve of German iirmigrants ar
the neighborhoods and town centers rived are depiced The forrne valley landscape of

pdtChtOwfls wtb bieakers rIsing out ofthem is dramati

Figure IO3 Vilh
Peiny1vanIa Anthracte Heritage

cillv c1fferent than what exists today since not one
Covenant/Ishptii

Museum
breaker remains intact in the Valley Images datingurch

iriiiared in the 197Ys the Anthrdcite Museum om- 1ick to this not so distant period ate exhibited in the

Figure 104 iritPwricks pje indudes four properties in 70 mile area in the
Gurc1i heart of the hard ca1 mining region As one compo- virtic of its Joci1ion at McDade Park the Anthracite
Fxgure bc Cuh teu iiern cmpIex ti \ri Iii uite Eeri ge Muset rr iu ur provides tuiiquo opportui forPt\ er Ua -loCs md iiltu ii history of trc people tots ppi -itt ti rn-it alrapcs hctvc 11

Figure 106 S.in Cyril WhO settled in the ICgiOU alici the industries in wiiich
sifle location the land and inine low the industrytwnicm hurr they otkcci
and its inteiprelive focus the peop1c .fowevcr re
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Figure 109 Olyphant Plan

showing churches historic

structures and relationships to To Additional

St Mchael
Churches

theLackawannaRiuerandtrain R.C.Charch

Polish

excursion route

__ -__J --

UocotSt

Th

AllSointt Former

Rasstan St Poirseks
Orthodos

High Schoolgue Church

LIIIIIl Irish

Ca
Existing Mixed Use Area

Former

.1

Mid.VaIley Blakaly

HIslorical Borough _._Mnsm -----
-----

Sty yrlSI .__
Methodus

iiii .s //
Chard C0r dale

----------

.f Ut
Boundary0

1L .1j

Volt yPlaoa 1-r

__
moved from any urban context the Anthracite Hen- IJ Proposed \\

tageMuseumislimitedinitsinterpretivecapabilitiesto

bring to life the real settings where ethnic life occurred
Boandary

/5

or as venue for programming events such as ethnic

festivals and cultural events within such neighborhood

or downtown settings

Olyphant Ethnic Folklife Center
L__ ToScrarrton

classic nver town built on the banks of the Lacka-
Existing Redenti.rl Area Proposed Demoliliou

warina River Olyphant retains its strong ethnic charac-
Dickson City

.- Proposed New Development

ter and humanly scaled main street It offers unique Boroagh
OsrbSL Historic

opportunity to develop an Ethnic Folklife Center --
1j

ItoIIs.io.TrslliProgeom

housing exhibits interpreting the cultural landscape of Landmark Structare Targeted for

the valley providing needed local performance and

educational space and headquarters for programs S. sill
Facade Coatrol Improvement

supportive of ethnic heritage key function of the Program

centers program would be to distribute grants for 5S .- LVH Borrndey

Pedestrian Plara Area

preservation and enhancement of ethnic and folkhfe
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1j

__
______

__
Figure 11th Oqhant would Figure 112 Lackawanna

be an ideal venue for Ethnic Avenue at the center of Olyphant
Festivals

traditions and to sponsor program and market cultur- landscape of the valley and there will also be wide

al events and festivals throughout the valley integrat- range of folk arts crafts and foods Walking Tours

_________
irig new and existing activities into framework of year starting from the Ethnic Center would wind through

r_______ _________ long attractions The Anthracite Heritage Museum the well preserved ethnic neighborhoods stopping at

_____ would staff the center and run educational and inter- many of the splendid churches to further illustrate the

pr pretive programs These programs will enable resi- diverse heritage of the residents as shown in Figure

dents to maintain and perpetuate folklife and tradition- 109 Discovery tours of the valleys ethnic neigh

al customs that are significant to the residents of the borhoods and centers of ethnic life would depart from

Valley Olyphant on regular basis

Figure 111 East i. c.wanna Visitors will arrive in Olyphant either by car or disem- major civic space created near the center of the

Avenue Oyphant bark at the new depot from the excursion trains out of community along Lackawanna Avenue perhaps close

Steamtown They will find an historic and ethnically ly related to the river would be venue for cultur
rich setting punctuated by magnificent church domes and ethnic celebrations and activities of

and spires This setting would be preserved and en- Valley-wide interest Programming such events would

hanced through stewardship programs such as the be handled by staff at the Ethnic Folklife Center Dur
Main Street Program Historic Districts and the River- ing festivals the streets would come to life as residents

front Protection Zone At the Ethnic Folklife Center ex- from the valley and region celebrate their heritage

hibits will offer visitors an interpretation of the cultural shoulder to shoulder with tourists from distant places
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Figure 13 Carbondule as Figure 14 VcatonaJ

seen from the top ofrhe Technical SchOOPrOTXSPd as the

Canal Companys ratity roilrod location for the Environmental

at the top ofPlane circa Research Institute EEl

Enhancement of the river setting through Olyphant will mental Education acivities vvuid tell the story of the Carbondale Ceitar
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tion in the future
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principal attraction of Carbondale Center would lx its

Ian sLae mflcl Ma1 ide nvi oment are osL
11 il VL 1S ced vLthr dis kx on it thr rttn nf excursion tour bcan

clearly ilIustrted and experienced tn the northern see-

frameworK 1ncludln verttca ccess to the top and the ning at SteamtowTI anti traveling the length of the val

tiOfl ol the Valle
lJOttL Of lilC 1111 rails and outdoor learn ng expen- ley Visitors c-dn clearly perceive the reladonship be-

ences wouid take advantage of the nearby vast land- wn the hilisdes rivei and urban settlement patterns

Environmental Education Center scape of waste cuim where the roducts of the earth in Cprbnndale while realizing the magnitude of the

complete with abundant fossils C1t1 be seen and the earls raviry railroads
fclnler breaKer sIte Simpson the tnvironment- mans tnpact on the landscape can be felt

ai Education Center of the Lnviionmentai Reclamation
trail could also be developed from Carborldale Center OflgWlal grack of thi DH gravity railroad sli

Institute vould be developed where ori-lte iritelpreta- t10 Environmental Ethcation Center linking inter-
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Figure 115 Carbondale Plan

showing relationship of central

square River train depot and
To Rued

historic structures .________

seQ hrh

L__.1

il

mer OW roundhouse across the river bring to life 1i/ji 4l
the era when anthracite markets relied upon the vast

networkofrailroadsthatcrossedCarbondale --
The restored town square fronted by the historic

city hail arid nearby riverbanks with century old stone

embankments offer sense of living history for visitors tV Boosdury

enhancing interpretation of urban settlement in Car-

bondale its relationship to the Valley and early gravity Proposed Demolition

railroads Figure 115 shows the concept plan for Car- ToOpbooL ia051y----- Proposed New Development

bondale Center and Figure 116 shows the view of the i1iSrs Historic Structure

center from the riverfront The Carbondale Center Rails to Trails Program

effort could include renovation of the theatre in Car Landmark Structure Targeted for

bondale as visitor center/media presentation site
Preservation Adaptive Reuse

which could show film to visitors From downtown Self Guided Walking Tour

Facade Control Improvement
visitor center interpretive walks and bus tours would

Program

be available to explore cuim landscapes remains of LV HP RoundiT

coal mines and breakers and to return visitors to
RoideedoiAr-o Pedestrian Plaoa Area

Scranton railroad depot would be developed creat-
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çr ed for on and off loading passengers of excursion trains

C2 from Steamtown Additionally improvements could

cs be made to render the nver more accessible at this lo

cation Nearby culturally significant cemetery dat

cJ7 ing from the earliest settlement of the Valley theA5 final resting place of its most prominent families sits

on hilltop and offers glimpse back in time

-- and views of the town and surrounding landscape

Vh
ic- Li Other Park and Recreation Areas

2l In the southern section of the Valley in Duryea park

couldbecreatedatthesiteofamineacidwaterout

fall These spectacular locations -- both tranquil and

disturbed -- are an opportunity to both interpret the

legacy of industrial pollution and its after-effects as well

Jf ç5 as to preserve natural sites of real beauty and value

cf0 In the long term as part of the ultimate Valley develop

j- T.çr. ment more expansive open spaces might be created

although these are not recommended for implementa

NEttÜ1 non in the immediate future Major opportunities in-

dude new active recreation areas to provide relief

___
from the adjacent city focused on the River corndor

upper and lower portions of the River Valley For ex

1vi ample one area with long term potential wnuld bePa id t% Slocum Hollow Park which could extend from Nay
1G .-. Aug Park to the confluence of Roaring Brook and the

_____
_____ Lackawanna River and encircling downtown Scranton

Thisprojectwouldprovideanenhancedsettingforre

______ lated histonc resources including Steamtown the

PG Gas Works the Iron Furnaces as well as oth

_______ er recreational and community resources such as Nay
______ Aug Park the University of Scranton and former rail

____________ ________________ _________________
_________ stations to the east and west of downtown park in

__________ this location could extend into the Lackawanna River

gorge using catwalks and bndges to allow visitors to

appreciate the power of natural forces which made the

_________ valley and enabled its industry and settlement

________ Figure 116 View of Car

..
bondale Rivethont th

II
EA5-rc4 modifications to make the

iIf._i l_j1
.iJ -i JJJ rivervisiblefromthetown

-. .j .i .1 .fr J.I .j..
square
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Implementadon
enda

S4

Sr

Scope of the
Project FigureliBoundaiyofthe

The Lackawanna Heritage Valley The Valley would County and local designation would occur through
be jointly recognized by the municipal county Com their adoption of the Plan and in legislation establishing

monwealth and federal govemments as new type of an authority to oversee the implementation of the

cooperative heritage area The boundary of the Valley Plan The Valley would become the focus of programs
is shown in Figure 118 This special heritage area to preserve its historic cultural recreational and natu
would be eligible for technical assistance and other ral resources interpret their lessons to residents and

support from the Department of the Interior and other visitors reclaim devastated or abandoned industrial ar-

federal agencies these federal agencies should be eas and encourage sensitive economic development
asked to insure that their actions are consistent with and productive use of the regions assets This Plan 5/

the Plan At such time as system to designate nation recommends two levels of implementation and man
al heritage areas is developed the Valley should be agement each with unique purpose
designated for its nationally important natural cultural

and historic values Individual sites and districts would
An Infrastructure for Interpretation and

be nominated and designated for the National Register
Education will be established consisting of se

of Historic Places as continung part of the Valleys
nes of sites related settings and linkages where the

Valley story will be told focusing on the primaryheritage and natural conservation programs Com S\

monwealth designation would be through definition of
themes of the Industry the People and the

the Lackawanna Heritage Valley as the first unit of the
Land The primary interpretive sites will be tightly

Commonwealths Pennsylvania Heritage Park System
focused oriented towards historic properties
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which are currently owned and operated by feder

al state and county government Several of the

sites and settings will involve districts within the ________ ____________- ________
downtown areas of Scranton Olyphant and Car

Existing nei.s ip
bondale requiring the cooperation of local gov oric

es a1na institute

emments Linkages between sites will be provided Attractions Partnership new public entity would be created called the

by trolley bus auto and pedestrian trails and ________
Lackawanna Heritage Partnership Fhe

steam rail utilizing operating stock which belongs Partnership The Partnership would recognize the

to the federal government through the Steamtown cooperative and intergovernmental nature of the

National Historic Site Accordingly development Ie SvaçP Lackawanna Heritage Valley by including representa

and management of the interpretive and visitor in
infrastructure tives of federal agencies state county and local gov

frastructure will require cOoperative intergov- ernments as well as the Lackawanna Heritage Valley

emmental approach
as orce an priva sector ers

would provide overall coordination of the multiple ac
Stewardship programs will enable long term

Eocai tors and funding sources involved with the project
Valley wide management and leadership of lustor

Participants while recognizing that most bncks and mortar invest

ic and cultural preservation land and water recla
ments and activities will be done by individual agen

mauon and conservatiorilrecreation efforts These
cies Its general responsibilities and organization are

stewarusiup programs wui au require an iritergov shown on Figure 119 and would be as follows
emmental approach requiring creation of new en

tities to achieve publirprivate cooperation The
uzarion of

Infrastructure for Interpretation and Ed-

establishment of the Lackawanna Valley Partner- the Partnership
ucation the Partnership would coordinate im

ship and the Environmental Reclamation Institute provement programs by federal state and local a-

will enable new and clear focus on the long term gencies to insure single quality product for the

needs of the overall Valley environment and land- sites settings and linkages In this effort the Part

scape creating critical mass of energy and talent nership will work closely with the National Park

to solve problems at Valley-wide level As part of Service to complete Steamtown and as part of its

the Plan both entities would be charged with ac- will enable cooperative agreements among the several contribution to the Lackawanna Heritage Valley

complishment of initial projects to demonstrate the levels of governments and the private sector which will project take lead role in providing interpreta

potential benefits of coordinated approaches to both maintain project focus and draw the appropriate tion preservation technical assistance and linkag

the Valleys landscape and culture However the expertise and resources from each participating agen- es between sites

particulars of each long term program can only be cy Stewardship programs -- the Partnership
defined in broad brush as they would evolve in re-

Property adjacent to publicly-owned interpretive sites would provide central staff capability to develop

sponse to future circumstances and fleedS
would remain in private ownership incentives to sites and coordinate Valley-wide stewardship programs

This dual implementation and project structure would within historic settings and buffer zones will help insure for historic and cultural heritage preservation and

be complementary as the educational and interpretive appropriate development and/or preservation Within recreatiorilopen space as well as forming liaison

impact of the visitor facilities would increase the public the entirety of the Valley ownerships and jurisdictions
with ERIs reclamation efforts see below for ex

awareness of the Valleys history and culture thereby would remain unchanged except for the establish- panded description of ER organization and man-

expanding the constituency for longer term steward- ment of special incentives by the Partnership in desig- date As part of these efforts the Partnership

ship efforts The Lackawanna Valley Partnership the nated demonstration areas of critical concern would facilitate funding and program involvement

Partnership new regional authority created under on the part of federal state and county agencies

state law receiving federal Commonwealth county whose ongoing programs are complementary to

local and private funding support would take an ac- the project goals and would provide technical as

tive role in the coordination of both the stewardship sistance to local governments and other public and

and interpretive/education programs The presence of private entities in support of stewardship programs

the Partnership as central coordinating mechanism
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An important aspect of the Partnership will be its ability three members to include citizens and/or local offi- sources to disburse funds to public agencies and pri

to take advantage of governmental funding at all 1ev- cials knowledgeable about economics history de- vate entities and to hire staff and to accept personnel

els harnessing conventional single-purpose grants sign government and culture of the region At from public agencies as required to fulfill its mandate

sources to the Valleys collective mission The special least one of these at-large members should be and purposes Specific management responsibilities

national and state recognition of the Lackawanna Hen- from the up-Valley area and at least one from the are indicated in the Sections below and in Figure 12

tage Valley as well as the direct federal and Common- mid-Valley area

wealth involvement with the project will expedite ap- five ex officio members representing the Pennsyl
plications for governmental grants and assistance to vania Department of Community Affairs Pennsyl
accomplish the Partnerships interpretive and steward-

vania Historic and Museum Commission the Penn-

ship missions
sylvania Heritage Affairs Commission the

The Partnership will be regional authority formed by Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Re-

the County enabled under laws of the Commonwealth sources and the Pennsylvania Department of Edu

of Pennsylvania Although several different structures cation

were considered for the entity including Federal one ex officio member representing the National

Commission similar to that used for other heritage are- Park Service

as the community and the partners felt that state-
Other ex officio members representing interested fed-

enabled regional authority would best suit the areas

needs and would facilitate strong linkages to county
eral agencies may also be appointed to the Board

and local governments as well as the private sector The Partnership will formalize the cooperation of key
Further regional authorities have been used success- federal state and local agencies and actors to deal co
fully for many types of special purposes in the Lacka- operatively with the implementation and management
wanna Valley including public transportation the of the Lackawanna Heritage Valley project The roles

Lackawanna County Multi-Purpose Stadium and rail of each Partner are summarized in Figure 120
services

The Lackawanna Heritage Valley Task Force
The Partnership would receive operating support from established during the planning process will continue

the U.S Department of the Interior in recognition of to provide guidance for the Partnership and forum

its oversight role for this important resource and its for public comment The Chairperson of the Task

strong linkages to the Steamtown National Historic Force will be appointed by the Chairman of the Coun
Site and from the County and local municipalities ty Commissioners to serve as Partnership Board

The Partnership would be managed by Board of Di- member In addition to local officials appointed to the

rectors with all members being formally appointed by Board local government advisory committee will be

the Lackawanna County Commissioners in accor- formed to ensure representation of all municipal inter-

dance with state enabling laws Board members ests in the plan
would be selected to achieve geographic balance a-

cross the major sections of the Valley suggested
The powers and responsibilities of the Partnership

Board representation is as follows
should include but not necessarily be limited to the

following to acquire by fee simple purchase ease-

one member representing Lackawanna County ment donation or interagency transfer lands build-

one member representing the City of Scranton ings or other property interests to improve properties

to which the Partnership holds title to sell lease or
one member representing the Chamber of Com-

otherwise dispose of real and personal property to en
merce

ter into contracts leases cooperative agreements and

the Chairperson of the Lackawanna Heritage Val- other transactions with public agencies and private en
ley Advisory Task Force see below tities to receive funds from public agencies and private
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Figure 121 Partnership

Management

Lackawanna
Heritage Valley Sponsors

Federal State

Authority
Board Policy

Advisory
_________ _________Task

Historic Sites Executive

Force
Lackawanna

Visitor Director Environmental
Attractions Reclamation

Institute .perations

Federal Steamtown

State Antsracite Visitor Stewardship
Research

Heritage interpretive Programs
Museum Infrastructure Education

iaces Actions

County Mine Tour
Programs

_________ _________ _________
Program

and
Projects

Local Participants

Local Private Advisory Public
Government Sector Task Force Interaction

Visitor Interpretive Stewardship
Infrastructure Programs
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ALJAN FE

Visitor/Interpretive Project
Management
Site and linkage projects which comprise the overall ments cannot be achieved with the property owner through cooperative agreement between the NPS the

visitor and interpretive infrastructure would be coordi- other alternate sites near Steamtown or the Trolley Greater Scranton Chamber of Commerce the Visitors

nated by the Partnership but typically funded through Museum could also be considered The lead entity and Convention Bureau and its potential successor
various governmental sources including special alloca- for the public efforts in this project would be taken by the joint LackawannWLuzerne Counties Tourist Promo
tions to the Lackawanna Heritage Valley project from the Partnership It is anticipated that the structure tion Agency
its federal and state sponsors Sources for improve- would remain in private ownership with long term
ments and operations are defined below for each site lease for the public use portions to serve as the visitor Interpreve ograui tes an
and component center To make the project feasible for development

EZ1IbIt

VI It
capital grant support would be sought for facade resto- As part of the federal contribution to the Lackawannaor en er an ces
ration as well as exterior site improvements from

Heritage Valley project the National Park Service
The preferred site for the visitor center for the Heritage combination of sources including the Pennsylvania NPS would establish objectives and standards for the
Park and Valley would be located in the former Jersey Heritage State Park program the Pennsylvania Depart- overall interpretive program to be developed within
Central Freight Terminal near the entrance to ment of Community Affairs and the federal Economic

the Valley Of the participating agencies NPS has the
Steamtown and on the banks above the Lackawanna Development Agency Significant pnvate owner in-

highest level of expertise in interpretation and exhibit

River The center would be developed as coopera-
vestment would also be anticipated Technical assis-

design and also manages the largest visitor attraction

tive public/private venture with portion of the struc- tance with interpretive materials and exhibits would be
in the region Steamtown NPS would then work with

ture to be utilized for the Visitor Center and portion provided through cooperative agreement with the Na- the Partnership and its members as well as other agen
to be used for private offices If acceptable arrange-

tional Park Service Support for interpretative person- cies such as Lackawanna County the Lackawanna
nel and visitor center operations would be furnished
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County Railroad Authority and the County of Lacka

wanna Transit Authority COLTS to ensure implemen

tation of interpretive sites exhibits and linkages

As described in Chapter the interpretive program
should interpret and link sites which illustrate the key

historic periods and themes of the Valley combining

set of existing and new attractions Each theme should

be represented by at least one site In general Scran

ton will be the focus of exhibits relating to industrial

themes Olyphant will be developed to interpret the

people themes and Carbondale will illustrate the land

themes Key elements of the interpretive program are

already in place or in the process of expansion panic-

ularly in Scranton these form the cornerstone of the

interpretive program Key responsibilities for interpre

tive sites include

The Industry
Fgure 122 The Plan will

RthlrO8dS and Transportation theme -- will be both celebrate and address the

interpreted and centered at Steamtown National tnj landscaPe of the

Historic Site developed by the National Park Serv- Valle.v

ice Exhibits at the site would interpret the history

of transportation with specific reference to the

Lackawanna Valley from the early development of

canals and gravity railroads to Scrantons emer-
envisioned the County Mine Tour will be ex- its inside the furnaces These improvements would

gence as major rail center for the distribution of pandd toinclude second entrance allowing be coordinated by PHMC the sites owner with

coal The transportation theme would also be in- greater VisitflOfl New outdoor mining ma- technical support from NPS and capital costs from

terprered through excursions and train rides to Val- chiflery and other exhibits will be added between the Pennsylvania Heritage Park Program the Corn-

ley sites accessible from Steamtown Interpretation
the second entrance and the Anthracite Heritage monwealth bond program and other state and fed-

would be provided directly on the trains -- each Museum and the PHMC will improve the entry eral grant sources $3.5 million is programmed

link focusing on different aspect of the valley sto-
tO the Anthracite Heritage Museum and its connec- with $2.0 million in the capital program Nearby

r7
An overview of the Heritage Park transporta-

to the CountY Mine Tour In addition to fund- the former Lackawanna Train Station Royce Ho-

tion network would be provided at Steamtown a-
fromthe County and PHMC these improve- tel would house exhibits on the entrepreneurs and

long with descriptions of what there is to see and
ments Will reciuire grants from the Pennsylvania diverse industries of the Valley which made it

do in the valley
Heritage Parks program as woll as other federal great manufacturing center Technical assistance

Coal Mining theme -- would be centered at
nd state sources Planning and construction of for exhibits would be provided by NPS with capital

McDade Park with the Commonwealths Anthra-
improvements will cost approximately $3.15 mu- funding to be sought from private and foundation

cite Heritage Museum and the Lackawanna Coun-
sources New exhibits at the Anthracite Heritage

ty Coal Mine Tour Accordingly the lead agen-
Iron and Silk theme --would be focused at sites

Museum already funded by the Commonwealth

cies would be the County and the Pennsylvania
in and around the Scranton Iron Furnaces which

and the Nanonal Endowment for the Humanities

Historical and Museum Commission PHMC would be expanded to house major new interpre-
will interpret the roll of textile mills in the lives of

Three types of improvements to interpretation are
uve exhibits on the valleys industry and new exhib- women
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1h People tion of cultural contexts for the anthracite region prep
aration of cultural survey for the valley an ongoing

The ethnic heritage theme will be interpreted at the program of documentation and inventory potential
Anthracite Heritage Museum in McDade Park and at designation of folklife resources and programming
new Center in Olyphant The Anthracite Heritage Mu- and design of the center itself Eventually separate

seum plans major new static exhibit funded from entity perhaps following the model of Texas Folklife

state and federal sources which will document immi- Resources private not-for-profit agency would be es

gration and the relationship of anthracite industries to tablished to manage ongoing documentation assis

the people who worked in them tance and programmatic elements

The proposed Olyphant Folklife Center will have three The Olyphant downtown and surrounding neighbor-

primary functions research and documentation of the hood would receive special preservation attention as

living culture of the Valley providing appropriate sup- representative of the many strong ethnic neighbor-

port for the Valleys cultural resources and providing hoods of the valley and to provide an appropriate set-

facility for education and interpretation where the ting for the ethnic folklife center and associated activi

Valleys many ethnic and foildife stories can be experi- ties Technical assistance for these efforts could be

enced firsthand project to document and inventory provided through the Partnerships preservation pro-
ethnic and work place history and living cultural re- grams which are described in more detail in the Ste

sources would be used as the basis to determine the wardship section of this chapter

scope and nature of foildife conservation and appren
ticeship programs Depending on the results of these

Figure 123 Project Team
efforts and the needs of the people who will be affect- The Land members inspect the condition
ed sensitively designed Ethnic Foildife Center will be

of the County rail line going
created The Center could house cultural conserva- The Natural environment would be interpreted at from Steamtown to

tion programs apprenticeship programs local or re- the Environmental Education Center of the Environ- Carbond.ale

gional folklife coordinators archives exhibit space mental Reclamation Institute The Institute will be

venues for performance and educational space key state level project developed in conjunction with the

function of the centers program would be to preserve state university system and the Department of Environ- where the Partnership would take the lead in orches
enhance and educate the public about ethnic and mental Resources with assistance from the Partnership trating coordinated set of interpretive programs and
folklife traditions and to sponsor program and market as described below The Education Center would be facility improvements former theatre could be ac
cultural events and festivals throughout the valley inte- operated as satellite to the Environmental Reclama- quired and restored to feature showings of an interpre
grating new and existing projects into framework of tion Institute to be located at the nearby Vo-Tech tive film on the discovery and settlement of the valley

year long activities school in Carbondale This plan proposes that the and the growth of towns interspersed with coal waste

Center be located at an abandoned breaker in and industry To provide setting for the theme theThis project which includes both interpretive and ste

wardship aspects is envisioned as cooperative effort
Simpson the site stands adjacent to an exposed cut downtown square and L.ackawanna Riverbanks would

between the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum where the geology of the valley is laid bare Its site will receive special preservation attention restored to illus

also include large area of conserved mine waste ad- trate the interconnection of built and natural land-Commission and the Anthracite Heritage Museum the

Pennsylvania Heritage Affairs Commission the Partner- jacent to the breaker where discovery tours into the scapes These efforts could be funded by combina
man made landscape could be offered The Center tion of sources including NPS technical and

ship and local groups Financial support for such
would offer special curriculum based programs for the preservation assistance the Pennsylvania Heritageprovements could come from federal National Endow

ment for the Arts NEA and National Endownmwnt regions schools coordinated through the Parks Program federal and state rails to trails pro-
Commonwealths Northeast Intermediate Unit grams the Commonwealths Department of Environ-for the Humanities NEH grant programs the Pennsyl-

mental Resources and EPA grants for river bank restovania Heritage Park Program construction the Penn- The Man-made landscape and the interaction of
ration and the Commonwealths capital developmentsylvania Council on the Arts as well as other public and the land and people in the patterns of settlement in the

private sources Initial actions would include prepara- Valley would be illustrated in downtown Carbondale
program for the renovation of City Hall already in

cluded in the capital program Public investment
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Figure 12 Buildings and

spaces in downtown Scranton

portray quality of finish
and

detail which could not be

reproduced today

would be supplemented by private reinvestment in the Downtown trolley bus loop -- the Plan rec- planned include special focus tours on religious

theatre and other interpretive structures Technical as- ommends creation of downtown bus loop which landmarks industrial landmarks architectural

sistance for area preservation and interpretation would can both link attractions and sites within Scranton landmarks and natural features neighborhood

be provided by NPS Steamtown Iron Furnaces Trolley Museum and tours walking tours of Olyphant and Carbondale

McDade Park and also provide service across and an audio tour cassette tape describing the his-

Scrantons downtown This type of service which tory of the Valley it significance and sites Planned

could be simply run to defined schedule by self-guided tours would be augmented by guided

Transportation and COLTS could benefit visitor mobility and rein- tours led by volunteers and interpreters from key

force activities within the downtown The project interpretive points Published brochures will be

will be funded and managed by COLTS and is esti- coordinated with other published materials Fund-

The transportation network links interpretive sites via mated to cost $180000 to implement ing for brochure production will be provided by

Trolley/Bus auto and pedestrian self-guided tours pe- Auto and Pedestrian self guided to --
NPS the Pennsylvania Heritage Parks Program the

destrian connections between the Iron Furnace and would be created to highlight important valley
County and local Tourist Promotion Agencies and

Steamtown rails to trails conversions steam rail using themes The Lackawanna Heritage Valley Task
is eXpected to be approximately $200000

historic rolling stock and designation of the proposed Force Subcommittee on Culture and History is cur- Pedestrian connections -- pedestrian connec

industrial highway as Scenic Byway number of or- rently preparing Downtown Scranton walking tions between Steamtown and the Iron Furnaces

ganizations and partners are actively involved in pursu- tour brochure to NPS unigrid standards as an ear- from the Iron Furnaces to downtown and be

ing options for linkage ly action project Other specialized tour brochures tween the Visitor Center and downtown will be
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completed These are typically integrated with the wanna County Railroad line which extends from In addition to the recommended improvements seri
individual project elements earlier described Duryea to Simpson Initially special excursion ous consideration should be given to the long term
Rails to Trails -- The Lackawanna County Rails

trains could be run on peak weekends between goal of re-establishing an excursion rail connection to

to Trails Task Force with assistance from NPS has
Steamtown and Carbondale operated by Lacka- New York City from Scranton Although this is not

completed draft assessment of rail to trail corn- wanna County with on-board interpretation by the proposed in the recommended Plan it could play an
dors in the Lackawanna Valley and is beginning

NPS and stops at key interpretive sites in Provi- important part of future Valley development and sew-
an in-depth study to determine the feasibility and dence Olyphant Carbondale and the Simpson ice between the former Lackawanna Stations in Scran

anticipated cost of completing demonstration rail
Center Original depots survive at Providence and ton and Jersey City would offer an unparalleled scenic

to trail project The Task Force is focusing on Raw Olyphant which would be acquired by the county and educational experience restoring one of the 19th

Trails which will complement the Heritage Valley
and restored for interpretive use through coopera- centurys most popular routes Such link could open

concept linking sites in downtown Scranton along
tive agreement with the NPS Regular service will the Valley to major international tourism with major

the Lackawanna River More exact cost estimates require track and crossing upgrades and careful economic benefits

and funding sources will be developed in the feasi-
coordination with LCRAs freight schedule

bility study However the plan assumes cost of Other rail excursions which are not immediately

The proposed industrial highway can also contribute to
easi Valley interpretation Proposed plans to connect

approximately $2.4 million to convert approxi- ble but which may have long term potential include Scranton to Carbondale via hillside routes which tray
mately 20 miles of trails Project sponsors would
include NPS technical assistance the Pennsylva-

Service between McDade Pk erse large coal extraction sites and offer potential pan

nia Heritage Parks Program Rails to Trails Program
Steamtown -- In the long run subject to the oramic views of the Valley Development of the high

DER and DCA RIRA Lackawanna County and
positive outcome of feasibility studies by rws way as Scenic By-Way which could protect hillside

the Lackawanna River Corridor Association lo- proposed to utilize existing active rail lines to lo-
vegetation while providing an interpretive experience

cal not-for-profit that has earmarked $100000 for
cation near the park in cooperative effort be- unavailable elsewhere in the Valley could eventually

the project
tween NPS who would potentially operate an

become an important link Cooperation between the

cursion service and the Lackawanna County Rail County PennDOT and the Scenic Byways programSteam Rail Links -- will build upon the current Authority who with Federal support could secure
would be required

rail excursions operating from Steamtown NPS is
permission to use the lines and to upgrade to oper- In order to make the best use of these links Signagecurrently undertaking feasibility study which will
ating standards

Program must be developed The Pennsylvania Hen-look at all the potential excursion routes in the Val

ley their capital and operating costs If feasible
Montage connection -- continuation of the tage Parks Program is investigating comprehensive

expanded service would be developed through co-
connection between Steamtown and the Iron Fur- signage system which would provide for highway sig

operative agreements between the NPS the naces the ultimate goal would be to restore serv- nage interpretive signage wayside exhibits in historic

Lackawanna County Rail Authority and private op-
ice to Montage via the historic Laurel Line interur- areas and signage for cooperating sites The Lacka

erators In addition to the Nicholson excursion al-
ban tracks part of the nations first electrified wanna Heritage Valley should cooperate with other

ready operated by NPS and the proposed new ex-
inter-urban trolley system Because this line runs heritage planning areas to investigate the potential for

cursion to Moscow over NPS-owned track the through the mile long Laurel Line tunnel steam comprehensive signage system and depending on

transportation network will include two new ele-
motive power is not feasible The line would oper-

the outcome of that study should prepare detailed

ments link from Steamtown to the Iron Furnaces
ate utilizing existing tracks which would need to signage plan Design placement and maintenance of

and Valley excursion to Carbondale The
be refurbished and extended Initial studies of the directional signage should be coordinated through

Steamtowri/Iron Furnace link high season steam
tunnel show that it is structurally sound and will PennDots local District Engineer

shuttle between the two closely linked sites will be
need only minor repair bridge must be replaced

undertaken in the next fiscal year as partnership
to connect two parts of the line The project spon

between Steamtown the Scranton Iron Furnace
sor would be Lackawanna County through the

and LCRA with capitol funding for areas outside
Lackawanna County Rail Authority

the Steamtown boundary provided by the Pennsyl- To facilitate Steamtowns excursion operations the leg
vania Heritage Park Program and Lackawanna islation recognizing the LHV should extend the

County The second link between the Visitor Cen- Steamtown National Historic Sites boundary to in
ter and Carbondale would utilize the active Lacka- dude potential Valley excursion lines
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Stewardship iAl
Program
Management
The stewardship mission of the Partnership will be to by local municipalities and private response Goals Additionally the Partnership due to its staff capaci
create an intergovernmental capacity for programs to and objectives and guidelines for these areas ty and its intrinsic intergovernmental nature

preser the Valleys history and culture to reclaim the would be developed in cooperation with individu- should be able to facilitate applications for project

Valleys landscape and to conserve and create open al Valley communities funding through normal state and federal chan

space and recreation opportunities The staff of the Action Projects -- Beyond its broad brush and
nels

Partnership should have the capability to advance both
process mission the Partnership will through its The stewardship function of the Partnership is seen as

planning and action projects related to each tie of
coordinating mechanism be charged to expedite transitional as management of the valley environment

program the implementation of demonstration programs in would pass to existing agencies or new entities to be

Planning An initial effort of the Partnership Will each of its spheres of influence During its initial nurtured by the Partnership Once this capacity is in

be to develop detailed plans for each stewardship two years of operation the Partnership shall ad- place lodged at the appropriate governmental level

element which involve the participation of local vise the Secretary of the Interior the Governor of the Partnership will revert to an advisory role The

governments and citizens This planning will con- the Commonwealth and the Lackawanna County scope of each stewardship program is discussed below

stitute cultural and environmental conservation Commissionersof the scope and nature of its dem
agenda for the Valley The Partnership will identify

onstration stewardship projects enabling designa

areas of critical concern in the Valley related to tion of conservation subareas within the Valley

preservation reclamation and recreation objec- which will be eligible for special assistance and re

tives These areas would be the focus of incentive view The local designation of such areas would

programs to encourage appropriate stewardship be prerequisite for certain types of incentives

Be



Programs to
Preserve History
and Culture
The Partnership will with assistance from NPS the

Pennsylvania Department of Community Affairs

QHPP the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Corn

mission and the Penns4vania Heritage Affairs Commis

sion coordinate preservation assistance programs

Valleywide including

Assisting localities to develop and adopt preserva

tion ordinances and development standards To

facilitate good preservation planning decisions the

Partnership will through the PHMC provide con-

text studies for the anthracite region and its subar

eas update existing inadequate surveys and corn-

plete systematic borough- and city-wide surveys of

historic resources begin systematic nomination

ofsites and districts to the National Register ofHis- Figure 125.7WCQI ain

toric Places as appropriate and undertake I-LABS
Stiee in

HAER documentation of significant industrial relat

ed sites The Partnership will be responsible for

creating sample ordinances helping communities

determine districts which are eligible for some type

of designation and helping municipalities become
of low interest loans and ITC has the poten sites of historic significance The proposed funding

Certified Local Governments and thus eligible for
üal of making marginal restorations feasible en- source for these grants would be the Common-

special preservation grants National Register
couraging economic development of Main Streets wealth including PHMCthe Pennsylvania Depart

nominations where appropriate should become
and neighborhoods The program made possible ment of Community Affairs local governments an

priority because designation will permitprivate
through $5000000 County bond issue should the pnvate sector

owners to take 20% investment tax credits ITC
combined with SBA and federal and state De-

ivelop Cultural Conservation Program at the
for certified rehabilitations NPS will provide tech- ent of Commerce grant programs which pro- Ethnic Foildife Center working cooperatively with
nical assistance to the Commonwealth and the

vide start-up funds for new commercial businesses PHMC the Anthracite Heritage Museum and the
County and funding for contexts surveys and Na-

in todc areas One goal of the parmership Penmivania Heritage Affairs Commission This
tional Register nominations could be provided by

to rkwith business leadership and lo-
program has been described previously in thisNPS or through the PHMCs Preservation Grant ban to encourage risk-share loan pools be-
chapterograms en Valley ban
evelop Educadonal ograrns for school-age chilWork with Lackawanna County local banks and

Enable the most productive use of federal and
dren college students valley residents and visitors

the Penns4vania Heritage Park Program to pro- Commonwealth programs including the Main
The Partnership working through the

vide below market loans for preservation and a- St Program the Circuit Rider Program and Commonwealths Northeastern Intermediate Unit
daptive reuse initially targeted to areas surround-

neigiorhooci conservation programs to create
should create system of curriculum based educa

ing interpretive and visitor sites in Scranton
preserved spine of historic development This pro- ton programs that use the Valley as laboratoiy

Olyphant and Carbondale but potentially expand-
gram could also be expanded to key buildings and

for the study of Pennsylvania history science and
ed over time throughout the Valley The combina

.7
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Programs to
RecTaini the Valley
Landscape

technology earth science geology environmental Two new educational components the Ethnic
Although the Partnership would play an oversight role

science and other related topics The Partnership Folklife Center and the Environmental EdUcation
in regard to all stewardship programs the Plan recomshould work with school districts local universities Center will provide venues for cultural and envi- mends establishment of parallel entity to take leader-

and interpretive facilities to develop and provide ronmental education These centers and their mis-
ship on reclamation issues inasmuch as this topic maycoordinated lesson plans teaching packets and sions are described elsewhere in Chapter have far wider prominence at national and intema

specialized training which will count toward teach-
The Lackawanna Heritage Valley Task Force Edu- tional level and has strong potential for related re

er certification The Partnership should help coor-
cation Subcommittee and Leadership Lackawanna search The Plan recommends establishment by the

dinate and make existing programs within the Val-
have made education of Valley residents about Commonwealth of Pennsylvania of the Environ

ley available to the widest number of students
their histoty and the significance of the region early mental Reclamation Institute ERI EEl

inventory of existing education programs should
action projects The Task Force is completing an would be charged with creating and implementingbe prepared with the assistance of local school dis-
educational video and scripted slide show about ways to reclaim the exploited face of the Valley prefer

tricts the Northeastern Intermediate Unit local u-
the Valley and Leadership Lackawanna is plan- ably in affiliation with state university system and the

niversities and institutions After the inventory is

ning campaign to introduce the concepts dis- Department of Environmental Resources In doing so
completed coordinated education program cussed in this plan to Valley audiences it would work with local and county governments to
should be designed Funding for such programs

craft land policy while actively participating in demon-
should be available through the Pennsylvania Hen-

stration developments While using the Valley as lab
tage Parks Program NFS grants NEA grants and

oratory the Institute would be national even intema
other special purpose sources

tional in scope center for innovation and research
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versity system would be particularly powerful advan

tage as would national recognition through assoaa

lion with the EPA and other federal agencies involved

with environment and reclamation issues

It is proposed that be established administratively

as component ofa major state university system with

inttial Commonwealth support and annual contribu

tions to operating costs Governed by board of trus

tees to include among others principal US and Corn-

monalth agencies associated with the environment

and reclamation issues the EPA Bureau of Mines

DER etc who would contribute to the endowment
and commission the Institute to tackle major research

questions Depending upon the level ofvision

strong potential would exist for major international as

well as private sponsors

Bill activities should include

SC1flt1fIC Research -- into ways of dealing with

Figure 127 Abandoned large scale pollution and other major environment-

breaker in Simpson sitednext to al problems in the wake ofdecline in traditional in-

hisfn IC HPowerplant in hillside showing layers ofcoal dustries Hydrology and subsidence are two key is-

Cai bondie and other mineral deposits
sues in the Lackawanna Valley for example The

entity could be in part branch research loca

don or provide facilities for visiting scientists in ad-

dition to its own research agenda using the valley
is growing on national even world wide scale as

as testing groundon the growing worldwide problem of reclaiming in-
major industrial regions are abandoned or as they

the uni ueness of the valleydustrial environments ERI could play an important continue to function while simultaneously degrading
edevelo such ecologiesrole in demonstrating new approaches to reclamation

their environments Beyond the Lackawanna Valley
a1 ways tO

form ofconferences andwhich would be usefUl to communities in the valley to
areas in the Midwests rust belt are in need of this uca on

blems and rat-Pennsylvanias other coal-mining regions and to the
knowiedge as are major industrial regions of Eastern seaSOIJOrPYIcaPrO

of knowledgeEPA in addressing comparable problems of national
Europo

to visiting policy makers scientists and profession-scope
Among the challenges facing EBI will be that it must als coping with similar problems elsewhere on an

ERrs role in preserving the quality features of the Val- not only work to achieve its objectives within the Val- international scope curriculum development for

ley environment and reclaiming exploited land will en-
ley it must simultaneously develop the knowledge and onday and college courses on the subject on

courage needed growth and development the tools to do so since they do not exist Efforts at site exhibits and explorations on the valley to teach
Techniques to accomplish these tasks cannot rely on reclamation and research are now scattered across the visitors which could provide part of the attraction
off the shelf solutions Significant research and testing ount in number of ad-hoc places The means base to tell the story of the valley
will be needed to make this vision reality The Lacka- must be available to seek out innovative approaches

Development Policy and Action -- to grapwanna Valley could become national model for re- ting taken throughout the world as well as invent
pie with conservmion land use and other planningnewal of the physical and human resources left in the new technical and policy solutions to reclamation
issues raised by the transition to diversified econowake of our transformation from an industrial to an This argues for an entity with on-going research and
mies and the devaluation and turnover of majorinformational economy The need for such interven-

development capability Affiliation with the state uni-
tracts of land and buildings Ways for individualtion

.9



Identification of long range conservation

opportunities these might include the lower

ecreation end of the valley at the confluence of the Lacka

wanna and the Susquehanna rivers were ma
rograms Jor passive recreation area could be created This

The Partnership will provide assistance to localities in
area WOUld provide sirong link to The

conserving important open space and environmentally Susquehanna River and The Chesapeake Bay

significant properties and in creating new recreational Region Another potential area is near the Stillwa

opportunities which enhance the Valley setting
ter Dtfl at the headwaters of the Lackawanna

Focusing on the hilltops and the Ladcawanna River
River where pnstine natural setting could be pre

these programs should include
and enhance oortumnes for amelands

and other recreation providing the basis for po
Conservation Action Programs -- focused tential link to the Upper Delaware and the Appala

on sites and areas identified by the Partnership as Ti-all Stem
being of critical concern for their visual or ecologi-

expansion of parks and
cal quality or for their relationship to the overall

spaces along the Lackawanna Rlv
Valley setting Designation of such sites and prova-

er -- the Lackawanna River serves as backbone
sion of incentives for conservation would encour-

for the entire Valley and represents corridor

age local municipalities to enact easements or land
where expanded open spaces can relate to the

management programs perhaps through the rea-
Valleys formative waterway and to heritage cor

Figure 12 goal 4t tion of land trust Valley conservancy or with

Id
nuor wnicn crosses every municip tynenta the collaboration of the Pennsylvania Game CO
nership could be an advocate group for such open

mission and other agencies An initial step to facih-

space expansion efforts and could put together

communities and the county to achieve develop- tate this program would be the completion of
funding from various public sources to encourage

ment needed for economic growth while conserv-
Lackawanna County Natural Areas Inventory

action projects which would build upon the valley

ing and enhancing the natural beauty of the valley An early candidate for such designation should be trail system along the River to be developed as

is crucial The Partnership will work with local the verdant hilltops which provide visual frame demonstration project of the Partnership see next

communities on model ordinances which encour- and physical boundary for the Valley For the section below Many candidate sites have been

age desired development patterns and discourage ridgetops it would be appropriate in the Plan to identified during the preparation of this Plan

continued exploitation and with developers and determine guidelines for development setting ele- which could be investigated by the Partnership

funding agencies to demonstrate high quality rec- vation limits for where such guidelines would apply under this category of program For example
lamation of mine waste junkyards and other de- and exploring mechanisms for preservation of this more extensive river front park in the Blakely

grading land uses Sources of development subsi- recreational and visual resource Perhaps the lim- Olyphant area could be developed in 1.5 mile

dy may be needed and will be coordinated its could be designated as extending from the stretch of land bordering the Lackawanna River

through existing granting agencies ridgetops to the limit of Coal Measures -- level This would link River Street Park in Blakely with

Technology Transfer/Business Innova ranging from 1100 feet to 1370 ft Candella Park in Olyphant Pedestrian paths and

tion -- Working through local Chambers of Com- Such an action program might also administer landscaped areas would be improved along with

merce the business community and the SBA pro- conservation tools such as tax incentives voluntary new pedestrian bridge connecting the recreational

grams should be developed to transfer innovative agreements as well as arrange for cooperative rec- areas an the vicinity of former gravity railroad

reclamation technologies to the private sector reational use of such lands Opportunities for in-
abutments

The Valley already has core of business related to volvement of supportive local organizations should

reclamation recycling and reuse of anthracite be plentiful including the Sierra Club Audubon
cuim it can build upon this base to produce an im Society Boy Scouts Lackawanna River Corridor

portant new industrial sector in the Valley Association and others already active in the area
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Demonstration

efforts It is recommended that the Plan incorporate

means and resources to accomphsh three initial dem- Y- Purkiand

onstration projects which will pave the way for succes-

sor efforts throughout the valley The initial demon- ._-__O
stration projects should deal with problems which will o-
have high impact deal with critical resources and/or

could be replicated elsewhere in the Valley The Plan o.c

ects to be undertaken bythe Partnership orin the
1lq/

case of reclamation efforts Effi //
Mine reclamation among the most pervasive

blights on the landscape are the many culm piles tji i5
abandoned stnp mines and other mineral extrac- LJ .- Depot

non sites which having fulfilled their resource ex 19 J3
ploitation purpose have been left often adiacent .fl-

toexistingsetrledareas Theseareasarenotonly
-_ tV1 /_J Flodwatee ri

it-- rdentlon tp- .j
unsightly they often pose dangers of pollution -1 // L-

subsidence and other use hazards for those living -J IIouing

nearby Moreover due to the pattern of mining ..

whereaccesstocoalshaftswasclosetothesettled

floor of the Valley many of these sites if reclaimed _____
.i

would have real value for reuse as developed 7/iJ /_-_-
property open space and other productive uses

which could support the historic settlement pat-

tern Accordingly ERi would have the mandate to @C
identify prototypical mine reclamation project e- /4 tY 1LjJ 1U
with the potential for positive impact with the ac- iI Cj
tive cooperation of the municipality in which the Coin mercial fl El

property is located Dozens of opportunities for developmeiit L41

such an effort exist in the Valley Figure 35 mdi-
..

cates one such demonstration site candidate along

the Lackawanna River adjacent to Dickson City Figure 129 Ar Dickson City

where mine wastelands could be reclaimed to a- the potential exists to reclaim

chieve both flood protection and development ac- suiplus minelands into open

comrnodating urban expansion SPCIC OS Well as new housing
and commercial development

Junkyard recycling and reuse -- junkyards

are scattered throughout the Valley some are
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Partnership and ERI This was termed Alternative

and was composite of several predecessor plans
Inntlt

which emphasized respectively cultural attractions

reclamation and open space In many respects Alter-
lion\

native motivated the planning team and public par-

ticipants to seek the recommended form of this Plan in

that it represented comprehensive vision of the fu-

ture of the Valley Indeed the concept of stewardship

programs is the planning teams response to put in

place the capacity which might lead to such an ulti-
/1

mate plan without necessarily including every single

resource commitment implied in that type of Plan For

illustrative purposes Alternative is included in this re-

portasFigure 131asitrepresentsafullvisionofthe

Valley Among the aspects shown are multiple

reclamation projects throughout the valley expanded

park and recreation systems along the Lackawanna

River and Roaring Brook completed hillside conserva-

tion zones and complete Main street preservation /dIk
programthroughoutthe Valley Inthefollowingsec-

Prk it
VV_--_\

tion discussion of the impacts of an Ultimate plan use

thismodelportrayedinAltemativesasapointofde- V/c-
parturefortheanalysis

11.11 VS
--

V\

Suqooit Mill

it

M.ns

Figure 131 The Ultimate

Scheme -- --

\\

SSll

SSVV

R.dm.S

Vzj RUEIo
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enefits and ing full scope of stewardship programs More de- Preservation/Conservation--including building

tailed information is provided in Appendix Cost and land acquisition easements exterior/interior

restoration and rehabilitation and preservationCosts Data

grants and loans

Evaluation of the costs and benefits associated with the
Reclamation -- including building and land aqui

implementation of the Lackawanna Heritage Valley Capital Costs sition for the Environmental Institute building and

project takes account at broad level of detail of sev-
The estimated capital costs for the Lackawanna Hen-

site improvements and program development sup

eral major impact categories
tage Valley are approximately $37 miffion for the rec

1ital Costs ommended scheme and $57 million for the ultimate
Recreation -- including landscaping and site im

scheme These costs are almost equally distributed a-
provements at interpretive sites river trail pedestri

Operating Costs
cross the various activities within the interpretive and

an areas neighborhood parks and linkages

Economic Impacts stewardship infrastructures
between sites

Physical and Environmental Impacts Education/Interpretation -- including exhibits
In addition capital costs are distributed relatively even

ly across levels of governments and the private sector
Social Impacts signage and printed/media materials

with 24% Federal 5% from NPS and 19% from other

Each of these impact categories is discussed below in Development and Use -- including attractions existing federal sources 43% State including the

reference to the costs and benefits of the recommend- and linkages Pennsylvania Heritage Park Program and other existing

ed Plan and an ultimat long range scheme assum- Commonwealth sources and 33% County local and
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elements Mechanisms that capitalize upon the posi

tive financial impacts of the plan should be considered

and include local hotel-motel taxes in Commonwealth

heritage areas use of Tax Increment Financing dis

tricts user fees joint ticketing/packaging fees and
foundation funding

Economic Impacts
The economic impacts of the Plan will be very positive

for the entire Valley The proposal will have particular

ly positive impact in the downtown areas where it will

add streetlife enhance retail facilities and contribute

overall to the attractiveness of the downtown as

place to visit shop recreate and wark Economic

Impacts of the Plan include Tourism Jobs Creation

Regional Spending Tax Generation and Related in

vestment including downtown Scranton All impacts

gure 32 apital Co
are expressed as range where the low is the recom

or comm and LII iimate
mended plan and the high is the ultimat plan re

Scheme
ferred to in the previous section on Phasing

Tourism

The Plan will have significant positive impact on tour

ism The plan is expected to attract between 860000

private An implementation agenda by year and mdi-
Operations and maintenance expense for the interpre-

and 1310000 visitors year to the Lackawanna Val

un in ppen ix E4
tive and stewardship elements of the plan have been by Steamtown already atracts an estimated 100000

The following is breakdown of capital costs by activi- prepared Once the recommended plan is fully imple-
visitors year It will still serve as the primary attrac

ty category for both the core and the ultimate mented operational expenses will be approximately
non in the Valley though the additional elements of

schemes $1000000 per year dropping to $750000 per year af-
the park will serve to attract additional visitors to the

ter the Partnership sunsets region and increase the length of stay of visitors Most

of the tourism related development is contained in the

Although the majority of these operational expenses core scheme though the additional community im

peraLing osts will be borne by the agency-owners of interpretive provement revitalization community parks and link

Asrt of the planning process estimates of opera- support the operation of the Visor Center Trolley Mu- viio Annu or spendingis estimated to be

Estimated yearly operational expense for the Partner- source of funds available to the Lackawanna Heritage

ship is estimated to be $250000 These costs are item-
valley for these operational expenses

Jo1 Creation

ized in Appendix E-5 The plan calls for half of the op
erational expense of the Partnership to be supplied by

The plan recommends that the Pennsylvania Heritage
The proposed project would create construction relat

NPS and the other half supplied through local
Park Program Lackawanna County and the Partner- ed emploent as well as other es of empboent

match ship work together to investigate mechanisms to pro-
in the area Direct construction related costs would

vide consistent long term operational funding for these generate direct and induced employment of 1430 to
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2650 jobs with an average annual direct and indirect Economic Development
employment of between 80 and 330 over ten year

period Permanent jobs would be created for park op
The infrastructures for education and visitauon and

erations and management the environmental ins-
the stewardship strategies embrace not only preserva

tute and jobs related to expansion of Scrantons down- non and interpretation but also economic develop-

town area through retail and service jth ment The primary beneficial impact of the implemen
tation of the plan will be stimulation of the economy at

Regional Spending all levels of commerce in the Valley The interpretive

The construction-related spending for the Plan will
infrastructure proposed will stimulate the tourism re

tail and service sectors of the Valley economy gener
generate additional investment in the regional econo-

ating among other things commercial development in
my by filtenng through the economy and creating

various downtown locations The stewardship infra
multiplier effect This effect is referred to as Lever-

age Ratio The leverage ratio would be between 2.14
structure proposed will stimulate the institutional sec

and 258 creating total induced development figure
tors of the Valleys economy especially in the educa

of between $79351767 and $147 170 302
tional community Ultimately these stewardship

programs will create an entirely new industry for the

Tax Generation Valley centering on research and delivery of leading-

edge reclamation technologies
The project will generate sources of fiscal revenue dur

ing its development and operating stages These reve

nues include state income and local wage taxes and
Figure 133 Lackawanna

state sales taxes Taxes during the development phases River where potential assets

of the project will generate approximately $250000 in could be used for

annual revenues State sales taxes generated by direct community-wide benefit

expenditures by visitors will be approximately

$368000 and taxes attributable to employment will be

approximately $147500

Related Investment Physical and
The Plan will have direct and indirect impacts on the Environmental
downtown area of Scranton enhancing street life re

tail and service opportunities and contributing to the

overall attractiveness of downtown for development The implementation of the Plan will have significant

and use activities Most of these impacts will be tied to
positive impacts on both the natural and man-made

implementation of the park through increased retail environments of the Valley Historic structures and set-

sales and hotel room occupancy although opportuni- tings will be restored and revitalized through the infu

ties foradapuve reuse projects will also occur An sion of new uses The natural environment both in its

important link between the Plan and the commercial degraded and pristine states will be reclaimed and sta

development of the downtown is the proposed con- bilized becoming significant resource for the future

nection of the Mall and Steamtown In addition less economic and recreational life of the Valley Signifi

direct connections to other retail restaurant and serv- cant portions of the green Valley hillsides and much of
ice business in the downtown can be expected The the river corridor would be preserved Demonstration
project is forecasted to attract 145000 to 150000 visi- projects would provide positive examples for sensitive

tor nights once implemented enough to support the reuse of significant historic cultural and natural re

occupancy of 500 hotel rooms in the area sources
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Appendix Tehnicai Rep.r

Aendix Lackawanna Additional
Heritage Valley Information

LiSt Oi Notebooks Available
Technical Lackawanna Valley Project Team Endorsements

Lackawanna Task Force Membership Economic Impact AnalysisERARens Community Participation

Tasks 1-3 ProJect Organization Lackawanna Heritage Valley Task Force

Memorandum of Understanding NPS List of Subcommittees

Project Description NPS Pennsylvannia Heritage Parks Program Requirements

Bibiography

Task Goals Workshop List of Endangered or Threatened Species

Lackawanna Heritage Valley Goals NPS Cultural Resources List complete listing

Slideshow and Questionaire LVT Public comment on Alternatives

Newsletters Task Force Update NPS

Task Inventory
Administrative and Jursidicitional Survey

Environmental and Ethnographic Assessment NPS

Lackawanna Development Timeline NPS

Histories of Lackawanna Valley Communities NPS

Ethnic Compostition of the Lackawanna Valley NPS

Ethnic Organizations and Unions of the NPS

Calendar of Yearly Events in the NPS

Industrial Sites Survey Summary LVT
Industrial Sites Final Report LVT
Industrial Sites Data Analysis Report LVT
Urban Design Inventory and Findings LVT

Inventory of Economic and Business Conditions ERA

AnalysWSynthesis of Existing Conditions LVT

Preliminary Statement of Significance NPS

Thinking about Developing the Plan LVT

Task AnalysIs
AnalysWSynthesis of Existing Conditions

Tasks 7-10 Alternatives and Final Plan
Framework for Heritage Park Alternatives LVT

Alternatives LVT
Newsletter and Survey NPS
Final Plan LVT

Implementation Plan LVT



Appendix Cultural Resouroes

Appendix This list analyzes and summarizes the findings of three

cultural resources studies conducted by the Study

Team the Environmental and EthnographicListof Assessment the Industrial Sites Survey and

the Urban Design Assessment of Scranton

i1tiira1 The chart also summarizes data used by the Team
from two previous studies the 1979 Historic Sites Sur

Resources vey of the City of Scranton and partial survey of

dential and commercial resources produced by
Lackawanna County for the Pennsylvania Historic and

Museum Commission Information from previous

studies was verified wherever possible by field recon

naissance completed by the Team

Only resources dating from the key period 1840 to

1930 and noted as having average or better integrity

were includied in this listing Significance information

was gathered from three sources the National

Register of Historic Places the Pennsylvannia
Historical Commissions Inventory of Histor
ic Places and the City of Scranton Landmark
Registry Ratings in parentheses denoted Pennsylva
nia Historic Commission suggestions NHL indicates

that the property is National Historic Landmark
NHS indicates that the property is National Historic

Site
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Appendh 1k Cultural ReEouree$

ThEMR

RESOURCE BLDTYPE SIGNIFICANCE RESOURCE BLDTYFE SIGNIFICANCE ina

Lackawanna County
Elm Park Methodint Churvh CHURCH local NE
St Lukna Epiacopal Church CHURCH local

SI Marya Greek Catholic Church CHURCH local

Scratdoo Central City
St Petera Cathedral Complex

CHURCH HR-traIn

Designated Resources Individual
Scranton Central Htgh School SCHOOL local

Glen Alden Coal OHnrn Hall MINING local Scranton School Dintrict Adtmn Building SCHOOL local

CenIntI RE of NJ Fretght Station 14 ER NE-local Scranton Techeacal High School SCHOOL local

DLW ER ROW ER NE-national Jtfferaon Hall of Scranton SCHOOL local

DLW RE Yurda-Steanstown ER NHS Dockworth Apaalooentu RES local

DLW Car Shopa-Chamberlain ER NR-national/0IHL Florence Apartmonta
RES NE-local

Hnrrion Avenun Bridgn ER NE-local Woolworth Rnaidencn RES local

Royca at Lackawanna Station ER local NE-national Jermyn Hotel 1894 RES NE-local

Dicknon Manufacturing Co-Stucor 21 IRON/STEEL NE-oust

ICS Admin Building-Fmch Buildiog 19 IND-OTHER NR-national2lIL Designated Resources Divtelcgn

Scranton Timoa IS IND-OTHEE local NE Lackawanna Avnaan Hiatonc District COML-RET NE diutetct

Ad-Un Building
COML NE-Onto The district coruramxo 88 coencrocial build/ago 60 are cowttdered ogmficuota or coacrrbxtutag

Bank Toworn of Noethoaat Book COML-F1N local

Caaty Hotel COML local Polesalal Resources IndIeldiwi

Caaey Hotel Garage
COML local Pine Brook Breaker 106 MINING NE-regional

Century Club COML local Sprague Henwood 97 MINING NE-local

Chamber of Commerco COML local Von Storoh Breaker-2 atructurea 117 MINING NE-regional

Courtyard Mall COML local DArt ER Freight Depot 23 RE NRregional

Ditto Bank Buildiog 1090-91 COML-FIN NE-State Laurel Lint Powar Station 10 RE NE-regtonal

Electric Building
COML NE-local Laurel Line RE Freight Station Bit NE-regional

The Globe Stoma-I 19 Wyoming Ave COML NE-local NY Ontarro Weatern ER nhopn 39 RE NE-nattonal

Hoban Hardware COML local Klota Silk Throwing Milla TEXTILE NE-regional

MuHale Building
COML local Lackawanrta Knitting Mill 83 TEXTILE NE-local

PA Gaa nod Water Co COML local Scranloa Silk Co 149 TEXTILE NE-national

Quilt Army Navy Store COML local
Dickoon Locomotive Co IRON/STEEL NE-regional

Scranton Life Building
CGML local Luckawanau Iron it Coal Co IRON/STEEL NE-national

Watrea Armory
COML NE-Onto Railway Steel Spring Co Ill IRON/STEEL NE-national

Maaomc Temple
CMTY-OTHER NE-sationalNHL

Scranton Stove Worka 142 IRON/STEEL NE-local

Scranton Public Library-Aibright Memorial CIhifY-OTISER NE-local Capouae Warehonae Co 99 INtO-OTHER NE-local

Grand Army of the Republic Building
FEAT NE-atato

lotornational Cortenttottdence School IND-OTHER lOlL

Keyttone City Reaideace Scranton Elka FEAT local
Lackawanna Cold Storage 22 IND-OTIIER NE-regtonnl

Scranton Club FEAT local
Scranton Electric Company 26 IND-GTHER NE-local

Federal Building
GGV-FED local

Lackawannu County Coutlhouae GO V-LOCAL local NE-Onto Poienilal Reoourceo Dictrlclo

Lackawanna County Adminintrarion Bldg GOV-LGCAL local NE-local
Scranton Downtown Comtnerctul Otutnct COML-IND NE-Onto

Scranton Central City Fire Headqunrtorn
GOV-LGCAL NE-Onto This diasrics coacoiro 106 potrtrtiullv corurrbutiog co-rrctutro including l5potcrrtia/ly ind/vidually rligtblc otructutro 6/3 corttrrbuooog coototcvctto/

Scranton City Hall GGV-LOCAL NE-Onto burldiago 14 conmbntittg church ethnc uc/ coettrturnty r000utvro nerd 18 contributing taduutrtu/ unrcctureo

Ftt-tt Church of Christ Scientint Scranton CHURCH NE-locnl Scranton Downtown laduntrtal Dtatrtcr IND NE-local

Childrrna Library
Thin district idrrroflrd by the 1990 Irrduotrru/ Sitco Survey is boonerc/rd by Suerdeooa Wyorrrtag tord PopLar nerd tercluden tccnlc and other

induaenal otnnceureo includ/ng potrruiul NHL

Poiendieal Resources Interpretive Monunaeato

Batttnahip Main MONUMENT
Chrratopher Colnmbna MONUMENT
Civil War MONUMENT
Dante Memorial MONUMENT
Dully Monument MONUMENT
Ebenezer Slocum MONUMENT

Gateway to Scranton Coal Monument MONUMENT
General Caaimir Pulaaki MONUMENT
General Pltilip Sheridan MONUMENT

Georgt Wanhington
MONUMENT

Iaainh Everbart MONUMENT
John Mitchell MONUMENT
Monea and the People

MONUMENT

Petaident William Mckinley Memorial MONUMENT
Vetorana Monument MONUMENT
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AppendIx Cultural Resourcee

RESOURCE ILDTYPE GNIFCANCE RESOURCE ELDTYE CMFICANCE In

Sgogi Neighborhoods Other PoenilDJ Renourren

Denlgn.aud Renourren Individual Robyn Neighborhood

Torreon Powdonly Home RES NHL E.g Morntom Nrtghbothood

Coffin Houg-232 Monron Ave.. RES lonol NR High Work Nnighbothooul

loon. Cr.wford Eototo RES NR-ntoto Keymr Volloy DLW nhopn nod ynrdo

Jonkin Hutton 921-931 Gre. Ridge RES loonI Lincoln HoighIn

Jonoit Ronidonno-Sornoton Rotor RES lonol Minook
Silkonon Hon. RES NR-lonnl lit Notoh

Von Stornh Ro.idon RES lonol
Pnlor.borg

Tripp Fnnnily Hoorentee4 RRS 4R-onnne Pine Brook

C3onrch of the Good Shepherd Green Ridge CHURCH local The Moe

Wennnmnrer Prrnbyrerino Qtoreh/Recrory CHURCH local Tripp Pork Neighborhood

The Pioneer RB Ccv an N.y Aug RE loenl %fley Comm.miti

Ahinglom
PolenllaJ Reoourcen Individual

Reoongnreo Individual
Hydo Pork Erokor Comploo 127 MINING NR-rngioool

cl.rk Snormit Stole Honpilol HOSPP1AL NRSlOtO
Mrvin Wn.hory-v.ninoo trnnolnro 79A MINING Nil-regional

Cool Co l55 MINING NR-regionul
ArchbaidDH RR Station Cool Yord 38 ER Nil-regional
Ponfrrrnial Renourren IXctntDH RR Rop.ir Shop ll5 RE NE-Innnl

Arohbold Hiotorin Dinteiot RES NR-lnnl
Lnnrel Lion Tunnel Il ER NHL

Aerhbnld in ennnnnined ethnic WeLnh reuidenninl eonnnnniny of exceilenn innegrrny bailn privtneily bennoeen 1870 nod 1930 InportnneU re000reen

NJ Coolrnl RE Rooodhouon Tunotnble RE NR-loonl
inneIode St Thornton CJtoreh Reenoy nod School frnnernnnl orgnniznniortn nod other tentile nod relnned resource. Arrhboid in nine the nine of the

Sornntntt TronnttCo 37 PR NR-rngional Archbnld Potholes Stone Pork the necond lnrgenn glncinl potholen tn the World nod the lot-gent in the Asteeicnn it in Pentntnylvnnin ootntnoding

Snnqoort Induotnroo TEXTILE NHL
Geologic Fennore nod in considered ponentinl I6NL

Sornoton Button Co TEXTILE NHL
Sornntoo Loon Co 30 TEXTILE 21HL

Bloke4y
Mdl 145 TEXTILE NR-loonl jtn Reoouenen Dislelci
St Slostinlnn Polioh Notionol Church CHURCH NHL

Blokely Hintorin Dintoict RES-IND MR-boot

Blnokely in prinnorily Englinh nod Welsh verrmocuinr renndenolnl eooennnriny beth relonned nub teonile nod rnilrond resources

Pn00elIal Renounnen Iercluslrlnl Dlctrlccv

Omen Ridge lnnduotciol Dir.riot MD NE-local Cnrbundoln

Thin nt-en idenlyfled in the 3990 /ocrlcnonrnol Sinen Survey nntslnnden reining rcnilrond nod other resources nod in bonoded by Mylert Avenue nod unt
i8enlgaoaled Renouecen Indlnldunnl

Monket Streenn DH Gravity RE ROW ER NR-ontioonlQllHL
Sooth Somnoton lndnntriol Diatriot IND NE-regional Dnlton Ho.. COML-RES Nil-Onto

GAin oven idernnfied in the 1990 Irnduntriol Sites Survey ienclndeu Soqooit Silk Mill--n potenntnl 8/ilLthe Sornoton Buttcon ConrPnoy nod
Corbondalo City Holl GO V-LOCAL NR-uuol

Lcnckonvnneno Millu the oren in bounded by Cedor Brook nod Sicy Streets Pnlennjthj Renoween Iadlrldonnl

DH Con Shop 86 RE NRoaeionnl
Podetaldonl Resources Renldetallal Dlolriclo Silk Mill Gonlnu48 TEXIILE NR-mogionul
Gmnnn Ridge Roaidootiul Djtriot RES Nil-regional Cambondolo Milla 17 TEXTILE NR-loonl

Thin high unole neighborhood noons btniln bet-see-n 1880 nod 1930 no house ueulthy English nod ikeinA tihng nod RB corners nod tnoetngern
nod

Silk Mill Gnor.s-5b TEXFILE NE-locol
hon generolly eocellenn irtnegriny Over fin poneoniully connerbuniog nnruonuren hove been surveyed on rot nrc honed individusnlly on the Notisnul

Polennidal Rennwren Dlsllkls

Regnoner Combondolo Iodontnial Dinnniol IND NE-onto
Hill Sootnoo Rnndontrnl Dnanotot RES NP-local

nigrtnficnon groupnog of pre-1915 ioduonoul onruontores tooluding the Hendrick Mnoufnccuriog Coropnoy the Vno Bergen Fonotdn cornpnoy nttsrr

Thin remnnculnnr net ghborhotnd begun in 1860 iooludeo lnrge borneo builn for retnnogern nod business ott-nero More thno 200 pooenn oily
nod bytce Kloto Thrnsncing Mill Croon Perf Prod ucnn Piston nod the Rennndhoune nod Ponnerhouse

ctsnnribuning nneoncnuren hove been surveyed tool usltog reotdernseo churches ochotnlr notnoy iodinidunlly denignoned renourceo nod the Everhnrr
Cnrbondobo Downtown Cooomontciol Dintnion COML NR-loonl

Mtunennn no N.y Aug PorL
Cnrbondole Mom Street contnoios corttrobntniog cooonercinl ntru000ren nevernlly indiridunolly denigrtoned nnrenccunres including Conkondole Ctty Hull

Hyde Pork Nnigkkorkood RES-IND NE-bocul nod monntntennn deli neoting the begtontog of the DH grnrtny Roil ROW nod the bscntion of the ft rot nothrtncite onion in the Volley The oreo alto

Thin vemnoncnlorethrnc Welch neighborhood dunes no 1840 nod hon vroinnnined high degree of insegroty The moore thno fin potenntullv
inclnden Otnneh Street the lonontion of several ethnic charvhen including the St Ruse of Lmoto Irish Cotholic Cltureh

contributing structures trnclude o.orlcer ousted snd built housing revtnnon onion ond brenkee convplenes rotlrond renoneocen needle ntnllssnnoy
Carbondal Roaidnntiol Diatriotn RES NE-local

chnnrvhen nod no 000ve rnotn street
Corbcondole cencoinn nevero.l distinct intact reoiderntiol neighbornttoodn including onoll nreo of high-style housing nod Irish Welch nod

North Sornoton RES-IND NE-local Slovettino vennonoculnrneoghborlnoodn
ThIn vernocnlnr ethntc net ghborhooo.l begun no 1840 noun bulls orotund the Mnnvin Brenker nod other collieries nod connotnu induntsoul onnen nod

worker houong clduln

Providonce RES-IND NE-local Poienvllal Renourcen Individual
The sine of the Muoosee sentlemeotn Cspoooe tend the oven first odopted by Eunropenos the nt-en contosistn vervncnlor housing clustered orotund

Powdnr4y Brnnkor Arohacobogionl Silo 57 nod MINING local
indmuntriol omen including minnng contpnrves fouodnen otlk texnleo nod other indunnrial unen anoall urea of anaociatod patch houaiog

South Sido 118-1MG NE-regional

These vesnculor ethnic Irish Inslloo cerono nod Polish neighborhoodn cluster nmoand insdusnroeo including oilk teotile rsilin coresdered so
INcho. City

ponenniolly nationally rignnficnnt or poneontol 8/111 by PHMC collierien nod other induotrien Idenofioble necti st-tn of rnilrond otorer-butlt
Prdentod Reooaenen Individual

housing osnoll nrent of oovnpnoy-butlt houonog sod ethntc eotol oven including reoidencen church nod frnterrtnl orgonizottosts revtonn nocludnog the DH ER Gopon 77 RE NE-rogionnl
Pollnh neighborhood thou developed ond soil kounen the voother church of the Polish Nnninnnl Ccntholic Church Sn Stonislonnu cnrtntderedn

Gravity RE Station at Valley Junction 671 RE NR-regionnl

pnteotaol 8/HI
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Appendix Cultural Reeourcea

THE lG
RZSOURCE BLETYIE SIGNIFICAN8E Lan pn

RESOURCE BLDTYPE SICNTh1CANCE tSSd

Potential Resources Dthb4cR

Dickson City Historic District R.ES-COML local
Potential Resources District

Dickson City is Poliah teighbisrhood traditionally octated with the Von Storch Colliery and other oedtactrial resources Main Street and Mooetc Restdontssl Htttorts District RES locel

vernacular nd ghborhooda incorporating churches and ethnic associations remain Moosic has small pnmanly Polish and Italian historic residential area consacntng approximately 30 contributing residential structures

Dunmore OlypltWtt

Ieniial Resources Iesdivldual
Potential Resources bulividual

PA Coal Collieey lI3 MINING NR-vegional Unsterwood Breaker 84 MINING NE-regional

PA Coal Co Offices 147 MINING NB-regional DH Grsvity ER Torentnul 67 ER NE-regional

Scranton Coal Co ISO MINING NE-regional DH Freight Depot 68 ER NE-regionsl

DLW P.R Yards Turntable 44 BR NR-nntionsl
DH ER Bridges 70 ER NR-engionul

Erie BR Dunmore Shops 41 ER NR-hecal
Potential Resources Distrkt

PA RE Gravity BR ROW 42 P.R NR-n.tionul Olyphnnt Historic District RES.COML local

PA BR Grsvity RB Tunnel 43 RE NR-nstional Olyphant contains an unusually rich concentration of ethnic nsrtghborhoods commercial main street and dosvrnotvn church district which

Csrbondale Grate Bar Fotsttdry 40 IRON/STEEL NB-local cottaieto among others she Saints Cyril and Methodists Uki-ainsan Cashcltc Church the St Michaels Polish Catholic Church 411 Saints Rucsttot

PA Silk Throwing Co 139 TEXTILE NR-losnl
Orthodo.s Church St Patricks Irish Catholic Church and the St George Episcopal Church

Keystone Brewing Co 129 IND-OTHER local

Penrnylvsnia State Oral School SCHOOL NHL Old Forge

Mseywood College SCHOOL NE-regional
PHMCo Lackasvanna County Historical Survey did not include Old Forge bus she area cotsairts large Italian settlement many

ethnic restaurants

SI Joseph Hoital HOSPITAL NE-local
and orgaesi zati one and commercial main street

Potential Resources District

Dunmore Histoets District RES Iocnl

Dutsinore tea closely atsoctased oath the growth of Scranton and seas the site of the Pennsylvania Coal Company and mans roil-related Peckville

resources Large Irish and Italian neighborhoods remain often associated with industrial or archaeological sites
PHMCs Lackawanna County Historical Sue-cry did not include Peckrillc bus the area consaitc what

appears so be vertacularnetghborhood tee

good condition probably of Estglish and Welsh origin

East Jeamyn

Potential Resources Districts Smspson

East Jonnyn Hinoeic District EEl local
PHMCc Lackarcanna County Histortcal Survey did not include Simpson However the small community is cohesive intact Russian seed

Ease Jerymn is small intact vernacular Rurcrian neighborhood including mine tvorker oened and built housing and the neighborhood Russian Slovenian vernacular neighborhood surrounded by the Elus Coal Breaker and its so scor-e sail conical cube piles Five differens Rsman sod

Ortieodos Church Only structure in she potential district is intrusive The eats edge of the comseuntty is bounded by archaeological remains of Orthodo.o churches are clustered near the Lackawasna Ricer One of she oldest homes in the
region

the Mores Mansion is found in Simpson

the keynes Colliery of the Hudson Coal Company and the Grsvtty RB Stone Crusher

Taylor

Fall Townnlaip Potentleel Resources Individual

Potential Resources Individual Moflit Coal Co Beenlcor 46 MINING NE-national

Morn 1829 Tnoneey/Snwnsill SI IND-OTHER losnl Tipple 46 MINING NE-regional

Pyne Brnnker 154 MINING NE-national

Jesmyta

Potential Resources Individual Thcoop

Miller Casket Co 63 IND-OIHER NR-lossl Throop contains significant Sloventan neighborhood built largely between 1920 and 15650

Moosic Powder Mill Co 64 IND-OTHER HR-regional

Potential Resources District

Jeryrnn Historic District RES-COML local

Jet-ymn hao ideetttflable Welsh Irish aetci Italian sections seth assoctased church ethnic otdfrsternal resources including one of the oldest Luzerne County

churches in the Valley

Pittston

Jessup
Potential Resources Individual

Potential Resources District Pittston Post Office GOV scsI
Jeuup Historic District RES-COML local Pittston Appnrel Building TEXIILE lovsl

Jesoup has two identifiable intact vernacular ethnic neighborhoods one Italian and one Slovenian Main Street is the site of the Aotual Si

Ubaldo Day Race of the Sainta Wret Pittston

Potential Resources Individual

516 Exeter Ave 1800 EEl locnl

Potential Resources Individual

DH BR Right of Way 58 BR NE-national

NY Ontario Western Rotrndhotsse 59 BR NE-regional

Potential Resources Distria

Mayfteld Historic District EEl local

Mayfleld Ia contained intact vernacular residential district witch includes both Rusvian Orthcsdos and Polish sections
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Appendix Alternatives

Affairs Commission Pennsylvania Department of

AJPendix
Environmental and vania Department of Education Pennsylvania Heritage

Cultural Transportation Pennsylvania Department of Commu

teritatives Compliance nity Affairs Pennsylvania Heritage Parks Program

Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory The Natureand Environ This plan is subject to compliance requirements under Conservancy Lackawanna County The Cities of

both the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 Scranton Carbondale and Olyphant and the Mid-

mental NEPA and Section 106 of the National Historic Pres-
Atlantic Region of the National Park Service

ervation Act of 1966 as amended Section 106 and

Assessment regulations promulgated by the Mvisory Council on

Historic Preservation 36 CFR Part 800 require that Considerationof
the National Park Service seek to avoid or to mitigate

any possible adverse impacts on cultural resources Alternatives
The Need for Plan within any park or within any districts or sites listed on

the National Register of Historic Places The State I-us- The Plan outlines the planning process and presents

The Lackawanna Heritage Valley project was suggest-
toric Preservation Officer was co-producer of this the recommended course of action for the Lackawan

ed by the Comprehensive Management Plan for the plan and has been consulted at every stage of the na Heritage Valley Alternatives regarding the NPS

Steamtown National Historic site which was created process role were explored during the Steamtown CMP proc

as result of Public Law 99-591 The Plan will guide The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 NEPA
ess The suggested role is primarily one of technical

and financial assistance
the future actions of NPS and other agencies and units and the regulations and procedures issued by the

of government in cooperatively conserving interpret- Council on Environmental Quality 40 CFR Parts isoo- Two sets of alternatives were prepared and reviewed

ing and managing important natural cultural and rec- 1508 direct that the federal government consider the extensively by the public in the process of evolving this

reational resources of the Valley The Congress of the impacts of projects which includes federal actions Plan This environmental assessment reviews the sec

United States appropriated 175000 in 1989 and The technical assistance and operating assistance to ond set of five alternatives plus no action alternative

$150000 in 1990 to accomplish this work the partnership outlined in this plan may constitute The preferred alternative is essentially Alternative

This report proposes the joint recognition by ll such action Therefore the National Park Service has with the addition of demonstration projects from Alter

communities Lackawanna County the Common- prepared this Environmental Assessment which out- natives 23 and Information on the alternatives is

wealth of Pennsylvania and Congress of the Lacka-
lines alternatives considered and evaluates their effects presented in the charts on the following pages Copies

wanna Heritage Valley The Lackawanna Heritage
on the environment This information is provided to of newsletters and written public comment are availa

Valley will have two primary functions to capture the
assist public officials and members of the public in ble from the study team

story of the valley for its residents and the nation by
their review of the Plan during the public review pen-

creating an infrastructure for interpretation and edu-
od

cation and to establish framework for stewardship

which will preserve significant historic features reclaim

abandoned land and buildings and conserve and en- Agencies and
hance the Valleys natural cultural educational and

recreational assets The Lackawanna Valley is one of individuals
the few and perhaps the only places in America Consulted
which possess the resources and integrity to tell the sto

ry of anthracite coal in America This report will serve Agencies reviewing or providing information for this

as the National Park Service recommendation to Con- assessment include Pennsylvania Historical and Muse

gress and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvanias Hen- urn Commission Pennsylvania Council on the Arts

tage Park Program Management Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resourc

Action/Implementation Plan es Pennsylvania Department of Commerce Pennsyl
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Comparison of Alternatives

ALTERNATIVE ALIERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE

The Core Scheme Cultural Sub-Contera Esrvirnneaesatal/Devetopment The Valley Park Combined Approach

Demorsstrataan

Concept To provide the nunirourn In addition to the Core In addition to the etementa of In addition to the otomenta of Combiner alt etemonta

infrsateuctuee nocenaury to Scheme to add additional the Core Scheme to reclaim the Core Scheme to emphaaize repreaented in alternatives

annum the preservation and cultural resource attenctions historic buLldingn aettinga the conaoevniion and the to provide maximum

inteepeetation of cutturat and to provide an historic abandoned mine nods and devetopmont of parktandr preaeroation and conservnt/on

renourcos and the stewardship nooieg for interpretation of other devastated Valley along the Lackawneeta River with concurrent development of

of the Valleya natural and each path achenre resources to demonstrate the development of railn to cultural attmctionr

cultural resources All conservation/reclamation traits and the protection of environmental and reclamation

eteenont.s of the Core Scheme techniques with representative htttside conservation areas demonatration projects alt in

am incorporated in Alternatives peojectr park like setting

25

Caltitral Attractsaac Enhance exbihitn and facititiea In addition to Core Scheme Same na the Core Scheme Same as the Core Scheme Same as Alternative

st the Lacknwanna County elomonia add an Folkllfe alteruotiur altemetive

Coal Mine the Scranton Iron Center in Olyphant and Laud

Furnaces the Anthracite and Settlement Enhibit in

Museum and Steamtown to Cnrhondnle Further enhance

interpret the anthracito story exiating facilities

Provide Lackawanea

Heritage Valley Visitor Center

at the New lnrsey Central

Station

Liaahages Provide Downtown In addition to the elementa Same as Core Scheme Same as Cure Scheme Same an Alternative

guarrrallny Loop connecting included in the Core Schonie Alternative nlternutive

all major cultural reaource with provide Steam Rail linkn to

downtown Scranton connect Carbondale and Montage

Stnamtown Iron Furnacea and Mountain

the Royce with pedestrian

path pravide self guided motor

and walking toura and link via

Steam Rail Steamtown arid

McDade park

RaclamatioalPrenervation Create raaeaech/education/ In addition to the elements of In addition to the etementa Same an Core Scheme Includes all elemenla in

policy/incubator reclumetion the Core Scheme add included in tha Core Scheme Alteruaiivn
Aliertuativea

program at now atom Folklore/Polklife Premrvation complete at least one

spoasorad/univernity connected program
demonateatiun project of each

Lack.awanoa Reclamation type--mine reclamation

Iuntitute Peividr vnltoy building reuse clean-up of

wide Main Street Program and anisance Bites and fleer

Preservation program
restoration Add an

entrepreneurial capacity to the

Institute as well as an

educational facility

Recreation As demonstration project In addition to the elemnatn In addition to the eleatenta In addiSon to the elemeata All eteneenta in alternatives

convert section of the included in the Core Scheme included in the Cure Scheme included in the Core Scheme are included

abandoned rail right of way open additional Rail to Trail develop new puck lands and create Riverfront Protection

along the Lackawanna River at aegmenta and ricer parks at trail link as pars of each Zone new Mid Valley Park

Steamtown in Scranton into Olyphant and Casbondale demoastmtion project Ridgetop Conseevatina zones

pedestrian and bicycle path
Continence Ceasnevation Park

Create new environmental
and Stillwater Conservation

learning park at Dueyea
Area

Maaaagesasestt Create Lackawanaa Heritage Same as Core Scheme Same as Core Scheme Same as Cere Scheme Same Ba Core Scheme

Valley Paetnernhip at the anon alternative alternative alternative alternative

level with federsl

eadoraemeal to accomplish the

major goals of the Core

Schenie

Fsaading All project jointly funded with Same as Core Schema Sante as Cere Scheme Same as Cure Scheme Same as Core Scheme

funding equally divided among alternative nlternacne alternative alternative

federal state local and private
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Impact of Alternatives

ALTFRNATIVE ALTERNATIVE ALTFRNATIVE ALTFRNATIVF ALTERNATIVE NO ACTION
The Cure Scheme Cultural Sub-Centers Enviranmenatul/ The Valley Paris Combined Approach ALTERNATIVE

Development

_____________________ ____________
Demonutrutkao

Natural Resources

General Impacta Several sbnndoned and Same as Alternative Significant numbers of Samem alternatives Combination of all Degraded condition of

degraded ioduntrral soot with additiooal historic buildingn setting with tho additional elemeota lund base and river

will ho reclaimed rvclnioatioo of sections of abandoned mine lands and creation of linear Valley coreidor will continue

soctioon of the river the river and abandoned river cones wilt be river park aloeg the unabated

abandoned rail lives end rail linen at Olypharir and reclaimed by the Inatitoto leegth of the Lsckuwnona

open space around Carbondale nod the private nector Rioer and the peenervutioo

Steamlown cod Scruetco Eventual reclamation of of 80% of the enntairiing

will be rertorrd new 70 to 80 of the River undeveloped hilitide

eovironcncntal and abandoned mice lands

prenervation park is lands

created at the natural

mine ontlatl in Doryva

blaodplauau Floodplaies around In addition to the In addition to the In addition to the All floodplaine protected No additional floodplaius

interpretive facilities will Iloinlplains protected in floodpluio.s protected in floodplaien protected in in Alternatives would be protected
be protected from Alternative additional Alternative aelected Alternative significant would be protected in

development and exinting floodplain aryan within the portions of floodplsina portions of the Alternative

abandoned nail rights of city limits of Cnrbondnle associated with Leckawanna River

way within floodplain and Olyphsnt will be reclamation projects along especially in the 15 miles

boundneten will be protected the Lackawanna River between the STEA ENS
converted into tmila Corridor especially at and Sirnpnon would be

Providence in and around protected from

the Ssquoit Milla and development

below Olyphant would be

____________________
protected

Wettatadn Moat wetlanda asnociated Same as Alternative Ar appropriate recreation Recrvatiorr if the nver All weltanda protected or No hintoric wetlands

with the 1ackawanna of hiatonc wetlnnda arid hank environment created in Alternatives would he re-created

River and its flceodylaine wildlife habitata will hr historic aetlartds and would be protected ue

have been destroyed by recreated aa part of wildlife habitats will be created in Alternative

coal enrraction No reclamation dentonrtmtion recreated throughout the

additional wetlanda would
projects relatively valley usa part of the

be deatroyed by the
large ares of wetlands creation of linear river

creation of the interpretive would be recreated below greenway In addition

network
Olyphant hilltop wetland areas

would be protected from

development
F.ssdaasgeredlThreatesaed One Species with Global Same as Alternative Same as Aisesnuajea Same as Alternative Sama as Alternative
Spacmi Status DI Crittually

Imperiled Globally and

proposed for Federal

Endangered or Threatened

Stems the Northern

Bulnialt Scinpicn

anclucnrclsaeaacn and true

Community ranked

0203 Imperiled

Globally rare and

vulnerable to extinction

Pitch Pine Scrub Oak

Ridgetop Dwarf tree

forest are found in the

Valley Neither would be

affected by any action

ltydrnlogic Waste and Valley Stewardship Same as Alternative Demonsteatian
programs Conservation zone along All actions is Alternatives

Pollaatioaa Cosaalitiesas
progeama would be would reclaim waatelanala the river and the hillsides would be combined
developed so help reclaim

e.g reclaiming would encourage sensitive in Alternative
abandoned mine site

junkyard restoring the ee-developmest of

restore the fleer rivers edge and cleaning devastated cent lands and

enviroameat and
preserve up an old problem damp river eavironment while

valley hilltops Prngrama
taming calm bank into protecting hillside zone

wonld develop the
non-structural flood eventually encouraging

technology and expertise control aystem to replace the re-connectius with site

to begia to solve some of
proposed channelizatios river uf creek which

the Valleys most critical of the river recreating currently disappear into

problems hintornc wetland arid calm baalca

mitigating acid mine

runoff



It

ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE NO ACTION

The Care Scheme Caltrarat SaabCeaatera Eatmrnnmeatal/ The Valley Park Combated Appaah ALTERNATIVE

escdotmsraat

Demaealraitom

Caltrural Reaoatrre Preaervation of Scrantona Same an alternative Some an Alternative Snare an Alternative Same on Alternative

Impacts historic atntcturen with the additional

downtown and preaervation and

nnighbothooda and of conaervatioa of the

neighbortroodaand main folkltfe of the Valley

atrreta in three to live Additional vnhnncemvnta

deotountration of esinting cultural

cotontuuities facilitien and additiona of

Preservation and new cultural facilitiea at

connvrvation of hialoric Olyphant nod Cnrbondnle

aettinga around key Pteaervatioo and

cultural ttnourcea in the conaervation effotin for

Valley Entranced main alrevtn and

facilitrea nod improved neighborhoods for all 19

interpretation at key volley coarmunitiea

federal at.ate
and locally

managed cultural nitea

Preservation progrnma

enhance protecltoa of

aiguiftcnet privately

owned siren and

archaeological aitea

Ecasnamic Imparts

Total Capital Cmtn $l7.6 million $24.7 million $35.7 million $25.5 million $49.2 million

Visitor SpraadinglYear $1.9 million $12.1 million SI million 51 million $12.1 million

Private Sector $52.0 million $73.0 nstllion $140.0 million 563.0 million $151 mrllion

Investmeart

10 Year Reginnal $204 million $293 million $367 million $220 million $463 million

Investment Spemling

Vesitor Days/Year 5/tORt/I 650000 S00R0 500000 650000

Visitor Nights/Year 50000 150000 50000 50000 150000

Constrtrction Related lcO 1471 2704 l2tl 3202

Job Crrvttiun person

years over 19 year

period

17
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Appendix Cost Data

tion of responsibilities across levels of government than to operational dollars This plan recommends

Appendix is relatively even with 24% Federal from NPS and local match for operational funds during the life of the

other Federal sources 43% State including the partnership with 100% of the operational expense car

Heritage State Park Program as well as other State ned by the Partnerships regional local and private

sources and 33% county and local Distribution of successors after the Partnership sunset

responsibilities was based upon extensive discus

sions with cooperators and funding sources and
This report recommends that the Pennsylvania Heri

tage Park Program Lackawanna County and the Part-

projected funding sources are based upon existing
nership work together to investigate mechanisms to

programs and funding history from previous yearsCapital Costs
It must be stressed that until funds are actually ap-

provide consistent long term funding source for op
erating the Lackawanna Heritage Valley In addition it

As part of the planning process cost estimates of each propriated or grants are awarded no dollars ul
should be noted that secure funding stream could

element of the Plan have been prepared Capital costs
be available In addition programs that are cur-

create bonding capability on the part of the Partner-

have been expressed in 1990 dollars using appropriate rently funded may not be funded in future years
ship if it is constituted as an Authority Mechanisms

square foot and unit costs for the current level of plan- However it is the intention of the partnership to u-
that capitalize upon the positive financial impacts of

ning and design detail Costs have included data from tilize existing funding sources and the plan has
the plan should be considered These include

the project Team Partners to the extent such informa- been designed to be flexible enough to respond to

tion has been available Capital cost information is
changing funding priorities and availability Institution of local hotel.motel tax in heritage are-

presented as follows as with some percent of local revenue dedicated

to the operation of Pennsylvania Heritage Parks

Table D- presents itemized cost estimates for each Oiieratingand Use of Tax Increment Financing Zones to dedicate
capital cost element for both the the recom
mended and ultimate Plans Annotations are Miiintenance Costs some portion of increased property tax assess-

provided to explain assumptions and cost items
ments to operations in areas developed under the

As part of the planning process estimates of Operation aegis of the Partnership
Table D-2 presents the summary costs for the Rec-

and Maintenance Expense have been prepared Oper- Income from joint ticketing and packaging of Heri
ommended initial Plan These are summarized by ational expense has been expressed in 1990 dollars us-

tage Valley sites
element and further summed by project goal It is

ing appropriate personnel and overhead costs Item-

interesting to note that the allocation of costs is

ized cost estimates for each operational unit are includ-
Each of these mechanisms will recluire cooperation be-

quite balanced across the five cost categories of
ed and annotated Agency responsibilities are noted

tween interpretive sites taxing agencies and the Part-

conservation/preservation education
and lead agencies were consulted for cost estimates It

nership and its successors

interpretation reclamation development/use and
is hoped that operational expenses can be reduced Tables relating to operational costs include

recreation It is important to highlight that the esti-

from these estimates by sharing of office space equip-
mates for economic development include only ment and maintenance personnel between the part-

Table D-5 presents itemized cost estimates for each

public sector investments towards development ners and entities listed operational and maintenance cost element identi

and do not include the substantial spin-off develop- fled in the study Annotations are provided to ex
ments which are referred to in Chapter The cost of operating and maintaining the Interpretive plain both assumptions and responsibilities

Infrastructure and the Stewardship Structure will con-
Table D-6 presents the implementation agenda forTable D-3 presents the summary costs for the Ulti

tinue after the Partnership has continued its work
the initial years of partnership operation as wellmate Plan This includes all the defined elements

although it must be stressed that these costs do not Therefore it is vital to the continued success of the
as the source of funds for each project

Lackawanna Heritage Valley that the partners find suit-
include the wide variety of projects which would

valve in response to the Stewardship efforts
able funding sources for operations Currently opera

tional funds are the most difficult funds to obtain the

Table D-4 presents the implementation agenda for
Pennsylvania Heritage Park Program and most other

the initial five years of the Plan indicating projects federal and Commonwealth grants fund capital devel
within each year as well as the source of funds for

opment projects and studies exclusively Other agen
each project It should be noted that the distribu-

cies tend to have better access to construction funds
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Table D-1 Cost Estimate

Lackawanna Heritage Valley Protect

NO ITEM UNIT OTY UNIT COST TOTAL ANNOTATIONS ASSUMPTIONS

Element Steamtown LVHP Exhibit 1.1 Exhibit S.F 1200 200 $240.00 11 Exhibits may include models and graphic panels describing the historic

1.2 A/E/Mgt 20% $48.00 relationship between the former DLW RR Yard now Steamlown National Historic

Contingen 15% $36XX Site and other significant sites throughout the L.ackawanna Valley

1.3 Operation By $0

NPS Steamtown 1.2 A/E fees are covered under SNHS planning

$324000

Element Coal Mine Tour AIIM 2.1 Exc/Shor L.F 01 1000 $30Qg 21/22 Excavation of new shaft to accommodate 10 10 300 steel tower that

2.2 Etev/TWR L.S lump sum $285 8/8 will
support the elevator hoistway The cab could hold 25 to 30

passengers at

23 Light/Sign LS lump sum $10000 time thereby providing second access point to the Coal Mine Tour

24 Site Devp acre 5008 $50000

2.5 Inter EXH allow 58/88 $50tx/8
2.4 Additional site development is required to complete surface improvements for

2.6 A/E/Mgt 20% $120000 circulation path that would connect the elevator site to the existing

Contingen 15% $150250 visitor/reception center

2.7 AHM Design lump sum $210001

2.8 AHM Construction lump sum $sç8/ 2.5
Supplementary signage exhibits would be added on mineshafts elevators and

29 Operation by vertical mine transport

Coatmine Tour

$1148250 17/2.8 Planned improvements to Anthracite Heritage Museum

Element Scranton Iron Furnaces 31 Site Devp acre 30000 $120000 3.1 Site development includes the construction of paved and landscaped areas that

3.2 New Bldg S.F 51/88 100 11H would connect the RR tracks stemming from SNI-IS Steamtown to the Roaring Book
33 Exhibits S.F 48/8 200 $80000 esplanade south of the Furnaces

3.4 Restoration S.F 3000 150 $450000
3.5 Spec Exh allow 550088 3.2 New construction would focus on the visitor center appropriately designed in

3.6 RR Coan L.F 5280 85 544553 relation to its context and use as visitor/exhibit venue
3.7 A/F 12% $338256

Cotitingen 15% 5422820 33 Exhibits should include descriptive models and
graphic panels of industrial

3.8 Operation by PHMC settings and manufacturing processes endemic to the Lackawanna Valley

$3579876
3.4 Particular attention mu.st be given to the masonry restoration of the furnaces

proper new vertical circulation system through the ovens could enhance the

interpretive potential of the site

3.6 Rail connection to SNFIS via the Brady head presently owned by Conrail LRCA
will assume ownership It will require crossings stop hag and one
switch plus one mile of track rehab

Element Royce Hotel Exhibits 4.1 Exhibits S.F 133 150 Sxx 4.2 Improvement to the exhibition space may include power supply and distribution

4.2 Renovation S.F 1000 20 $0XX and
appropriate lighting to support the exhibit requirements

43 A/E/Mgt 20% 5348/8

Contingen 15% $25500

4.4 Operations by $0

Royce Hotel Mgt
$229500

/Iement LVHP Visitor Center 5.1
Site/Prep acre 50000 $100000 53 This allows parking spaces for 50 autos and buses in close proximity to the

5.2 Site/Devp acre 40000 5401/88 visitor center

5.3 OG Parking acre 123/88 $00001
5.4

Building S.F 6000 65 53901/8
5.4 The total building area is approximately 1808 s.f Only 6/88 s.f of these

5.5 Exhibits S.F 2000 200 5400.00 one level would be occupied by the LVHP visitor center The remaining area
5.6 A/E/Mgt 20% 520488

may be occupied by others in public/private venture The cost to improve
Contingen 15% $153000 the remaining space

would be borne by the tenant/owner
5137703

55 It is assumed that part of the exhibit would be major operating train

model portraying the layout and function of the Lackawanna Valley at its

peak probably developed operated
and financed in cooperation with private

railroading groups
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COST ESTIMATES LACKAWANNA HERITAGE VALLEY PROJECT

NO ITEM UNIT OTY UNIT COST TOTAL ANNOTATIONS ASSUMPTIONS

Etement Otyphant Eth Her dr 6.1 Land Acq acre 1508 $30000 6.1 Land acquisition is limited to ames of land in the vicinity of the river

6.2 RR Depot 10018X $1001300 and Lackawanna Avenue Olyphant Main Street program is currently undertaking

6.3 Plaza 60888 560001 urban improvements including sidewalks underground utilities and lighting

6.4 Exhibits allowce $150030 standards

615 A/E/Mgt 20% 5170180

Contingen 15% 5132580 6.2 The proposed passenger depot is assumed to be built on LCRRA land at the East

$1182030 end of Lackawanna Avenue The depot would have ticket booth small waiting

area toilet rooms and modest roofed loading platform

6.3 The creation of an urban civic space
in the heart of the community that would

serve as the focus of cultural and ethnic celebrations

6.4 staff of is projected for the first year of operations
Total operating

costs are assumed to be 2.0 multiplier of direct labor

Element Carbnndale Center 7.1 Land Acq acre 208% $40188 7.2 The
passenger depot is to be built on the foundation of the original depot

7.2 KR Depot 18603 $103003 that burned few years ago The property which would allow parking
for 12

7.3 Plaza 250190 $250588 cars is owned by the Lackawanna Rail Authority Acquisition of this land

7.4 lmprv Beg 5191919 55000 will not be
necessary

75 Exhibits allowce $1501300

7.6 Site/DV/UR acre 100019 $203030 7.3 Improvements to the plaza will include landscape design including planting

7.7 Theatre allowce $5130.00 lighting paving and street furniture Improvements to commercial properties

7.8 A/E/Mgt 20% $250003 surrounding the plaza will be necessary The city is presently seeking funds

7.9 Contingen 15% $193503 to restore City Hall

5173358
7.4 Improvements to the 6th Avenue bridge will include railings lighting and

resurfacing

Element Trolley Museum 8.1 Land Acq acre 2500 5625X 8.1 The proposed site is presently under city ownership and serves as as public

8.2 Ncw Const S.F 5000 18 $503030
parking lot It may be possible for the of to donate the land as

8.3 Site Deyp acre 11890 $200001 contribution to the Trolley Museum project

8.4 Exhibits S.F 3030 150 $450018

8.5 ELE/CTNRY L.F 8030 12.5 5100930 8.2 The new visitor/exhibition center would provide space
for indoor exhibits

8.6 A/E/Mgt 20% $250030 public facilities and administrative
spaces passenger depot that would

Contengen
15% $196875 serve both the Trolley Museum and the Scranton Iron Furnaces through gaszlec

8.7 Trot Colt L.S 51.503030 vehicles

$3259375

8.3 Site development would focus on the construction of parking facilities 20
ears buses landscaped areas and the laying of trackage for the stationary

exhibit of trolleys

Element Downtown Trolley Loop 9.1 St Vehicle 18089 51510319
9.1 There is need to establish an operational budget for the staff and vehicle

maintenance The trolley must coordinate its schedule with SNIS and the CBDs
retails hours This service might be operated by COLTS
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COST ESTIMATES LACKAWANNA HERITAGE VALLEY PROJEUF

NO ITEM IJNT OTY UNIT COST TOTAL ANNOTATIONS ASSUMPTIONS

Flemeru 19 Pedestrian Path 10.1 Site/Prep acre 5001xt
10.2 The connecting path will include that portion of land defined by the China

10.2
Site/Dcvp acre 1001818 s0 WalE The Chamberline Plant Washington Ave and Cedar Ave

10.3 SIrs/Ramps allow 5001185 sxj.o Active tracks service the Chamberline Plant four times week These

10.4 A/E/Mgt 20% SllotX0 tracks extend to the Iron Furnaces PoliHi Plant and beyond to the Montage

Contingen 15% 582500 area through the tunnel pedestrian path following these tracks may

$742 someday connect the Core Scheme with the Roaring Brook Gorge and NayAug
Park See Slocuna Hollow Park Element 24

Element it Self Guided Tours 11.1 Design/Imp allowce $2011x 11.1 Design implementation of six self..guided tours of important historic sites

include

allowance for printing of brochures

allowance for manufacture of descriptive paneLs at 30 locations

allowance for design of the tour interpretive sequence narratives

graphics and descriptive panels

Element t2 McDade Park Rail Link 12.1 Track L.F 42240 15 $633601 121/12.3 Based on information provided by Lackawanna County Railroad Authority

12.2 Depot allow I000IX 5100000

t2.3 Track Acq allow L.S 55600X 122 Small shelter at terminals transportation will have to be provided between

12.4 A/F/MgI 20% $146720
depot and Anthracite Museum/Coal Mine Tour and is not included in estimate

Contingen 15% $194040

12.5 Bus 128181181 $120000 124 High capacity vehicle flexibus 75 passengers
12.6 Operation by $0

NPS/LCRRA
$1754360

Element 13 Valley Rail Escur 13.1 Track Imp L.F 950110 15 $1425000 13.1
Trackage improvement would allow passenger travel at 25 mph making the 18

13.2 Par Depot depot $0 mile Valley Excursion 1.5 hours one way and hours roundtrip

133 A/F/MgI 20% 5285000

Contingen 15% $213750 132 Passenger depots are included in elements Olyphant and element

13.4 Operation by $0 Carbondale

$1923750
13.4

Operations and maintenance of equipment and tracks is assumed lobe provided

Jotmation
provided

LRCA

Element 14 Montage Rail Excur 14.1 Track Imp L.F 22000 48 $1056000 14.2
passenger depot is proposed at the Montage site where other means of

14.2 Tunnel L.S 5100000
transportation would be required to transport passengers

to Montage
143 Pass Drp 11818188 51000X Mountain the stadium etc

14.4 Staf Av Brdg L.S $3XtCXXl

14.5 Track Acq L.S $1000118 14.4 Penn Dot will re.open Stafford Avenue Bridge in collaboration with the City

14.6 A/E/Mgt 20% $311200 of Scranton Laurel Line trackage is jointly owned FL Realty
14.7

Contingen 15% $248400
14.8

Operation by $0 Rail replacement 5569n
$2215600 Raise Line Surface

Tie Replacement 5118810183
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COST ESTIMATES LACKAWANNA HERITAGE VALLEY PROJECF

NO ITEM UNIT OTY UNIT COST TOTAL ANNOTATIONS ASSUMPTIONS

Element 15 Environmental Inst 15.1 Land Acq acre 10 2500 5250X 15.1 Land acquisition for the Blue Coal Breaker site including 10 acres of the

15.2 Build Imp L.S $500.00 property surrounding the abandoned breaker The land adjacent to the

153 Exhibits L.S $100180 Vu-Tech School approx 25 acrr.s is presumed to be owned by CLIDCO as

15.4 Pgm Dcog L.S $200000 future industrial park

15.5 A/E/Mg1 20% 5160000

Contingen 15% $123750 15.2 Building acquisition
from the Lackawanna County Vu-Tech School Authority

15.6 Build Acq L.S 54500018

15.7 Operation by PA 153 Building improvements will be limited to areas specifically requiring

System of Higher
modifications for research activities and offices for non.profit

Education organizations
All other

spaces
seem will suited for the mtended purpose

$5608750
154 Exhibits at the Breaker site

15.5 comprehensive curriculum research and management program will be

developed in conjunction with appropriate state and federal agencies and

institutions of higher education

Element 16 Main Street Program 16.1 Loan Prgm 525001818 16.1 An operational budget must be established to meet the programs staff and

16.2 SBA Loans $1XXXX organizational requirements The staffs primary function would be to

53.500180 administer the program through guidelines established by the Pennsylvania

Main Street Program as they apply to specific commumties

3ement 16A Main Street Program 161 Loan Prgrm

Expanded 551803.018 162 SBA Grant Incubator Program for Small Businesses

16.2 An operational budget must be established to meet the programs staff and

organizational requirements The staffs primary function would be to

administer the program through guidelines established by the Pennsylvania

Main Street Program as they apply to specific communities

Element 17 Hist Preserv Pro 17.1 Loan Prgrm 5258000 17.1 An operational budget must be established to meet the programs staff and

$2500000 organizational requirements Its primary function would be to administer

the loan program adhering to deign/use criteria consistent with LVHP

objectives These objectives would be defined through comprehensive

historic resource assessment leading to preservation strategy that would

foster the effective reuse of underutilized resources into economically

viable facilities within the Valley community

Element 18 Fialklife Her Pro 18.1 Program
10

yes
50 18.1 The Educational/Cultural grants program allows $1Xl per year

$0 18.2 An operational budget must be established to meet the programs requirements

for staffing and administrative capabilities Capital budget needs would be

determined after the programs first years of operation

Element 19 Sauqunit Redevelop 19.1 Site Pee acre 510Y $100180 19.1 Includes demolition and clearing of ancillary buildings and miscellaneous

192 Site Acq acre 20000 $40188 opportunances Site grading and drainage etc

193 Site Devp acer 50000 $200198

19.4 Building 180X 10.7 $1926000 19.2 The building and site proper is assumed to be part of the current owners equity

19.5 Exhibits S.F 2018 19 S21XX18 investment for the project However two additional acres of land to the North of the

19.6 A/E/Mgt see note 6% $145580 property would be required for additional green space and parking areas

Contingen see note 15% 536998

52981460 193 Site development includes creation of parking areas and courtyards for tenant use

19.4 Building rehabilitation includes approximately 880019 S.F of open space converted to

variety of uses Priority would be given to those uses that would meet community

needs and Enterprise Development Zone Benefits as well as Investment Tax Credits 115
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COST ESTIMATES LACKAWANNA HERITAGE VALLEY PROJEC7I

NO ITEM UNIT OTY UNIT COST TOTAL ANNOTATIONS ASSUMPTIONS

Element 20 Dickson City 20.1 Land Acq acre 24 10000 52403010 20.1 This property is presently owned by Carrier Coal Co The purchase of six hundred acres

Olyphant/ltlak 20.1.1 Land Acq acre 16 10000 516000 mine lands are currently in litigation It i5 assumed the cost to be approximately
20.2 Site Devp acre $0 $2500

per acre

203 Site Reel acre 12 1600 51921188

204 Parkland acre 10000 560010 20.2 Site prep includes rough grading trenching etc for the anticipated development By
20.5 A/E/Mgt 20% $50400

private developer this could be used in matching dollars with various government

Contingen 15% $88800
agencies

$791200

203 Site development includes retainage pond and other hydraulic work regarding flood

control

20.4 Site development as green space along river in conjunction with LRCA and 10

Program

Element 21 Reclamation Grant.s 21.1 Land Acq acre 66 2500 5165.010
21.1 Land acquisition may be desirable in some instances The recommended action plan will

212 Esv Study acre 66 2500 5165.11010
be function of LCHP priorities and available funding The assumed price of

21.3 Land
Prep acre sO 25000 5165011010

$2500/acre is based on the assumption that this land has limited market appeal and
21.4 Land Dcvp acre 67 30000 52010000

potential environmental problems
5399030103

21.2 In most cases there will be need 10 carry out comprehensive environmental

assessment of the site The cost for such study is valued at $251103/acre This does

not indude actual removal and disposal of undesirable materials

213 Site
preparation includes grading of top soil ground cover or seeding and

appropriate drainage

214 Site
development may vary according to the intended use an average cost of $30000 is

anticipated

Note The 25 acres represent an allowance that may cover several junkyards throughout the valley

Element 22 Rails to knits 211 Site/Acq L.F 15840 $95040 22.1 Site acquisition includes miles of the New Jersey Central ROW stemming from the
22.2

Site/Acq L.F 89760 $538560
proposed LVHP visitor center through South Scranton to the Environmental Park in the

223 Sitc/Dcvp L.F 1056110 12 $1267200 vicinity of Taylor It is anticipated that 100% of this land will be donated by the
22.4 A/E/Met 20% $253444 NJCRR Estate

Contingen 15% $255120

5243934O 22.2 Site acquisition also includes 17 miles of Ontario and Western RR ROW extending from

the City of Scranton North to the Upper Valley 50% of the estimated value is expected

as donation tax incentive program from present owners

223 Site improvements include clearing debris removal with limited
stone-aggregate paths

and minimum landscaping

224 Planning acquisitions lobe coordinated with NPS Mid-Atlantic office in Philadelphia

and with the Lackawann.a River Corridor Association

Element 23 Environmental Park 23.1 Site/Acq acre 10 10000 $100300
23.1 Site acquisition presupposes private ownership of the land It estimates value at232 Site/Devp acre 10 110100 $10011010

510003 an acre due to its location within the flood plain and limited development233 Exhibits L.S $50488
potential

2.3.4 A/E/MgI 20% $30010

Contiegen 15% 537500
23.2 Site development is assumed to be limited to nature paths and conservation policy

5317500
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Appendix DI Coet Data

COST ESTIMATES LACKAWANNA HERITAGE VALLEY PROJECT

ANNOTATIONS ASSUMPTIONSNO ITEM UNIT OTY UNIT COST TOTAL

Element 24 Slocum Hollow Park 24.1 Land Acq acre 12 4100 $5000X Land acquisitions
include Iwo important sites the PGW Maintenance yard appros 10

24.11 Land PsI acre 60 $0
acres off Bridge Street along the Lackawanna behind the Iron Furnaces Appron- 25

24.2 RR EaseT L.F /ROW $0 acres
243 Site Devp acre 23 560X $l12.5XX

2431 Site Rec acre 30 3561 $1050600
24.1.1/

24.4 Site Cons acre 40 5060 $2111000 24.2 Easements are required from PeonDot Pocono One RR to and Conrail Laurel Lead these

24.5 Censtn L.S $250000 properties comprise approx 60 acres of land at the east end of the proposed park

24.6 Sign/Exh L.S $150600

24.7 A/E/Mgt 20% $555060 243 Site development includes both properties
under item 24.1 and approx 10 acres of the

Contingen 15% $491250 acreage included under item 24.1

54321250

243.1 The land comprised within the city owned Mt Pleasant Breaker site will be developed by

PennDot for the re-alignment of the Mulberry Street Bridge The balance of the land

will be targeted for private development This budget includes design and management

costs

Element 25 Riverside Park 25.1 Land Esm Property 51 1116 $560116 25.1 Obtaining easements from approximately 56 property owners requIres $1600/property for

25.2 Land Imp L.S $660060
legal fees and title search etc 25.2 Maintenance of these properties will be the

$1160600
responsibility of local governments and other environmental groups It is estimated

that only 10% of the total park area 480 acres will be cleared of bush and debris

Element 26 Mid.Valley Park 26.1 Land Estt allow $30111
yearly basis Therefore 48 acres of land shared by numerous municipalities would

26.2 Ped Bridge 151166 $150111
represent

modest cost to each
263 Site DeW acre 3561 $210111

26.7 A/E/Mgt 20% 57206
Contingen 15% $58560 263 Site development includes acres at the Olvphant/Blakelv site Site preparation

$520560 includes acres at the Olvphant/Blakely site

Element 26.6 Providence River 2OAt.1 Land Acq acre 1516 $60116

26A1.2 Bus./Acq./Relocation $0
21A.1.1 Site acquisition of approx acres of land presently used as junk and

scrap yards It

26A.2 Site Prep acre 5161 $260116
may be possible for the City of Scranton to purchase this land under the 16th or 17th

26A Demolition acre 12560 $50011
year DBG program

26A.4 Fnvir Study acri 2.560 $10060

26A.5 E/Mgt 20% $52060 26A.2 Site development includes acres at the Providence Riverfront Park Also included is

ontingen 15
reforestation program complete with the removal and disposal ol all oil and

$420
impregnated soils at the

scrap
yard site An environmental study will be conducted to

assess the situation and make recommendauons

26A3 Site demolition includes the removal of all junk and debris from acres of land

presently used as scrap yards

Element 27 Conservation Zone 27.1 Land Esmt L.S $20011 27 Land easements for the
purpose

of budgeting it is assumed that each property would

27.2 Land Acq acre 2000 560 5111013116 require $1166 for legal fees title search etc

273 Signage L.S $50000

Operation by PA/GA $0 27.2 PA State Game Commission recent paid $325 for 1060 acres of undeveloped land on West

Commission Mountain range in the vicinity of Blakely Twp Information PADCA- Rep Steihack State

$1070011 Representative Office

Element 28 Other Initial SIds 28.1 Misc PIg/des L.S $139600 27.3 Signage and markers at appropriate locations would define the conservation cone

boundary and list allowable public access points and uses

lement 29 NPS Techn AasL 29.1 Various Projects $156060/Yr $660111

511300

OTAL $57148731



Appendix Cost Data

Table Dm2 Cost Data Preferred

Initial Scheme
ALLOCATION BY GOAL

TOTAL
SCHEME CONSERVN EDUCATN DEVEL

PROJECT ELEMENTS PRESERVN INTERPRN RECLAMN USE RECREATION

NAME
Steamtown LVHP Exhibit $324000 $324000
Coal Mine Tour Entrance $3148250 $3148250

Scranton Iron Furnaces $3579876 $571500 $2286000 $722376

Royce Hotel Exhibits $229500 $229500
LVHP Visitor Center $1377000 $526500 $540000 $310500

Olyphant Eth Her Ctr $1182000 $201477 $980523
Carbondale Center $1733500 $671899 $201570 $860031

Trolley Museum $3259375 $3259375
Downtown Trolley Loop $180000 $180000

10 Pedestrian Path $742500 $742500
11 Self Guided Tours $200000 $200000
12 McDade Park Rail Link

13 Valley Rail Excursion $1923750 $1923750
14 Montage Rail Excursion $0

15 Environmental Institute $5608750 $5608750
16 Main Street Program $3500000 $3500000

16A Exp Main St Program
17 Hist Pres Program $2500000 $2500000

18 Folkilfe Her Program

19 Demo Reuse Project $2981460 $1490730 $1490730
20 Demo Reclam Project $791200 $791200
21 Reclamation Grants

22 Rails to Trails $2439360 $2439360
23 Environmental Park

24 Slocum Hollow Park

25 Riverside Park

26 MidValley Park

26A Ademo Junkyard Recycle $420000 $328125 $91875
27 Conservation Zones

28 Misc Tech Studies $139000 $27800 $27800 $27800 $27800 $27800
29 NPS Tech Assist $600000 $300000 $300000

TOTAL $36859521 $9588429 $7458597 $6755875 $7192155 $5864465
26% 20% 18% 20% 16%
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Table D-3 Cost Data UltImate Scheme

ALLOCATION BY GOAL
TOTAL

SCHEME CONSERVN EDUCATN DEVEL
PROJECT ELEMENTS PRESERVN JNIERPRN RECLAMN USE RECREATION

NAME
Steamtown LVHP Exhibit $324000 $324000

Coal Mine Tour Entrance $3148250 $3148250

Scranton Iron Furnaces $3579876 $571500 $2286000 $722376

Royce Hotel Exhibits $229500 $229500

LVHP Visitor Center $1377000 $526500 $540000 $310500

Olyphant Eth Her Ctr $1182000 $201477 $980523

Carbondale Center $1733500 $671899 $201570 $860031

Trolley Museum $3259375 $2549556 $709819

Downtown Trolley Loop $180000 $180000

10 Pedestrian Path $742500 $742500

11 Self Guided Tours $200000 $200000

12 McDade Park Rail Link $1754360 $1754360 $0

13 Valley Rail Excursion $1923750 $1923750

14 Montage Rail Excursion $2215600 $2215600 $0

15 Environmental Institute $5608750 $5608750

16 Main Street Program $3500000 $3500000

16A Exp Main St Program $5000000 $5000000

17 Hist Pres Program $2500000 $2500000

18 Folklife Her Program $0

19 Demo Reuse Project $2981460 $1369827 $241805 $1369827

20 Demo Reclam Project $791200 232991 $485399 $72810

21 Reclamation Grants $3990000 $3990000

22 Rails to Trails $2439360 $2439360

23 Environmental Park $317500 $63500 $254000

24 Slocum Hollow Park $4321250 $197920 $4123330
25 Riverside Park $1100000 $1100000

26 Mid Valley Park $520500 $520500
26A Demo Junkyard Recycle $420000 $328125 $91875

27 Conservation Zones $1070000 $1070000

28 Misc Tech Studies $139000 $27800 $27800 $27800 $27800 $27800

29 NPS Tech Assist $600000 $300000 $300000

TOTAL $57148731 $15537527 $10511378 $10187666 $8797056 $12115105

27% 18% 18% 15% 21%
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TableD4 Capital Program

ANTICIPATED FUNDING FEDERAL STATE COUNTY AND LOCAL

$000 BY SOURCE AND YEAR

TOTAL NEW NPS FEDERAL PARK STATE COUNTY LOCAL PRIVATE
FY ITEM COST FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS1 FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS2

1991 Initial Design $795 $145 $115 $460 $42 $33

ERI Planning $0 $0

Rail Link St to Iron Furnace $450 $110 $200 $95 $45

Total FY 1991 $1245 $255 $315 $460 $137 $78

1992 Construction Visitor Center $1173 $600 10 $200 $159 11 $55 $159 12
Trolley Museum $3259 $200 $1497 27 $1563 28
Steamtown LHV Exhibit $324 $324 13
Downtown/McDade Trolley Loop $180 $180 22
NPS Technical Assistance $150 $150

Total FY 1992 $5086 $474 $600 $400 $159 $1732 $1722

1993 Construction Iron Furnaces $2793 $593 18 $200 $2000 19
Environmental Reclamation Institute $5609 $500 20 $5109 21
Self.Guided Tours $200 $50 $50 $50 $50 23
Construction Coal Mine/Ahmimpt $2799 $200 14 $200 $2200 15 $200
Main St./Pres Prog YR $2000 $333 16 $1667 17
Demo Junkyard Reclamation Project $420 24 $140 $140 $70 $60 $10 34
Rails to Trails YR $813 24 $260 $260 $130 $130 $33 34
NJS Technical Assistance $150 $150

Total FY 1993 $14784 $200 $2026 $450 $9709 $2117 $190 $93

1994 Path St to Iron Furnace $743 $371 25 $200 $171 26
Royce Hotel Exhibits $230 $230
Demo Reuse Project tnd Site $2981 24 $745 $745 $373
Demo Reclamation

Project $791 24 $198 $198 $99 $99 $l98
Rails to Trails YR $813 24 $260 $260 $130 $130 $33 34
Main St/Pres Prog YR $2000 $333 16 $1667 17
NPS Technical Assistance $150 $150

Total FY 1994 $7708 $521 $1537 $200 $1374 $2268 $602 $1206

1995 Rail Excursion Carbondale $1924 $962 29 $200 $570 30 $192 31
Carbondale Center $1734 $600 $200 $834 30 $100
Olvphant Ethnic Center $1182 $100 32 $353 33 $200 $353 33 $176 34
Rails to Trails YR $813 24 $260 $260 $130 $130 $33 34
Environmental Park $318 24 $100 $100 $53
Main St/Pres Prog YR $2000 $333 16 $1667 17
NPS Technical Assistance $150 $150

Total FY 1995 $8120 $250 $2614 $600 $2122 $2042 $459 $33

Overall Total
$36943 $1700 $6777 $1965 $13824 $8296 $1251 $3131

Percentage Distribution By Source 5% 18% 5% 37% 22% 3% 8%

FEDERAL 23% STATE 43% COUNTY AND LOCAL 34%
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Table D4 Operation and Maintenance

ITEM PERSONNEL LEASE EQUIP UTIL MAINT OTHER ToTAL

Partnership Operations $144000 $12000 $30000 $110X $3000 550100 $250000

Assumes an Executive Director planner grants.writcr/education specialist and

an administrative secretary includes benefits OS grade equivalents 12/13

and
If possible partnership will seek donated office space

Visitor Center Operations $95000 $12000 $10000 $6000 $14000 $19000 $156000

Assumes visitor center director full time and
part

time staff It is hoped

that some existing
staff from the VCB will staff site

Assumes $4/sf/yr for 6000 sq ft

Coat Mine Tour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Assumes Coal Mine Tour will continue to operate profitably
and will require no

subsidy above ticket prices

Anthracite Heritage Museum $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Per PHMC Assumes that current staff will be sufficient handle additional

anticipated
visitors

Iron Furnaces $95000 $0 580110 $24000 $20000 $13000 $160XXJ

Includes full time site manager and interpreter/archivist plus part time

employees for interpretation and maintenance

Excursion Line Operations $12000 $0 $200000 $0 $0 $18000 $230000

These costs assume that concessionaire can absorb costs of operations through ticket

prices hut that the LHV will have to supplement maintenance costs for one steam

engine to run on the Carbondale Line

Each additional operating line will require like subsidy

Track Maintenance $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

By Lackawanna County Rail Authority

Trolley Museum $45000 $0 $18000 $6000 $2000 $10001 5810110

Includes full time site manager and
part

time interpreter

Assumes cost sharing with visitor center and Partnership
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Table D-6 Anticipated Fundhig Needs

FEDERAL STATE COUNTY AND LOCAL

OTHER HERITAGE OTHER
TOTAL NEW NPS FEDERAL PARK STATE COUNTY LOCAL PRIVATE

FE ITEM COST FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS

1991 Excursion Line Study $50.0 $50.0

Rails/Trails Feasibility $27.0 $27.0

Promo Marketing $25.0 $5.0 $10.0 $5.0 $5.0

Total 1991 $102.0 $82.0 $10.0 $5.0 $5.0

1992 Partnership Operations $250.0 $125.0 $100.0 $12.5 $12.5

Preservation Program

Context Studies $50.0 30 $50.0

NR Nomination Program $50.0 $50.0

Folkiore/Foildife Program
Initial Studies $100.0 $75.0 $25.0
Documentation $25.0 $10.0 $10.0 $2.5 $25

Total 1992 $475.0 $225.0 $85.0 $35.0 $102.5 $12.5 $15.0

1993 Partnership Operations $250.0 $125.0 $100.0 $12.5 $12.5
Preservation Program

Context Studies-Subtheme $50.0 $50.0

NR Nomination Program $50.0 $50.0

Folkiore/Folklife Program

Documentation $150.0 $75.0 $50.0 $12.5 $125
Pig/Center $25.0 $23.0 $2.0

OPS/MGMT Visitor Center $156.0 $120.0 $120.0

OPS/MGMT Trolley Museum $81.0

Total 1993 $762.0 $225.0 $75.0 $23.0 $50.0 $112.5 $132.5 $147.0

$000 BY SOURCE AND YEAR

NOTES

Funds already appropriated and studies
ongoing

NIS funds already appropriated

Funds
through NPS-CRM for studies to be managed by PHMC

NEA/NEH 45015 and other NFC grants

PAC grants

Assumes innovative use of hotel/motel tax TIP Districts joint ticketing etc
and cooperation of PHPP to develop management/operations Imancing options

Operation through PHMC
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Table D6 Cont

Anticipated Funding Needs
FEDERAL STATE COUNTY AND LOCAL

OTHER HERITAGE OTHER
TOTAL NEW NPS FEDERAL PARK STATE COUNTY LOCAL PRIVATE

FY ITEM COST FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS

1994 Partnership Operations $250.0 $125.0 $100.0 $12.5 $12.5

Preservation Program
NR Nomination Program $25.0 $25.0

Foildore/Foildife Program
Documentation $150.0 $75.0 $50.0 $12.5 $12.5

OPS/MGMT Visitor Center $156.0 $120.0 $120.0

OPS/MGMT Trolley Museum $81.0

OPS/MGMT Iron Furnace $160.0 $160.0

OPS/MGMT AHM
OPS/MGMT Coal Mine

Total 1994 $822.0 $150.0 $75.0 $0.0 $210.0 $112.5 $132.5 $145.0

1995 Partnership Operations $250.0 $125.0 $100.0 $12.5 $12.5

Preservation Program
NR Nomination Program $25.0 $25.0

Foildore/Foildife Program
Documentation $150.0 $75.0 $50.0 $12.5 $12.5

OPS/MGMT Visitor Center $156.0 $120.0 $120.0

OPS/MGMT Trolley Museum $81.0

OPS/MGMT Iron Furnace $160.0 $160.0

OPS/MGMT AHM
OPS/MGMT Coal Mine

Total 1995 $822.0 $150.0 $75.0 $210.0 $112.5 $132.5 $145.0

1996 Partnership Operations $250.0 $125.0 $100.0 $12.5 $12.5

Preservation Program
NR Nomination Program $25.0 $25.0

Folklore/FolkIi.fe Program
Center Operations $150.0 $75.0 $50.0 $12.5 $12.5

OPS/MGMT Visitor Center $156.0 $120.0 $120.0

OPS/MGMT Trolley Museum $81.0

OPS/MGMT Iron Furnace $160.0 $160.0

OPS/MGMT AHM
OPS/MGMT Coal Mine

OPS/MGMT Excursion Line $230.0 $125.0 $100.0 $25.0

Total 1996 $1052.0 $275.0 $75.0 $210.0 $212.5 $157.5 $145.0
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